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Since the last election in 2003, and in particular
during 2005~2006, Cambodian stability has been
threatened by unprincipled political figures who
enjoy support from extreme right~wing U.S~ entities
such as the International Republican Institute
(IRI), financed in part by USAID and backed by
influential U.S. senators, including John McCain,
all attempting to fan the flames of Cainbodian~
Vk~tnamese hostility; and I think· a new publication,
with additional detail, of this study of the so~called
'Cambodian Peace Process' and its results; may be
a useful contribution to 'understanding the
background of Cambodia's present situation2•
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© Michael Vickery

i This is an expansion or ~ much shorter ve~ion, concerned solely with the 1993 election, published by The Department of
Political and Social Change, Research School of Pacific and Asian
Studies, The Australian National University, 1994..
1 Senator John McCain is on the. board of directors of the IRI.
Those who may have forgotten the IRI, whose action in Cambodia
in 1993 is. noted below, p. 67, or who assume its activities are
innocuous, should note that early in 2006 the New York Times (29
January.2006), published a special report, "Democracy Undone:
Mixed Signals Help Tilt Haiti Towa~d Chaos", by Walt Bogdanich
and Jenny Nordberg, blaming the IRI for troubies.in Haiti; and in
connectiOll with that Timothy Carney, in 1993 chief of the
UNTAC component for "Education and Information", .in fact
UNTACs political arm, in 1998-1999 U.S. ambassador in Haiti
and then Charge d'Affaires after 13 August 2005, praised the IRI
and was himself featured in their response to the New York Times.
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. . 'fp;e'origirial text from which the present
· v:ersion has dev:eloped·was.written soon after the
formation. of . ~ " new' government following the
.' 1Q9Jelection and drafting of a new constitution,
and,itdiscussed only those subjects. In what
follows Nire I have preceded that text with. some
·'ofthtf1980s background, and continued with
__~~~}?t;J9,~;~f~i~cant post, 1993 developments.
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. ".; ". --. ~Pi-~~p_oaia,'like -' that of more recent similar
trt.'t~e~ddns'-arOtmd the world, was not the
"'_-esf41>Jis~eiirof~democracy', but 'regime change'. _
-"(,-ljj\Phis--was subsequently acknowledged by tWo
-of,;((!lNTAC's . -.(UnitedNations Transitional
A.l#h8dtyjn. Cambodia) spin doctors. Stephen
.W~er;(D~puty;' Director of UNTAC's political
~pmmissa.riat, the so' called 'Information and
:ful!i¢a:ti~ri't:oIIlpOnent', and thus a veryimpoitant
tJNTAG .bfficial, later wrote, "in fact, the Paris
-Ngreemeiits:did' not place a high priority. on the
consolidatibnofliberal democracy in Cambodia ...
· allthey.insisted_on waS the. achievement of a new
political arrangement via a free and fair electoral
·process." That is, a facade of electionism or, wh~t
iha-s'been,called a demonstration election3• In the
w6i-ds; bfahbther .UNTAC Cambodia -operative,
PfJ,yi,dAShley, lithe elections were intended not so
,~~slj:,tq introduce democracy as to create a
!egiQmate: a.nd .thus diplomatically recognizabl~
'·goverrtnient"..The existinggovemment was declared
~llegitimate because it had been brought into
'ex:~t~ri.~e·withVietnaniese aid, and had remained
Edward S. Herri'lim and Frank Brodhead, Demonstration Elections,
·VS._~Staged· Elections -in the D~inican Republic, Vletnam,tind El
Si:iltiadar(South:End Press 1984; Heder; PImom Penh Post (PPP)
.·.·414(1.4 F¢b--9 Ma:~ch 1995.-p.19; and Ashley,_ PPP 4111, 2-15 June
·'1995:,il:'6:· . - - .
.-j
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close to Vietnam, a situation intolerable for the
U.S.
.
The above statements, and what follows, will
no doubt surprise those, I think a majority of even
the rather well,read but non, specialist public,
who, with respect to the events discussed, have
been nurtured by a rare dialectical reinforcement
between official U.S. and allied disinformation
and house,broken journalists who with witless
reverence repeated whatever their favorite
'western diplomats'said, until apparently·they all
came to believe their own propaganda which they
foisted on an unsuspecting public. It has not been
in Iraq alone that journalists were 'embedded', or,
more accurately, jumped with passion into the
sack with brass and spooks.
What follows is intended as an investigation
into the history of a certain period, and the
historiography of that history. Although it is very·
contemporary history, for which direct infotmati~n
from interviews with participants is a favorite
technique, the secrecy surrounding all aspects 6f
Cambodian affairs on all sides, and the tendentious
news, if not outright disinformatiori indulged in,
ensure that the student of current Cambodian affairs
will often go astray relying on the journalistic
technique of straight reporting of 'facts' (or factoids)
elicited through questioning of- participants or
informed sources, and must resort to the' academic
historians' techniques of analyZing"reading between
the lines of recalcitrant sOurces, both-written arid oral.
There is a perennial conflict -betwe~n the
. tasks of the journalist and the acaderiric, 'especially
7
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when journalists arc writing history or ac~demk
historians trying journalism. The fonner prefed,
or in any case is· usually forced, to take his
information·in face~to~face contact with individuals
who are deeply involved in the activity being
investigated and he must generally get it quickly
into a more or less entertaining form for his
editor and his.readers, while the latter, if historian
or social scientist, tends to distrust what peopl~ .
say about events in the past or in which they were
. involved, and wishes to search for what
recorded
as close to the event. as possible, or provided by
alternative sources..
. Thus journalists seem to object that working
historians too often refuse to accept sources, .
written or oral, at face value, while academics
find that journalists shoot from the hip to make
sensational points. Academics, after all, generally
have to depend on journalists for the: latest
information and they are disappointed when the
lat:ter showinstifficien.tcate in its transmission. :
The problem is not just, as some journalists
.have argued, .that governntentsj especially Gommunist,
may offer only i'self~serving selections of confidential .
documents", and "are unlikely to open their archives
to independent historians"". Oral interview·
material~ and not just from 'communiSts', may be
equally self~serving, and anonymous interviews,

was

• Quotations from Nayan Chanda, Bro~ Enemy, the War After the
War,· San Diego, New York, London, Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
1986, p. be; who thought the problem was with 'Communist' governments,
but we now have daily evidence that major capital~t governments
are equally guilty~ My review of Chanda's book will appear ina
forthcoming publication, Kicking the Vietnam Syulrome in Cambodia,·
to be published by Funan Press, Phnom Penh, 2007.
.

8

even accepting that an.onymity cannot always be
avoided, have a historical evidenti.al· value·
equivalent to self~serving archival selections; The
historians' duty is to subject them to··the same sort
of source criticism that would· be given. written
documents. This is the crux of the difference
between journalists and historians .. Journalists
rarely do engage in source criticism, if only. becauSe
of the demands of their work (historians, I admit,
too often do not either, but then they are nOt
acting as historians).
There. is also a more insidious impediment to
serious journaiistic and academic treatment· of .
situations like that in Cambodia, of which a good
example came to my attention in 1998..
.One evening in 1998 at the bar of the Foreign
Correspondents' Club in Phnom Penh one of the
young resident western· Journalists said, ''You
might be surprised, Michael, at the n1,lIuber .of·
things on which we agree" in response to my jibe,
"so there is one thing on whiChwe agree",~fter he
remarked that h~, like I, had not expected Prince·
Ranariddh to return to Cambodia after the armed
conflict in July 1997.
...... .
IntrigUed, I said, "tdl
more", since I had
always considered, both from his published
reportage, and from conversations on earlier visits
to Phnom Penh, that he and I were on opposite sides
of the political and ideological barricades in Cambodia,
and that he was among those journ~lists who
believed their duty to be to. undermine the
Cambodian Peoples Party' (CPP), in particular
Prime Minister Hun Sen, in favor of the. royaliSt
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FUNCINPEC party, Prince Ranariddh, and Sam
Rainsy.
Instead, I discovered that he and most of h~s
colleagues regarded Ranariddh and the entire
FUNCINPEC apparatus with contempt, as an
incompetent, corrupt, and unpleasant bunch who
could not possibly be trusted to govern Cambodia
if they were brought to power. They agreed that.
Hun Sen is far superior in intellect, political
sense, and. organizational ability, and no one
cared to argue when 1 remarked that most of the
able Cambodian administrators are in the CPP or
closely allied with it ..
"Why don't you· write things like that", I
asked."I can't", wasthe answer. The reasons why
he 'can't' were never clearly expressed, but it
seemed to be in part awareness that anyone who
broke with the pack would not be taken seriously
by the editors for whom they write, that it is not
considered proper to· write critically of other
journalists or their productions, or that they are
supposed to just report on day":to~day 'facts', nqr
engage . in 'analysis' .. Thus, something lik~
'strongman Hun Sen organized anti~Ranariddh
demonstrations' would bea news fact (factoid?),
. but a description' of a demonstration contrary to
the accepted paradigm, or contrary to what CNN .
was broadcasting, would be analysis.
An explicit example offered by that journalist
concerned the demonstrations outside the Royal
Hotel just after Ranariddh returned· to Phnom
Penh in 1998 and took up residence there. He
said that the CNN presentation was· dishonest,

depicting the event as a scrious riot. It was
nothing of the kind, he said (1 was not in Phnom
Penh then, and can say nothing· from personal
observation). H~ had observed it from a good
position and said it involved a few groups of
. pro~ and anti~Ranariddh youths throwing punches.
at one another until they were all chased away by
.the police. "Why don't you write this, exposing
the CNN' propaganda?" "I can't", for three
obvious reasons. He cannot criticize another
agency, his editor would not accept something so
contrary to conventional wisdom, and it would be
'analysis', not 'factual reporting'..
.
As another resident journalist, and one who
was not subject to the constraints of getting out a
new· 'fact' each day, put it, reporting follows a
. rhythm, and no one wants to be the first to break
with the rhythm, perhaps for the very practical
reason that they might lose their employments.
. What this means, however, is that at the
center of news production about Cambodia for
the English~speaking world, there is a group of
journalists who do not entirely believe what they
are writing. Specifically, the two whom I have
. cited here did not believe that in July 1997
'strongman' Hun Sen organized a coup to get rid
of Ranariddh ·and his FUNCINPEC supporters
(on which see further below, pp.159, ff).Both of
them claimed that they had never used the word

10
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sThe pressures ~f staI1dara ~radigms, or rhythms, are also well known
in.the acaclemicwodd, and the first to break with the pack may there
·also face problems, through the process of 'peer review' pre;publicatiOn
refereeing of their work, supposedly to guarantee quality, but also
to prevent upstarts from questioniri.g the establishments.
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'coup' in what they wrote about dlat event (although
the second did not think the first Was telling the
truth abOut this). In the view of one, "Nhiek:Bun
Chhay had been running wild", and the "action
he and his· military colleagues initiated provideg .
Hun Sen with a perfect opportunity to get rid cif
some dangerous enemies"6.
When I first wrote down the above in 1998:1
wondered if the circumstance' that after several
years of conversations'which convinced me .t~t
the person I first cited above was opposed to m~ .
on all pOints, the revelation that we were in broad
agreement .might. indicate that a shift·. in the
rhythm was occurring, that a .'new paradigm" was
emerging in reportage on Cambodia. That hope
was misplaced, as will be shown in the material
presented below.
Both df the journalists in question have left
Cambodia; and. I shall not name them .because
they are: no doubt .still constrained to remain
within the dominant paradigm to maintain their
supply of bread and buttel: One of them, hqwever,
Was ainong the trio 'who successfully 'outed', Raoul
Jennar as perhaps pro-CPP, preventing him froIfl
receiving an ~U appointment, and they wer~
indignarit at being called 'US. journalists', 'pointing
out that they (two of them) worked for European
press organizations,' even though those two were
• For a similaras~ssment of Nhiek Bun Chhay (who later became.
politically respectable and in 1998 was appointed to the Senate)
from a very different~ and strongly anti·CPp, anti.Hun·Sen,
ideological s.taoopoirit see the remark by Stephen Herter, below, p.
165. Amullingly, Nhiek Bun Chhay is now the DeputY President of
. the Se~ate ~nd is of the' anti· Ranariddh faction o( FUNCINPEC
which desires cooperation with the CPP.

12

.
Americans7: .
'No matter. At that level all the journalism in
question here is 'US.', wherever it is published.
The rhythm evoked above has meant that
the word· 'strongman' must precede every mentiOn .
of the' name 'Hun Sen' ,except, of course, when
he is a Vietnamese puppet', just as in the. early
1980s the Cambodian government'could not be
named otherwise than'as the'Vietnamese ..backed .
Heng Samrin regime'. (except when Cambodia
'expert' Stephen Heder. insisted on calling it the .
'Pen Sovann regime')8. A few years later the 'rhythm .
was 'communist hardliner' Chea Sim': blocking
progress toward democtacy by' a young; more liberal
Hun Sen, until Chea Simwas, tranSlated into a
benevolent Buddhist father figure maintaining a
balance against 'strongman" Hun SeI'l;',' with the
ultra right-wing IRI offering to support Chea Sim's
faction against Hun Sen9 •
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ppp 712, 30 lanuary.I3 februarY

1998, p. 2,' Ma:tthew Grainger,
nEU media gurl~ says'Ranariddh guilty", a title in itself redoient of
emotional prejudice.'
.
8 Stephen R: Heder, "From Pol Pot to Pen Sovati.n to theVillages",
paper preSented at the International conference on Indochiila. and
Problems of SecuritY in Southeast Asia, Bangkok, Chulalongkom
. .
......
..
University, 1960;
• FOr details of the changing rhythms see-foithcoming Kicking the
Vietnam S:yndrome; and for IRI support of the 'mooera.te' CPP
faction, which could only' have meant that of Chea Sini; see PPP
13/24, 19/11.2/12, 2004, and comment below,p; 1!32~
j
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The 'Peace Process' Leading to Elections
The 1993 election and new Constituent Assembly
marked the beginning of a phase in Cambodia's
modem history as crucial as the deposition of
Siharioukin 1970, which began 9 ye:trs of war
and revolution; the revolutionary victory of 1975;
and·the destruction of Democratic Kampuche~
(,Pol,Pot Regime', 'Khmer'Rouge') by Vietnam'in

1979.
The·Paris Agreement under which this election
was held was the culmination of along process of.
harassment and negotiation begun soon after the
overthrow of Pol Pot in 1979, and read carefully,
it seemS to have been designed to ensure further
destabilization, rather than lasting peace; It was
the last stage in the international campaign to
destroy the PRI</SOC as part of the u.s. vendetta
against Vietnam. Negotiations reached this stage
because the PRK refused to dissolve as had been
predicted for ten years, and when it was realized
that the PRK was a relative success, not a VIetnamese
front, that the Vietnamese anny was really leaving,
and that the new Cambodian state could not be
defeated militarily by its enemies 10.
When it was seen that the PRl(..which by 1981
had a constitution, a national assembly chosen in
an election, and a new 'government structure of
genuine Khmer elements, not just disguised
Vietnamese~ could not be destroyed by recycling

.
':.

'

the Khmer Rouge and creating new· contra
groups, some of which were the nuclei for Son
Sann's KPNLF and Sihanouk's FUNCINPEC, the
international community in 1982 cobbled together
the three~party Coalition Government of Democratic
Kampuchea (CGDK), taking the name of Pol poes
'Khmer Rouge' regime ll • This strange creature; a
shotgun rnarriage of three partners whose mutual
hatred was exceeded only by their antipathy for
the PRK and Vietnamese; and all of whom at one
time. or another had been rejected by the Carnbodian
nation, received international recognition and
Cambodia's UN seat, thus setting the' stage' for
. the comedy of the next few years during, which
the government that steadily worked to improve
the conditions of 'its people" was treated as a
pariah, while the. contras became legitimate
Cambodia.
.
The contra ,coalition was only preserved 'by
increasing foreign aid. While able to blow up
bridges, attack civilian trains, and murder a few
people here and there, their military success was
never impressive. The confidence of the PRK side
was shown by the annual withdrawals of Vietnamese
troops, which by 1983 were undoubtedly underway;
an increaSingly Khmer adll1iriistration, particularly

16 PRK is 'Peoples Republic of Kampuchea' the official Englishlanguage name from 1979 to 1989 when it was changed to 'State
of Cambodia', SOC. Now, the official name in English is
'Cainbodia', or 'Kingdom of Cambodia'.

II KPNLF is 'Khmer Peoples National Liberation Front';
FUNCINPEC is, in French, 'Front Uni' Nanional pour un
Cambodge Independant, Neutre, Pacifique et Cooperatif'. The
term 'contra' has been deliberately chosen to draw a parallel with
the right-wing 'contra' groups in El Salvador and Nicaragua and
their death squads supported by"the U.S. regime, and, of relevance for Cambodia, the Intemational Republican Institute, which is
still organizing mischief in Cambodia. See on this subject, Vickery,
"Kampuchean 'Contras"', Bangkok Post, "Post Bag", 7 July 1986, to
be reprinted in Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome. "
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afterthe"Sth party.congress in 1985; and gradual,"
even if limited;" political relaxation within Cambodia'Z.
For teri years the foreign opponents of the PRK
and Vietnam (The u.s. ASEAN, and"most weste~ "
European countries) remained in denial of these
developments; and the interested public was "kept
in the darkby the 'embedded' joumo-propagandists
described above.
"Among the tec.hniques to delude ~ foreign public
was assimilationof the ~t-~979 PRK to its"predecessot;
the Khmer Rouge DK.1:b.e CIA, in their publication
on C3ml:xxIiandemography, ignOred the mostmurdero1is
DK year," 1978, and tried to portray"the year 1979,"
followirig the" overthrow of DK, as a worse year for
hunger and death"than the DK period. "This sladt
was followed in the writings" of a number "of
well-known journalists, iricluding Wdliam:, Shawcros$,
who asserted tllat even if the worst stories abo~t
DK were true, it was ~ (1980) that Cambodia
was in danger of extinction13.
"
I

On that first, major, withdrawal, see Vickery, Cambodia 1975-"
1982, Bost<;)11, SOl,lt~ End Press and Sydney, ckot1le Allen ~
"Unwin, 1984; secoild edition, Chiang Mai, Silkworm Books, 1999,
Postscript 1983; and on the changes after the 5th Party Congress,
Vickery, Kampuchea, PoUncs, Economics and Society, Frances Pinter
(Publishers), London, Lynne Rienner Publishers, Inc., Bouldelf
1986; VIckery "La ktemlinologie face au Cambodge" (translated by
M.·Cl. Orieux), Affaires cambodgienTle5 1979·1989, Asie.D~bat·~,
Paris L'Harmattan, 1989; pp. 129·35.
"
13 National Foreign ASsessment Centelf "Kampuchea: A Demographic
Catastrqphe", CIA; May 1980, based on research completed on 17
January 1980; Michael Vickery, "Democratic Kampuchea: CIA to
the Rescue'''" .au~rin of COncerned Asian Scho/ars(BCAs); 14/4
(1982), pp."45~54; Shawcross, "The End of Cambodia", New York
Review of Books (NYRB) , 24 January 1980, an article ftill of errors
of both fact and interPretation. For a full treatment 6f Sha~ross Mte
my forthcOniing Kicking the Vietnam S,ndrome.
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The depiction of Cambodia "~s~ baskefcase,
especially in "comparison with a neighboring country
favored by the U.S., continued for sever"al years in
the early 1980s. In 1983 Elizabeth Becker claimed
"that Cambodians were well behind other Southeast
Asian villagers who can "take for granted: clean
water, a measure of sanitation ... and a dependable
supply of affordable food."
"""""" "
To the contrary, iri Thailand, where there had
been no war, foreign "invasion, carpet bombing, nor
revolution, where foreign" investinent "is :massive"
and the sympathy of the Irtos"t advailcedWestern
~ is enjoyed, health authorities; as ill" GimOOdia, ,
were "Goncemed about serious malnutrition ~ong"
half or more of the country's children; :and only
30% of the population had a" safe water supply
(Bangkok "Post, 18 Oct. 1981, p~ 8). Moreover, the"
food" sl,lpply situation there, "in nutritional terms,""
may have been deteriorat:illg(B~tinofConcemed
Asian Scholars, 14/4 [198i 1, p. 21), and during "
the refugee influx in 1979-1981 "there" was""some
concern that the 'high' standard o( living of
. Cambodian refugees with foreign" stlpport might
evoke invidious comparison and ultimate political
disaffection by the poor Thai" peasants who
"
observed them''''
S!!curity "for travel in some" rural areas of
Thailand was also no better than in" Cambodia
where Khmer Rouge were fighting the PRK. In
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BeCkeJt "Cycle of POVerty" and subsequent articles" (Washington "
Post 28 February and 1 March 1983). ComparisOn o(Thai"vilIagers
and Carilbodi3.ns refugees is from my own experience in the re£ugee "
campS in "1980. For the full treatment of Becker's info.ganda and"
my attempt to counterit, see Kicking the V~S:yn4rome. "
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the' irilpor.LanL areas of historical monuments
around Sukhothai and Sri Satchanalaiduri:ng the
1980sjwhere I spent niuch time with an Australian
archaeological· project, we were warned that
certain places were 'o[f,limits'becauseof'banditry'.
That situation no longer (2006) prevails, . no
doubt because protection of tourists is now more
profitable than toleration of bandits. ..
Two of the most important international 'human
rights' organizations also decided to p1ay politics
against the PRK and in favor of its enemies·,
·including the Khmer Rouge remnants. The
Lawyers . Committee for International Human
.Rights and Amnesty International throughout
.the 1980s issued dramatic special reports against
Cambodia, the contents of which could not stand
up to careful analysis, in particular when, as in
Becker's treatment, comparison was made with
.
.
Thailand '5• .
For exa~ple, In the Amnesty Intern~tional
Report of ·1986, covering the year 1985, the
section 'on Thalland claimed 76 death 'sentences,
"reports of prisoners dying in custody due to severe
ill,treatment", i'government armed forces ...
alleged to have extrajudicially killed members of
ethnic minority groups", convictions by military
courts for "peaceful acts which may be deemed .•.
to constitute 'lese majesty"', 480.;day detention
without charge in political cases, and incarceration
.. .of other political suspects in 're,education'
The CambOdia expert who was responsible for the details, and
much of the writing, of the reports of both organizations, was
Stephen,Heder, an important figure in UNTAC in 1993 (see
below), and now working for the Khmer Rouge trial.

13

18

centers,precisely the S::lme kinds of actions reported

for the PRK, but worse than what was alleged
against the PRK in 1985 and 1986. Moreover, a
responsible Amnesty offidal told me that the
Thai government, like the PRK, was unwilling to
cooperate with Amnesty investigations. Yet there
,was no special report about Thailand, nor
, i:nternational press campaign organized to discredit
that regime. So much for Amnesty's pretended
even,handed objectivity'6.
'. '
.One detail, which one wOlIld have expected
Amnesty to notice, if they acted in accord~nce with
their expressed principles, was that the· death
penalty in Cambodia, since 1980, had been limited
to those convicted of leadership oCa treason or
espioriage network, "many c~es against the population .
in the past" (obviously aimed at former DK
personnel), or for rape followed by murder'7. Now,
of course, since 1993, Ca~bodia is the only country
in Southeast Asia without a death pen~lty. ,

... , .

.'
. '

.'

.'.

.

See Michael Vickery, "A Critique of the Lawyers Committee for,
International Human Rights, Kampuchea Mission of November
1984",loumalof Contemporary ASia vol.'18, No.1, 1988, pp. 108116; Vickery; "Amnesty International and the War Against
Cambodia", Adelaide, Samitdat, June 1987 and reprint; Samitdat,
Penang, OC,tober 1990, including "Amnesty 'Strikes Again", an
analysis of an Amnesty Bulletin on Cambodia dated April 1988.
This Samitdat, both in the original and revised version, was widely
distributed to persons and organizations interested in Cambodia,
beginning with the International NGO Conference in Brussels in
1987, and will be published in full in Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome.
Parts of the critique, although not its main argument, have been
published as "Human Rights in Cambodia" j in Naomi Roht·Arriaza,
ed., Impunity and Human Rights in International Law and Practice,
New York, Oxford University Press, 1995.
'7 Michael Vickery, Kampuchea, Politics, Economics and S~iety, pp.
. .
118-122
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, ·,Given

the background of'respectablc'
". pubHtati6ri:s and 'human. rights' bodies working
. againsrihe'PRK, it is not surprising to still ~ee the
assimilation: of the PRK to OK among right~wing
Writets':',Wh6 treat' Cambodia, not OK, but the
entrre'perlod from 1975 to the present, as a failed
state; 'but it was adopted even by publication& oil
the left '(such as it is in the U.S.). In an article on
Cambodian women in Bulletin of Concerned Asian
Scholars (SCAS 2812), the author' wrote of lIa
period of isolation (1975~89), the last ten years of
it under Vietnamese rule'lls.
The 'Vietnamese occupation' shibboleth is a case
. in point illustrated by the journalist~academic~
apparatchik ·treatln:ent of the numbers of Vietnamese
troops in the coimtrY and their partial Withdrawals.
which were announced beginning in -1982, th~
size of the Khmer Rouge, and the growth of the
PRK army. It was 'generally accepted that 180~
200,000Vietnamese troops entered in 1979, and
, most journos continued to accept statements by
'western'iIitelHgence analysts' that the withdrawals '
were faked, and were nothing more' tha~
replacements.
These were the figures put forward in th~
semi~scholarly Asian Survey annual summary
article of Vietnamese affairs for the year 1979 by

John C. Donn~l1, professor of Political Science at
Temple University. He wrote that the offensive of '
December 1978 began with .... some '100,090
Vietn~mese and 15 to 20 thousand Khmer troops;
and later the Vietnamese strength was increased·
to 150~200,00019.'
"
.,
" My choice of the University 6f California's
monthly Asian Survey' as source for analysis of this
topic is deliberate. In their' January and' February
numbers each year they publish summary articles
on the previous year in each Asian c:ountry, and'a
large number of these articles 'are .written by
active or former' members. of viuiotis U:S.
government services. This was particularly true of .
the articles .on the three indochina. countries.
during the 1980s..
Thus for Cambodia, the articles for' the years
1979 'and 1980 were done by an academic; to be
sure asafeone, Michael Leifer, butfor 1981 and
1982 by the State Department's Timothy Carney,
for 1983 by j6urnalist~apparatchik Elizabeth'
Becker, and for 1984 arid 1985 by the army's
,Colonel MiChael Eiland, 'whose record- included
helping to manage both the illegal bombings of
Cambodia in 1969~1970, and the refugee' ~elief
. cum Pol Pot aid'program on the Thai border after
19792°.
.:.

'-,-'

"

",'

;

For 'failed state'

see

McAllister Brown and Joseph Zasloff,
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"Vietn~m 1979: Year of Cala.niity", Asian SUTu,ry (AS)' XX/l

University PresS, 1998, which is the worst of the seriOlls, ostensibly
academic rather thanjoumalistic, examples of the 'rhythm' or .
'paradigm', and in fact, especially if viewed together with their
previous work, shows them as unreconstructed VWRs (Vietnam
warmong~r retreads); Pamela Collett, BCAS 28(l (1996).

Oanuary 1980), pp. 19-32.
See the critique of Becker in Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome; on
Eiland's role in the bombings see Shawcross,.Sideshow, p. '25; and
on his work at the Thai' border in 1979-1980,'
John Pilger,
"America's Second War in Indochina", New .State~man, Aug 1,
. 1980. Eiland's presence there was known among ~ople, il'l.ciuding
myself, who worked in the refugee camps in 1980. .
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Cambodia COnfounds the' Peacemakers 1979-1998, Ithaca, Cornell
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In his first article Leifer repeated the 200,000
figure found in Donnell, but supplied no figure for
the next. year. Neither was there a figure in
Carney's two pieces, and for 1982 he asserted that
the Withdrawal alleged by the Vietnamese was
only a rotation, with 20,000 new troops coming
in from Vietnam. For the year 1983 Becker gave
figures of 150,000 Vietnamese troops claimed by
the resistance (contras), 50,000 Khmer Rouge
soldiers, and an army of only 20,30,000 for the
PRK21. Then Eiland, for 1984, emphasizing that
his article was "drawn solely from open sources",
that is, bracketing out anything he knew from his
military sources, refused to offer any troop figures
at all, but did make the interesting observation
that the contra estimate of Vietnamese civilian
population in Cambodia, one million, was
"hysterically highll (probably true of the contra
11.Michael Leifer, "Kampuchea 1979: From Dry Season to Dry
Season", AS XXII Oanuary 1980), pp. 33-41, and "Kampuchea
1980: The Politics of Attrition", AS XXIII Oanuary 1981), pp. 93101; Timothy Carney, "Kampuchea 1981: Fragile Stalemate", AS
XXIIll Oanuary 1982), pp. 78-87, and "Kampuchea in 1982:
Political and Military Escalation", ASXXIII/l Oimuary 1983); pp.
73-83; Elizabeth Becker, "Kampuchea in 1983", AS XXIV, No.1
Oanuary 1984), pp. 37-47. In a letter to editor Philip Bowring of
Far Eastern Ecoi1Omic Review (FEER) I said, "with respect to slanting
news on Cambodia, could you ask your writers to stop referring to
the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea, or any of
its three factions, as the 'resistance'. Some of them may not be old
enough to recall and be sensitive to the issue, but 'the resistance'
conjures up images of French and Polish heroines remaining silent
under Gestapo torture or of ordinary citizens hiding Jewish neighbors
from deportation, not U.S.-financed contras trying to destroy what
little progress has been made in their countries in the interest of
groups which behaved hardly better than Gestapo when they had
earlier chances to govern."

22

estimClte of Vietnamese troops tooY A year later
he still refused to give a figure for 1985, and noted
only that "as in previous years, the Vietnamese in
April made a production of a putative troop
withdrawal", which all right thinkers, obviously,
should not believe. Equally sp~cious in Eiland's
view was the Vietnamese announcement that "it
.would. withdraw its troops from Cambodia. by
1990, or sooner if a political solution could be
found", which he considered "rather at odds with
the Vietnamese minimum position of elimination
of the OK as a political an:d military entity". Of
course, for Eiland there was no question of the
PRK ever being able to take over its own defense.
For Eiland, the question ofa Vietnamese officer
to a Thai border outpost about the location of the
border "symbolically mark [edl the high..water
mark of the Vietnamese thousand,year nam tien,
or march to the south", a fine example of the real
Vietnam ,syndrome22 .
The next two years. were covered by Nayan
Chanda, newly based in the U.S., where. his
attitude, earlier notable for scholarly ~bjectivity
and some sympathy. for the bdeaguered .peoples
of Indochina, changed with the climate. For 1986
he wrote, "In May, Vietnam announced its annual
withdrawal of troops from Cambodia··· (such
withdrawals have been routine since 1982), but
Western intelligence sources maintained. that

,.
!:

.

~

"

..:

Mich8d Eiland, "Kampuchea in 1984 Yet further from Peace",

AS, Vol. XXv, No.1 Oanuary 1985), pp. 106-113, quotations from
pp. 106 and 111 j "Cambodia in 1985 From Stalemate to
Ambiguity", AS, Vol. XXVI, No.1 Oanuary 1986), pp. 118.125,
quotations from pp. 119, 123.
.
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Vietnamese troops still numbered about 140,000".
Ayeadater he followed the apparatchiks' practic~
in Asian SUrVey of refusing to give a total, noted
that Vietnam announced a 20,000 troop
withdrawal, but gave equal credence to the claims
of "Western intelligence sources in Bangkok" that .
"in preceding weeks Hanoi had brought in some .
12,000 to 15,000 new troops to Cambodia". It was
noteworthy thatChanda, in spite of years of work
in Indochina, relied for these details on an arti~le
by the new FEER Indochi¢:l correspondent, Murray
Hiebert, cynicallyentided, "lbat Annual Exercise"23.
The figures offered by Chanda, indicating a
reduction in Vietnamese forces of possibly no
. more than 5,000, meant that 135,000might have
been left from the "Western intelligence" estima:,
te of the previous year.
..
By 1988, however, the game was over, no·
doubt to the consternation of the writers citetI
above; and the Asian Survey Cambodia articles
for the following two years were turned over ~o a
newcomer, Khatharya Um, a Khmer resident in
the U.S., and a doctoral candidate at the University
of California. For 1988 she did not directly give a
total for. Vietnamese troops. Nevertheless, after
having said that "to Sihanouk's insistence that
Vietnam complete its troop withdrawal by 1989,
the best that Phnom Penh was prepared to offer
Nayan Chanda, "CambOdia in 1986 Beginning to Tire", AS, Vol.
XXVII, No.1 Uanuary 1987), pp. 115-124, see pp. 117-8 (written
after Chanda had beenl110ved to Washingto~); and "Cambodia in
1987 Sihanouk on Center Stage", AS, Vol. XXVIII, No.1 Uanuaty
1988), pp. 105-115; Murray Hiebert, "Cambodia: That Annual
Exercise. Hanoi Withdraws 20,000 Troops from Cambodia", FEER
10 December 1987.
2j

24

was reduction of the withdrawal timetable. following
an agreement, from 30 to 24 months". She noted
that the high command had withdrawn in June .
and· recorded, without skepticism, the stated
Vietnamese intention to withdraw the final
contingent of 50,000 by December 15. This implied
a huge reduction of 80,000 or so from the
implicit "Western intelligence" estimate .of 1987.
In "Cambodia 1989", she reported that on "September
27, 1989, Hanoi announced it had withdrawn its
remaining 26,300 troops from Cambodia". In that
article she offered a figure of 30AO,000 for the
Khmer Rouge H • It is obvious that 'Western
intelligence in Bangkok', code for the U.S. Embassy
and attached. agencies, probably convinced by.
their own propaganda that the Vietnamese had
no intention of ever leaving, had misled t~e
housebroken journalists E!izabeth Becker and
N ayan Chanda.
.
.
...
In spite of working for agencies which in the
nature of their duties must engage in disinformation,
and no doubt at times themselves functioning as the
anonymous sources of disinformative scraps from
'Bangkok,baseddiplomats' or 'western intelligence',
which pepper media reports, all of those goverriment
officials have saine claiin to academic status"Camey
was accepted as a scholar's scholar on Cambodia
when he chose to engage in that genre, Pike and
Eiland had doctorates from respectable universities,
Quinn from a slightly less respectable institution,
the University of Maryland; and they would not
24 "CambOdia in 1988", AS, Vol. XXIX, No.1 Uamiary 1989), pp.
73-80; and "Cambodia in 1989", AS, Vol. XXX, No.1 Uanuary
1990), pp. 97-104.
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. have been Gaught overtly spreading disinfotmation,
particularly when writing for an academic pubIicatlori.
Thus, since they undoubtedly knew, insofar as western
intelligence could know, what the true figure for
Vietnamese troops in Cambodia was year by year,
the way they treated this matter, or refused to
treat it, in Asian Survey is highly interesting.
None of the articles on Cambodia, from 198C
(covering 1979) through 1985, offered any figure
on Vietnamese troops in the country at all, except
the 150,000 provided by Elizabeth Becker from
CODK sources which were known to wildly
exaggerate (note Eiland's remark a year later
about the 'hysterical' estimate of Vietnamese
settlers in Cambodia). Only in 1987 could Nayal1
Chanda get a "Western intelligence" figure for the
previous year of 140,000. The primary fact on
which most discussion of the status of the PRK
turned was ignored in that academic, or should
we say regime,academic, journal of recqrd for
Asia.
Well, perhaps the team conferred in advance
and decided the question should be covered in
the Vietnam sections. Indeed academicDonnelPs
1980 article did provide the figures which I cited
above. The Vietnam articles· were handled in
1981 and 1982 by former State Department
,officer Douglas Pike, then given to Edmund
McWilliams of the same background in 1983,
turned over to journalist Nayan Chanda in 1984,
then to academics WJ, Duiker in 1985 and 1986,
and JohnH. Esterline in 1987.

A figure similar to Donnell's was repeated by
Pikefor 1980, saying "about a third of the PAVN's.
180,000'tnan force" in Cambodia would :continue
active combat, while the· others were scheduled
for non, combat duties (p. 91); and for 1981 Pike
upped the figure to 200,000, apparently the
'western intelligence source' figure, but he was
scrupulous enough to· footnote that Jane's
authoritative publication "carries the PAVN force
in Kamptlchea at 100,000",· if true a significant
reduction (pp. 74, 77, n.12)25 ~ A globaL figure was
produced by Edmund McWilliams for 1982 after
the first withdrawal announced by the Vietnamese,
and when read carefully, there is.no doubt that he
credited them with a drop in strength from
180,000 at the beginning of the year to .150,000
at the end, which I duly noted in Cambodia 1975,
1982 26 • This fact was not given any prominence
by McWilliams, as though writing for Asian
Survey he felt he had to put the .truthin b'ut
.

Douglas Pike, "Vietllam in 1980: The Gathering Storm?", AS,
XXIII Oanuary 1981), pp. 84-92,· and, 'iyietriam· in 1981; .Bitirig
the Bullet", AS XXIi/10anuary 1982), pp. 69~77. It was always
characteristic of Pike's work, starting with his first major publication
which received wide notice, Vietcong, that the text rilllY be pure
regime propaganda, but the footnotes are loaded with valuable
factual infoffillltion from reputable sources. Whether he was aware
of it or not, Pike's footnotes· often deny his text. This is reminiscent
of Stalin-era Soviet writers, who did know what they were doing,
alternating paragraphs of real data or analysis as speculative 'whatmight-he-said', followed by the orthodox party line. One such
work I recall reading at the time was· P.I. Lyashchenko's A History
of the Russian National Economy (English translation, New York,
1949).
26 Cambodia 1975-1982, Boston, South End Press; Sydney, George
Alien & Unwin; 1984, p. 291; second edition, Chiang Mai,

Silkworm Books, 1999, p. 310.
~.,
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hoped readers would not notice it, and it was no
doubt a gaffe on his part, directly contrary to the
official' line which held that the Vietnamese
moves were nothing but, disguised rotations.
Indeed, in another context he parroted' the official
line that the "unilateral withdrawal" was "in fact'
only a rotation"27.
Chanda did not quite follow suit in 1984,
with "more than 10,000 troops returned to
Vietnam", and "western intelligence report's
nevertheless indicated that in 1983 Vietnamese
troop strength in Cambodia was lower than the
previous year".
Well, how much lower? Why were the western
intelligence sources who write for Askzn Survey
reluctant to give global, figures? The obvious
answer seems to be that the withdrawals announced
by the Vietnamese were real, and far fewer troops
remained in Cambodia than the' figures' 'western
intelligence' was spoonfeeding' journalists. The
Asian Survey crowd knew this, but would not go '
against the regime line (rhythm, paradigm again)
to that extent in print. Neither would they ~itk
in that context what they knew was a lie~that can
be left to journalists.
.
, Duiket continued' the obfuscation, writing in
1984 :;tbout"i-Ian6i's refusal to remove its
, occupatio'n forces,j, although he considered'
"plausible" the Vietnamese claim "that ,it was
attempting to tum over battlefield respot;lsibilities
'to the PRK's own armed forces". In his article
about 1985, however, Duiker said "Vietnamese
"

,

11

Mc williams, p. 62, 180,000; p. 68, 'rotation'; p. 10, 150,000.

.

.;:'
~:

occupation troops [are] currently estimated at
approximately 150;000", the figure given two
years earlier by McWilliams and by Becker from
,the COOK,' implicitly denying that there had
been any withdrawals. Esterline went back to the
know~nothing stance in his treatments, of 1986
and 1987,only adding in the latter that"Vietnam
reiterated its promise to withdraw 'by 1990, but
perhaps he was only deferring to Nayan Chanda,
who for 1986 cited the "Western intelligence"
estimate of 140,000, and then implied 130~
135,000 in 198728 •
,
,
By March 1989 the U.S. was admitting that
"Vietnam currently has 60,000 to 70,000 troops
in Cambodia", "[d]uring 1987, the Vietnamese
withdrew 15,OOO~20,000troops from southwestern
and northwestern Cambodia", in "I?ecember
1988, the Vietnamese claimed to have withdrawn
a total of 50,000 troops in 1988, though the
number was probably closer to about 35,000", in
any case giving the lie to the estimates funneled
through Asian SurveyZ9. Just six months later
FEER' was relying on "diplomats in .Bangkok and
Hanoi" for the number of Vietrlamese' troops
William J. ,Ouike~, "Viefuam i;l 1984 BetWeen Id~ology and '
Pragmatism", AS, Vol. xxv, No: 1 Oanuary 1985},pp.97·105,
quotations from pp. 101, 103; ''Vietnam in 1985 Searching for
Solutions", AS, Vol. XXVI, No. '1 Oanuary 1986}, pp. 102.111,
quotation from p.lOi; JohnH.Esterline, "Vietnam in 1986 An
Uncertairi Tiger", 'AS, Vol. XXVII, No. ,1 Oanuary 1987}, pp. 92·
103; and "Vietnam in 1987 Steps Toward Rejuvenation", AS, Vol.
XXVIII, No. L (January 1988}"pp. 86·94, quotation'fron:ip. 92.
29 "The 'Military Situation in Cambodia", Statement of RAOM
Timothy W. Wright, Acting Deputy Assistant 'Secretary of
Defense (East Asia and Pacific Mfairs), before the Subcommittee
on Foreign Affairs, House of Representatives, 1 March 1989.
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remammg ill Cambodia}'estimatcd to number
26,000 by the Vietnamese, but 30,40,000 by
Western· sources"30.
A similar and related question was the size of,
the PRK army. After serious research Timothy·.
Carney came up with a figure of 30,000 in 198231 .
That figure was repeated for years, heedless of the
great efforts at military expansion (noted by Carney,
1983, p. 79), including a five,yeardraft and muc\l
social pressure, which must have considerably··
increased the numbers of Cambodian under arms.
If the PRK forces expanded even by 5000 p~r
year, they would have reached 50,OODo! more by'•.
1988, exceeding the combined total of the armed .
forces of their. Coalition enemies.·
.
By late 1989 this was admitted, as seen in an
FEER artic:le, reporting, "the Phnom Penh
government... recently embarked on a programme
to upgrade its regular forces, estimated to total
40,50,000, and: paramilitary troops, numbering
around lOO,OOO"3i.
.
Eve~ the OK side was covertly admitting that
a Vietnamese withdrawal was underway. Near the:
end of the 1980s their activities within Carhbodia
were less combat and more agitprop, and one of their
arguments to gain support was that by 1990 therk
Rodney Tasker and Murray Hiebert, "A test of am,s", FEER, 2,6
September 1989, p. 20.
.
II Carney's presentation at the 1982 Princeton conference, published
as "The Heng Samrin Am,ed Forces and the Military Balance ih
Cambodhi", itt David A. Ablin & Marlowe Hood, editors, The
Cambodian Agony, Armonk, New York, M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 1987,
pp. 192-193.
]2 Rodney Tasker and Murray Hiebert, "A test of amlS" , FEER, 28
Septembet;1989, p. 20~
lb

." <.

.~:.

would be no more Viemamese in Cambodia and
People would have to deal with OK forces, ·so' they
. had better make their peace now (oral information
in Cambodia at the time). Memories were certainly
long enough to understand what that meant. .
This was a situation,voluntary withdrawal 'of
Vtemamese troops and their replacement by a
PRK khmer army"which was the worst trightmare
of the CODK and its fqreign supporters, for it
removed the main raison d,'etre of the, foreign
support for Pol Pot, Son Sanri and Sihanouk, and
this is why such efforts,in. which joumalists.and
academics colluded, had to be made to keep the
facts from reaching a wide public who saw·less and
less reason for the apparent torment of Cambodia
(similar to the changing attitudes to ·the Iraq. war now).
'\ In all of the various proposals and formats, the
principal demands made by opponents of the PRK ..
centered.on withdrawal of the Vietnamese troops .
in Cambodia and free elections. An ~ssumption .
behind this emphasis· was that the·PRK o~y existed
by virtue of the Vietnamese. Once they were gone,
the reasoning went, the· PRK would quiCkly fall, .
and in free elections the PRJ( leaders would stand
no chance. As it gradually became dear that the
PRK would not just fade away, the propos$ called
for formation of a coalition government· among
the PRK and its Cambodian enemies.
.
In the face of clear Vietnamese intentions to .
.get out fast, ASEAN began to engage delaying
tactics. Just before the first Jakarta Informal Meeting
in July 1988 an ASEAN Foreign ministers' Joint
Communique, as though· there had Peen no changes
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since 1979" expressed "deep concern over the
continued illegal occupation of Kampuchea by
Vietnamese military forces", which by then had
already decreased from 200,000 to 50~70,OOO. A
subtle new approach was the foreign ministers'
"call for a durable and comprehensive political
settlement in Kampuchea which will lead to
[emphasis added] the total withdrawaL. under
"
internation:al supervision"33.
The Vietnamese we!e not to be permitted, to
just leave, and t'he ASEAN foreign ministers were
even seeking to delay their departure until new
machinery could be set' up to undermine the
, PRK. As Indonesian Foreign Minister Ali Alatas
told a Thai journalist, the question is no longer
just "the' unilateral withdrawal of Vietnamese
troops," but withdrawal "in a context of an overall
comprehensive'solution", meaning within a
framework supervised' by those powers whiCh
desired a change in the Cambodian government.
What was really causing concern was riot ,the
Vietnamese troops, whose numbers were dwindling,
but PRK durability. ASEAN even seemed to be
calling for another foreign occupation, named
the 'International Peacekeeping Force',.in the
embarrassing event of a real Vietnamese withdrawal.
The U.S. also chimed in with "uncertainty about' '
Vietnamese intentions", and the "direct threat tb
Thailand of continuitlg Vietnamese occupation"34~
"ASEAN Joint cotliIiluriique", The N~tion (Bangkok), 6 July

:

:~

:,. . "
-:;',

The enemies of the PRK were caught in a
dilemma created by a too wishful belief in their
own propaganda. Behind all of the moves since
1979 was a conviction that the PRK could never
become anything more than a'Vietnamese puppet
state, without any national base, which would
collapse as soon as the Vietnamese could be made
to leave, ofc:ourse unwillingly. The maintenance
of this view against all the accumulating eviden~'
ce to' the contrary resulted, as 1 rioted above, from
the, 'dialectical reinforcement between' official
U.S. and ASEAN disinformationand house~bro~
ken journalists. Ultimately they could not avoid
perceiving that the Vietnamese really intended to
leave; and embarrassment was caused by the sud~
den realization that the PRK was a real
Cambodian government which might survive,
not at all the 'failed state' ofBrbwn and Zasloff.
Not only were Vietnamese troops ,gone 'by
1989, but changes in geopolitics, in particular in
Sino ..Soviet relations, meant that China's interest
in the Khmer Rouge was decreasing;: and the
ostensible reason for ,their support, Vietnamese
'occupation', was disappearing. By 1988 there was
serious reason to hope that some influentialwes~
tern country, perhaps Australia arFrance, which
were the most positively engaged in Cambodia,
would break ranks arid recognize the' PRK. Had
any such government had the courage, that~ct
might well have ended the 'Cambodia Problem',
and,the frightful muddle of 1992,93 would never
have come abouf5.

1988. This'and the following three paragraphs were first publisheCl
in "Cambodia (Kampuchea): History, Tragedy, and Uncertain
Future", Bulletin ofConcemedAsian Scholars, 21, 2-4 (1989), p. 55.
J4The Natian, 6 and 8 July 1988, 10 July 1988, pp. 6-7; Bangkqk
Post, 2 July 1988.

)5 When in 1988 the Aust~alian government detached' a foreign
service officer to supervise Australian aid programs i'n c:ambodia,
it was assiJmed by many that she was intended as a sort of unOfficial
consul. Unfortunately, that was not triJe. The term 'western' here,
although awkward" is used in a conventional political, not
geographical, sense.
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. Australian Senator, later Forei.gn 'Minister,'
. Gareth Evans reportedly argued' against this
proposition, saying that the "Khmer Rouge could
noteffedivelybe excluded from a political
settlement through the mechanism' of extending
recognition to the SOC"36. The reasoning was·
that "the Khmer Rouge cannot be. effectively
isolated and marginalised with their military
influence nullified, so long as it continues to be·
supplied, especially by China, with a~s and.
money and diplomatic support", and China had
give commitment t6
maintained that "it
cease military ·support.·..only in the context of ~ .
comprehensive settlement agreed by all' Jour·
Cambodian pa,rties.... unless and until' 'China is
prepared to withdraw.,.whatever Australia and
other countries choose to do, the continuation of·
the bloody war is inevitable,j37.
Certain important. points were neglected' by
Evans.·The problem since 1979 had not 'been the
'isolation' and 'marginalization' of the Khmer Rouge.
That had been accomplished by the Vietnames~
in 1979,' after which the Khmer· Rouge were with
all deliberation. revived, . rearmed. and pushed
onto center stage with an aid program involving
international cooperation, in particular among
China., the'United States (which supplied money
directly) and Thailarid, with Australia following
faithfully behind the U.S." once Senator :Evans

will

a

I

1O Frank FrOSt, ''The cambOdia Conflict: The Path Towards Peace!',
Contemporary S~theast Asia, Volume 13,Number 2 (Septenmc;r

1991), p. 147. The quotation is 'from Frost, not Evanii.
:
Quotation· from statement by Evans on 6 December~990,
cited in Frost, op. cit., p. 147.

11
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had become Minister of Foreign A. .ff~jrs in19~838 .
With Bill Hayden, .Evans' predecessor, Australia
. was more· independent,. ariq. had taken some real
initiatives to solve the Cambodian impasse39 • In .
spite of this the new PRK, although cut off from
most of the world, had developed sufficient
military capability to combat the Khmer Rouge
rather effectively, even after Vietnamese troops
US money fOr tile Khmer Rouge: one piece of docu~entation
which was never properly followed up was a letter from Jonathan
Winer, counsel to Senator John Kerry, about direct U.S. aid to the
·Khril.er Rouge. Dated 22 October 1986, it was sent 10 Larry
Chilrtieness, Vietnam Veterans of Amedca, with the detr;tils that
": ..The Khmer rouge received no funds from the U.S. from fisC'al
. year 1976 through 1979. In theY-ears' frorit 1980·86 they
received .. .In FY 87 dollars: 1980 $54.55 million. .. 19.S1$18.Z9
million... ", and ~maller amounts in following years. Although soon
. after this leher was made public Winer refused further contact,
a~d those uncomfortable with what he had said tried to deny his
credibility, his Washington bona fides as· a financial analyst' are
now supported by an International Herald Tribune article of 21
September 2001, p. 1, entitled "Bin. Laden Money Trail: How
America Stumbled", citing Jonathan Winer, "who led the State
Department's international law enforcement efforts from 1994 to
1999" on the subject of Mwalabanking, an institution which has
been revealed to the U.S. public since the september 11 events.
See also on Winer the 18 June 2001 Nation (New York) article
"After Dirty Air, Dirty Money", by Lucy Komisar, citing "Jonathan
Winer; :a former high. level crime.policy offiCial in the Clinton
State Department". Winer's letter was noted in my "Cambodia
(Kampuchea): History, Tragedy, and Uncertain Futute", BUlletin of
Concerned Asian Scholars, Twentieth Anniversary Issue on
Indochina and the War, Vol. 21, Nos. 2·4 (April.December 1989);
. .
pp. 35~58 (see p.J5 and note 1).
JO The ideas which Hayden manifested about conflict resolution in
Indochina were not to the liking of the U.S., ASEAN, and
conservative Australians, who initiated a press campaigil to'discredit .
his projects, and in September 1988 he was replaced 'as Fore~
Minister by Gareth Evans,. a more acquiescent follower of U.s.. Indochiria
policy. See more detailed treatment of this in my. forthcoming .
J8

Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome.
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left over a year before the remarks of Senatdr
Evans quoted above. Recognition of the PRK by
western countries would have enabled them to
re~marginalize the Khmer Rouge, whatever
Chinese desires, particularly as Chinese policy
gradually changed in conformity with changes in
China's national interests.
By the late 1980s the real leader of the anti~
PRK vendetta was not China, but the United
States; and it 'was riot fear of Chinese reaction
which prevented recognition of the PRK. The
U.S. had no fear of offending China, or ~ailand
through which Chinese aid to the Khmer Rouge
must pass, on other issues, such as human right$,
intellectual property, trade imbalances, etc. Th~
pressure on those matters was sometimes crud~
and offensive, but, not the least objection was
expressed about Chinese and Thai aid to the
Khmer Rouge 40 •
,
U.S. foot~dragging, in comparison to Chinese
flexibility, was seen most clearly at the time of the
Pattaya meeting of August 1991, the last meeting
at which'all parties finalized what they would sIgn
in Paris two months later.
'
, By that time everyone else, from Phnom
Penh 'to Beijing, except possibly t4e Khmer
Rouge, 'had found a formula which could becom~
a signed peace agreement. Even though the SOC
had been forced to give away almost everything
but its formal existence, the U.S. objected ,that it
10 The

change in U.S. policy to oppose recognition of the Coalition
Government of Democratic Kampuchea in the U.N. in 1990, w~s
mainly window-dressing, and to head off domestic criticism of U.S.
policy.
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was not the 'comprehensive' solution which had
been sought, to the extent that Hun Sen,
Sihanouk, and other parties complained 'about
the U.S. attitude.
It was reported that "Phnom Penhgovernmerit
officials increasingly view China... as "the best
hope for ending 12 years of war..."; "China has
been .doing its best"; and "the officials said they
viewed China's softening stance toward them as
part of a changing world political order". No such
'softening stance' was perceived on the part of the
U.S. "Phnom Penh fears the United States could
impede Cambodian peace efforts by insisting that
a United Nations peace plan be followed to the
letter". Sihanouk also feared this, urgirig'WaShington
to be 'realistic' and 'flexible' taking into account
the true situation' in Cambodia", and the fact '
, that, according to him, "France, China andThailand '
have been supportive of the' 'compromise' solution"'.
Hun Sen also expressed worries, saying "!some
foreign countries' might slow 'clown 'progress",
apparently "directing his comments at the ynited
States, which is reluctant to accept. ..amendments",
although "China and France ... have joined Thailand
in saying they are prepared to accept any compromise
solution adopted by the Cambodians"" ,The
journalists' ubiquitous favorite, the'Bangkok~based
diplomat', also fretted about "the remarkably slow
speed taken by... especially the' United St.ates: ... ,
[and] 'this kind of attitude could impede the peace
process'''; while a colleague thought "the US relucrn,nt
to see the Cambodian conflict resolved outside
the lines it has drawn ... [because1Washington has
,
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raised a :comptehensive settlement in Cambodia
as 'one condition for full normalization of ties with·
Vietnam". Even "a Cambodian resistance source
[that is, the contras .normally 'beholden 'to the
U.S.] said it s.eemed the Americans '~re digging
their own grave .... if it [the United States] remain
the only one ... to oppose the Cambodian
approach to find their own solutions, it could be
viewed as trying to infringe upon a small nation's'
.
sovereignty"'41;
Finally it was clear. to all that the U.S. claim
over the past ten years to· be following ASEAN
on Cambodia was a smokescreen. The U.S.,: had
. been pushing' ASEAN, perhaps everi 'China, not
following. In. 1985 there had seemed to be· interest' .
within ASEAN for a negotiating process with
Vietnam'in regard to Cambodia. The U.S., which
until· then had claimed to be following the
ASEAN lead, came forward in the person of then
Secretary of State George Shultz to Warn ASEAN,
against making proposals which Vietnam might
accept"2~
. .' . .
,
.

It was itot, in the end, China's support for th~ .
Khmer' Rouge. which held back a Cambodian .
. peace agreement, but the U:S.· pos~tion43j and
when the Chinese were freed from
pressure

u.s.

41

See respectively, ntir1nom ·Penh: Peace depends on China";

The

Nation (aangkok), 11 July 1991; "US could impede peace efforts·,
Bangkok Post; 2 August 1991; "US opposes compromise solution
for CambOdia",.The Nation,.23 A)Jgust 1991; "Hun Sen: Outsiders
may hinder Pattaya meeting", The Nation, 26 August 1991;
. . "Pattaya II:Another trY at peace", The Nation, 26 August 1991.:
.42 Shultz was quoted in the Bangkok Post, 13 July 1985.';
.
See Michael Vickery, "The Campaign Against Cambodia: '1990.
1991", Indochina Issues 93 (Washington, D.C.), August 1!?91.· "

. 43

by the peace agreement they weTt~ eager to develop
goOO relations with Phnom Penh and provide generous
aid, while the U.S: still gnlmbled about its 'road· map'.
Chinese diplomats returned to·their old embassy
in Phnom Penh, offered a token payment. to the
SOC for taking care of it, pledged humanitarian
aid, and were reported to be planning "technical
and financial resources to reactivate Cambodia's
discarded [sic] industries ... [of which] five ... were
built with aid from Beijingin the past.... While .
other countries ... build up their presence .. ~ slowly
and cautiously, Sino~cambOdian ties have already.
begun to flourish". This was not, moreover, just a
sudden reversal imposed on China by the peace
agreement. It Seems that the "Chinesefeappearance'
on the' scene... was the result of calculated diplomatic.
moves begun in' September· 1990 during peace .
talks in Jakarta; where representatives of Phnom
Penh and Beijing met for the first time""" ..
.An intriguing piece of evidence about the nature
ofU.S. involvement in the peace process was published
after the Pattaya conference by the welkconnected
Thai journalist Kavi Chongkittavotn, "[a]rthe end
of May 1990, one of Gen Chatichai Choonhavan's
policy advisers, PansakVmyaiat, Secredy flew to Rome
to meet with a senior U.S. official to work out a linkage
between the setting up of a Supreme National
Council in Cam1:xxlia and a ceasefire agreement'l4s.
ow Kavi Chongkittavorn, "Rapid Sino·Khmer normalization",
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Nation, 20 November 1991.
'15

Kavi Chollgkittavorn, "Conundrum translates to peace", The.

Nation. 23 October 1991. Pansak Vinyarat, interestingly. was one.
of the 19705 leftists who backed Thaksin Shinawatra, and became
one of his principal advisers. It will be curious to see where ,his
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next jump takes him..
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What role'. did the U.S. have' in that discussio~?
Fat whom was the US. speaking? Whose ceasing
of fire could they influence? The Khmer faction
ort whom the US. is believedro· have had the
most leverage, Son Sann's KPNLF, was of so little
significance that they could be ignored. General
Chatichai's adviser could only have been concer:'
ned about US.'· pressure on Thailand, or US.
influence; direct or indirect, on the Khmer
Rouge, perhaps via US. connections with China.
. Equally intriguing was the timing of a visit to
Thailand by "deputy assistant for public relations
to the US. president Sichan Siv", who was feted by
Thai Foreign Affairs Minister Arsa Sarasinrather
. than by a Thai public relations official, and,whose
visit was announced only on the "Society" page of
the Bangkok Post, without comment· ip the
general news' or political page~. Sichan Siv is ~
former U.S.~based official of the KPNLE and his
visit occurred just before the Pattaya conference46•
What special instructions from President Bush to
the Thai government with respect to Cambodia
was Sicha:n Sivtransrtritting?Wils it related to So~
Sann's last~minute efforts to delay the settlement,
or to' ways. 'of using the split between Son Sanll
... B~kikPost, 12 AUgust 1991, "Outlook" section,p. 29,

and the niilitary wing of the KPNLF under
General Sak Suthsakan, one of the Cambodian
military who was close to the V.S.·during1970~
75, and who in 1991 appeared unhappy with the
peace agreemertt and the exclusion of his faction.
from the SNC (Supreme National Council, see
below)?47
.
' .
In view oftheir record since 1975, the alleged
concern of "a .few Western nations' with high
human rights values ...getting alarmed with the
strong possibility of a return of the genocidal
Khmer Rouge .... [and] the United States, Britain .
and Australia... at the forefront. in warning the
delegates of the Paris International Conference
on Cambodia", or pious "Statements. before the
signing ceremony [when] the foreign ministers' of
the US, Britain, . and Australia underscored the
-brutality of the Khmer Rouge Iule", or"[President]
Bush [I]. 'express[ing] out. on~going .concern' .
about the possibility .that the murderous. Khmer
Rouge might once again dominate. Cambodian'
.politics" .seem hardly. worth -the newsprint on
which·theyappear48 ;
The reason for inventing the 'Peace Process'
was not to marginalize the Khmer Rouge, nor to
end a war, but to forestall a PRKJSOC victory, or

"Society", a' pic ture :of a seven-person group at a: party .'I(ecently
hosted" by Foreign Minister Arsa Sa(asin, ap.dincluding, besides
the Foreign Minis'ter and Sichan Siv; the Permanent S~cretaIy of
the Foreign Affairs MinistrY Vittaya Vejjajiva~ Diiector~General of
the Fore:ign Ministry's Information Department Sakthip K(airiksh,
and "US Minister's Counselor" Victor Tomseth. On Sichan Sivsee
Michael Vickery, "Cambodia (Kampuchea): Historyj"Tragedy, and
'Uncertain Future", 'Bulletinaf Concerned Asian Scholars, Vol. 21;
Nos: 2-4"(1989), p. 57. n. 65, in· 1985 "Sichan Siv identified himself
as 'KPNLF Representative to the United Nations"' ..

''MoVes·maae to patch up riftwitrun Cambodi3nfaCtion,i: Bangkok
Post, 5 September 1991, '1n an attempt to patch uplong~Standing
differences, the military arm of the [KPNLF] :..asked to be tepresented
in' the Cambodian Supreme National Council". GeneralSak
Suthsakan's memorandum "said reconciliation within the KPNLF
could occur" in that way.
..
. .
48 Quotatioru respectively from The Naticm(Bangkok). 25 October
1991; B~kok Post, 29 October 1991; and Los Angeles Trmes, 25
September 1991.
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its recognition.. This meant that the international
diplomatic campaign against the PRK/SOC was
cranked up a couple of notches.' It 'proceeded
through the Jakarta Informal Meetings beginning
in July 1988, meetings in Tokyo, Bangkok, and
Pattaya, and three draft agreements before. the.
signatures of October 1991. The 'Peace Process'
was an element of the 'Nicaragua Model',
(recommended in 1990 by Ms. Sidney Jones, still
one of the prominent 'human rights' activists),
which the U.S. had worked on that country..;'
political isolation, economic blockade, support
for. 'contras' just across· the border; resulting in
economic disintegration, 'declining' standards of
human rights, and political disaffection within
the target country, until'in an election the targeted'
party loses49 •
This highlighted a key element of U.S. regime
policy, to squeeze and cajole Phnom Penh into
Nicaragua,type debacle, rather than expeCt
outright. victory through military action by th~
U.S.,backed coalition contras50•
.
..'
. Until '1989, in spite of all the :objective
difficulties, . the economy showed· grounds' for .
optimism~ According to' a 1990 UN st\.ldy, "[ c.1 .
onsidering the' devastation inherited from war

a

Sidney Jones, "War and Human Rights in Cambodia", New York
. RlWiew of Books, 19 July 1990, pp. 15, ff. In 1990 Jones was with
Asia Watch, and is now with the International Crisis Group--one
of the 'hunlan rights' organizations which unnecessarily harass
Cambodia...
.
.
. .
'.' I
;.l See Vickery, "The Campaign Against Cambodia: 1990-1991'~..
The elections are meant as 'demonstration elections', as analyze<;!
by Edward S. Herman and Frank Brodhead,. Oemonstratu»;t
Elections, Bosto11, South End Press, 1 9 8 4 . '
'I!I
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.and internal striie; the centrally directed system of
econOmic ~nt... has attamed Unquestionable
successes .. ~· especially 'marked in· re'stqring
productive capacity to a' level of normalcy and
accelerating the pace. of economic growth' to . a
respectable per .capita magnittide from the ruinously
low level of the late 1970s". They also made
creditable progress in developing social services,
health care"education, agricultUre, and' vaCcination
programs for children and animals.'
.
. In particular, the position· of women, artlatter
about which foreign NOOs ami the" Human .
Rights crowd have been carping since 1993, ~as
better, in terms of access to higher' positions and
services for working mothers than at any' other
time before or since.
Similarly, more positive official attention was
given to'non,Khmer minorities than under previous
regimes ..This was particularly noticeable with
respect to the Cham. Before 1975 they were
defined as 'Islamic Khmer', while thename.'lJpland· .'
Khmer' (khmer loeu). was' given t(j:M6ri,Khme~
and Austronesian hill· and forestgrotips. ~ho were .
.a majority in the two northeastern :proyintes of
Ratanakiri and Mondulkiri,: and' .who: also
populated much of the .southwestern 'mountainS,
and parts of the North. If such definitions implied .'
equality, as they were. intended, they also,. by
assimilating the designated peoples to the majority
Khmer, removed any need for special· consideration
for their cultures and languages~' ..
.'.
. . Their situation under DK has. riot been
adequately studied, ami as with the KhrIl,er maJority,
43 .
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it varied from place to place. Some of the northeastern
minorities were considered privileged groups by .
. OK, while it is generally believed that the Cham
suffered more than the Khmer. Their religion,
certainly,like·all religious practices, was suppressed.
DUring the PRK/SOC there was a consciou:s
policy in favor of these. minorities. In the Northeast,
for the first time, they became province chiefs ill
Mondulkiri, Ratanakiri, Stung Treng, and Prea~
Vihear, and were also lower~level district chiefs,
.and othefs occupied some of the top positions in
. the armed forces and became ministers. Certainly
the PRK .had a better record than any previous
Cambodian regime in giving responsible positions
to non~Khmers,and the position of minorities
was far better than in Thailand. The Cham w~re
the ethnic group in which the state took the
greatest interest as a national minority. Throughout
the 1980s their religion, Islam, was the only
religion other than Buddhism to be. expressly
tolerated, and it was· clear from press' and .public
pronouncements that a greater effort than, under
any previous regime was being made to integrat~
them into Cambodian society, and to make them
feel that they were first~dass citizens.
.' Unfortunately there are signs that the new
Royal and capitalist government may be less
active in support for minorities. Certainly sinc¢
1993 official attention in favor of the Cham has
. declined, perhaps because those who hav~
remained prominent in national politics hav~
.joiped FUNCINPEC or Sam Rainsy. Moreove~,
there is some danger now that they may suffer a
44

backlash from the 'war on terror' (see below, pp.
179~180) .
Among the frantic measures intended· to
effect· destruction of the PRK/SOC was an
economic blockade against Cambodia along with
Vietnam which the' US.' successfully '.radroaded
through international financial institutions, even
against the views of their experts.' Alth()ugh no
one thought Cambodia. would immediately fall
apart economically, or be defeated militarily,. there
was a possibility of exhaustion in the long~term if
U.S. policy to arm their enemies and block their
economy continued.
In the end the United States successfully
applied its Nicaragua strategy to Cambodia. That
is, a new government, after the elimination of a
ruinous dictatorship (in Cambodia the PRK
replacing OK in 1979), starts to reconstruct an
administration and economy with very· limited
resources, both material and human. Theyconsider
that a type of socialism is most .appropriate to
their policies of emphasizing basic needs of the
popula.tion rather than .profits for business.
Normal international relations arid foreign aid
are importarit, if not crucial. The US., however,
blocks such aid and gives support tocontras
operating from the border regions of a neighboring .
state happy to serve US. interests. Gradually the
pressures of trying to rebuild the. economy while
forced to invest heavily in defense undermine the .
currency and discourage the population. The new
state is persuaded to move more and more into a
free~market economy favoring the import of
45
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luxuries by the rich, which further alienates the
rest of the population;. and the state officers
themselves succumb to the temptations of easy
wealth. Finally, in an election the new state may
lose to enemies favored by the U.S. Admission of
this policy' for Cambodia two' years before the
, election was in a support programme for thb.
Cambodian KPNLF, 'contrast which "officials say
is loosely based 'on the successful Americari
strategy in Nicaragua". Washington,"is allocating:
up to US$20 lnillionio be moscly funneled through,
territory under control of the two non,commurust
groups", the KPNLF and the Sih~moukist forces s, .•
The position of the anti, PRK parties at the
end of 1988 was that the PRK must not be allowed
to survive the Vietnamese withdrawal as
government of Cambodia. The international
settlement planned to precede or coincide with
the Vietnamese withdrawalwbuld require
replacement of the, PRK with a 4,power coalition
(DemocratiC Kampuchea~,DK, KPNLF, Sihanouk,'
PRK) in'whichno patry would be dominaIlt, and
the arrangement would be asSured by aninterriational
, force. Naturally the PRK refused to dissolv~ itself
after having rather successfully governed for te~
years. PRK leaders agreed to some ,kind of
participation of their enemies, minus eight DK
leaders, in a new government which would be in
fact an enlarged PRK; They also agreed to hold
elections' under international observation and to
abide by, the' results even if they lost thei~
Nate 'fhayer,"Guerilla fund-fare", Far E~tem Economic ReWttl,
7 Februaiy 1991. See alSo my letter on 'Kampuchean Contras', in
Bangkok Post, 'Postbag' (letters), 7 July 1986;

5\
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domi~ant position. Together with this was a '
warning that by 1990 at the latestthe Vietnamese
forces would be gone, and then the problem
· would have resolved itself and would no longer
require any concessions to the coalitionS2 • Their
apparent success in building an army, the restoratiori
of agriculture to near self, sufficiency, and the
impetus to economic growth provided by the, new
encouragement for some privatization after 1988
inditated that this was not an idle threat~
'The Paris Accord incorPorated' mo~t of the
anti,SOC provisions of the ,draft agreements
devised by western states, starting'with the
Australian, "Redbook' of February 1990,,' whose
authors thanked U.S: Congressman ,Stephen
Solarz and Prince Norodom Sihanouk, ,and no
one else, for inspiration. No mote ardent enemies
of Phnom Penh, outside of the Khmer, Rouge
leadership, could be imaginedSJ •
.

. .

.;'

.

Thi--·s..,..w-as-fi
.....rs-t-s-ta-te....
a-e-xplicidy hy Hun Sen in a rePort of the ,
latest discl,lSsions in Jakarta and Paris, broadcast in :phnom Penh
during the week of 20-27 November 1988,~nd printed for
diStribution by the, PRK authorities., It was also sUrllIiuirized' in
,Pracheachim,the newspaper ofthe Peoples RevolutioliarY PartY of
Kamp~chea, no. 325, 25 November 1988: ' '
, ,
53 The AuStralian paper is, Cambodia: an Australian Peace Proposal,
l'Working Papers prepared for the Informal Meeting on Canibodia,
Jakarta, 26-28 February 1990", Can~rra, Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade, February 1990. In recompense Solarz
, recommended Australian Foreign Affairs Minister Gareth Evans
for the Nobel Peace Prize, however strange it may seem that .a
peace plan designed to force the Khmer Rouge back into· the
Cambodian govemment should qualify its author'for that honor. '
But one recalls the devaluation of the Nobel Prize when it was
given to Henry Kissinger, the only Nobel pr~ no~inee tc) also be
'
accused of crimes against humanity.
....
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. The Australian Peace Proposal started with
the assumption that the State of Cambodia
government in Phnom Penh and the Coalition
Government of Dembc~atic Kampuchea (CGDK)·
were of equal: statUre and legitiinacy, and its
preferred option was for a Supreme National
Council (SNC) consisting ofllrepresentatives of·
the four parties [three. of them within th~
CGDK] ,explicitly structured on a quadripartite
basisll , which would hold lIall government authority",
and IIwould irrevocably devolve all that governIrierit
authority, legislative, executive and judicial, to
the UN Secretary,GeneraI1l54 . Most peculhuly, in
its IIWorking Paper IIi', which llgives an account of '
the existing structure of the civil administrations
in·· Cambodiall , the IINational Government 6f
Cambodiall (the·· Khmer Rouge,dominated
CGOK) was given precedence and to the extent
possible was described, like the State of Cambodia,
as having a constitution, a ministerial structure,
55
civil servants, and a provincial administration . :
The most reasonable draft proposal was the
August 1990 UN II Frameworkll56 . It was what its
title said, a "Frameworkll , and it permitted joint
discussionS among all Cambodian factions concerning
lI[t]he composition of theSNC, includiQ.g th~
ll
selection aridnuinber of itsmembers , who IIshould
be composed of representative individuals with
54

Ci:mlbOdia:·A~ AustraLian PeiIce Proposal, pp. 12, 15·,

Cambpdia~ An Australian Peace Proposal, pp. 21·24.
"F~mework· for a Comprehensive Political Settlement of the .
Cambodia Conflict", United Nations N4S/472. S/21689, )1
August 1990, endorsed by Security Council Resolution 668 and
General Assembly Resolution 4513, pp. 7·8.

55
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authority among the Camb~dian people land] ...
acceptable to each other". This gave Cambodians,
in principle; considerable control over their fate,
and· that may have been why the Big Five, before
there had been time to get intra,Cambodian
discussions started, rushed through their November
1990 IIProposed Structure II, with very detailed
:decisions about administration and election
modalities imposed on the Cambodians; iIl
particular imposed on the SOC which already had
a functioning government, but whose dissolution
.
was implicit in the 'Proposed Structure'57.
Finally representatives of the SOC and the three
contra factions met in Paris in October 1991 with
representatives of eighteen other countries and an
Accord was signed as the basis for·a UN,supervised
... . , ..
election.
. What did the 1991 Paris Accord mean politically?
At worst the State of Cambodia appeared to have
signed away its existence~ If the agx.eement was
read literally, and enforced in that interpretation,
the UN would have been able ·to control five key
ministries: Interim; Defense, Finance, Foreign Affairs,
and Information, on the grounds ·i:hat those ministries
could influence the election, and the UN could also
decide .unilatefally that other ministries or departmet;lts
must be taken under tutelage for the same reason.
That control was never exercised, however, and the.

SOC alministratiori remaine<l.s(a:t, bringing.accusations
from the anti,SOC factions that·UNTAC.was not
implementing the Paris Accord, and was i~ fact.
.
. favoring the SOc.
"Proposed Structure for the Agreements ona Comprehensive
Political Settlement of the Cambodia Conflict", Draft Text. This
was not a UN document.
.

57
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. ','Organizing for Elections

...:..
f: ..

, Under the Paris Accord th~, elections were
stacked, as far as possible, against the SOC. After '.
much protest they signed for proportional
representation by province, contrary to former
Cambodian practice, a formula designed to give
the maximum chance to their enemies, in patticular
the Khmer, Rouge, and to any othern,ew parties
which formed. The agreement provided that any
group' of 5000 persons ,could be registered as a
political party, and the multi~party system which
was accepted, both in the agreements and in'the .
new Cambodian People's Party program, had th~
potential to produce an incompetent legislature
and an impotent government.
It is well known that proportional representation,
,because it can help numerous small parties to get '
, seats, favors a weak,' often incOmpetent, government,
as seen in the formerltalian electoral system, rejected
in 1993' by Italian voters in a referendum. This
same objection had been made by the l~ader of, at
thai time; one of international capitalism's favorit~
Southeast 'A~ian 'regimes, Malaysia's Prime
, Minister, Mahathir Mohamed, whose view was,.
"proportionate representation is not· pract~cal for
Malaysia as it needs a strong govenunent to
, implement 'projectsi" "there would be chaos ifthe '
proportionate representation system were to ,bb
adopted 'iIi a developing country like ,Malaysia.;.
because the government would not have th~
ma:jority~nd therefore become weak and not able
to run the country 'effectively". Similarly, a
50

respected academic historian; writin.g on the
Indonesian election of 1955 which put 28 parties
in~o parliament, said, "the 'elections had ... thereby
represented 'a further step in discrediting the
whole parliamentary system"S8.
And, apparently, when not trying to bring
Cambodia to heel, certain western democratic
politiCians did not think much either of proportional
representation. President Clinton,in backing away
from his nomination of Lani Guinier as head of
the Justice Department's civil fights division, said
that one of her articles se'emed to be "arguin.g f~r
principles of proportional representation. and,Ininority.
veto as general remedies that I think inappn:>priate
as general remedies and an.ti~democratic, very
'
difficult to defend"s9.
The Big~Five, apparently expecting a much
stronger showing by the cpp than by its tripartite
enemies, hoped to' weaken'" the, post~election
government with a multiplicity of small parties,
even if this meant "discrediting the, whole
parliamentary system".
,
Furthermore, and contrary to' what uS'ually
passes for a democratic election, camlxJian voters
were restricted to' choosin.g party slates, not
individual candidates. This may be a good system
in acountry with stable goveinment, an educated.
," Mah8thir's re~larkS ~ere ill "Dr M: P~oporti~llate representati~ll
unsuitable", New Straits Times, Z3 November 1994,p;' 2; Merle'
Ricklefs, A History of Modem Indonesia, p: 238. ' , ' . ' .:
so International Herald Tribune, 5·6 June 1993, p. 3. In fact, this was
a misrepresentation of Guinier's views at a time when Clinton saw
that a move toward the right was in his interest. See Randall
Kennedy, "Lani Guinier's Constitution", .The American Prospect,
Issue IS, Fa111993.
' .
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population, imd well#known ideology~based
paities~~all. lacking in Cambodia. A plausible
interpretation of this arrangement by the Big Five
was that SOC candidates were expected to be
local administrators, many of whom may have had
good. records, or at least were known, whereas the
candidates of parties deriving from FUNCINPE~
or KPN'LF, or· formed by returned emigres, woul~
he unknown, and if their backgrounds were
discovered many might be less popular among vote~s
than· even· mediocre SOC candidates. In some
cases, the result was that voters did not know the
identities of the ·people for whom they were ostensibly
voting. It is uncertain whether lists of candidates
in Khmer were posted in or near all polling places,
a task which was the responsibility of the Cambodian
parties (I did hot See any in polling places I visited).
UNTAC prepared lists of the candidates of all parties
in English, but the transcription of many names
was so eccentric that it could have disoriented even
specialists,.;.for example 'Seun Souberdo' for SOfl
Soubert. Apparenciy UNTACdid not seekcompetertt
advice on Khmer transliteration conventions60• '
The most dangerous joker, however, was the
provision that· anyone born in Cambodia, and
their children, wherever born and aged 18, could
vote. This implied that all refugees overseas aged
18, even if they had never seen Cambodia, did

".-:.

.. ~

::.'

.~~~

":."

"

.".! "/ ..

COntr~ry to popular impression, most of the refugees had not
fled during the Khmer Rouge period, but after 1979, when special
camps were built along the Thai border to attract the~ (see
Michael Vickery, "Refugee Politics: The Khmer Camp System in
Thailand", in David A. Ablin and Marlowe Hood, eds., The .
.Cambodian Agony, M.E. Sharpe, Inc., New York, 1988, pp. 293-331.).
In general their reason for fleeing from PRK Cambodia was
anti-Vietnamese prejudice, which would influence their v~te, and
which makes the large Cambodian communities in the US. hotbeds
of anti-Phnom Penh propaganda· imd activity, in:cluding overt
plans to overthrow the government. In Nove'mb~r 2000 a group
calling themselves Cambodian Freedom Fighters launched armed
. attacks on govemment buildings in Phnom Penh; and by June
2005, against the protests of IRI and the human· rights crowd,
US. authorities agreed that their leade~ in the O.S. should· be
arrested for violation of US. laws. See PPP 14/1020 May-2 June,
2005 and 14/11,3-16 June 2005, andbelow pp. 177-9 ..

l
.1

1
j
i

.

According to Prof. Regiruild Austin. (Director of the Electoral
Component ofUNTAC), during a visit to the Australian National
University on 4 November 1993, the transliterations for the lists
of candidates had beengenerared by computer--a bizarre procedure,
since many of the names of SOC, FUNCINPEC AND KPNLF
candidates had well-known English transcriptions. On emigre parties
see further below, pp.60-61.
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not speak the language, and were cItlZens of
another country, might vote. Such practice would
not be accepted anywhere in the world, and
forcing it on Cambodia illustrates the malevolence
of those· members of the international community
who were responsible for the. texts .of the new
.agreements. The purpose . seemed to be to garner
as many anti,SOC votes ·as possible, for it was
well known that most of the refugees. would vote
against Phnom Penh61 • .
In what was certainly an oversight, the text
also implied that all the VIetnamese born in Cambodia
but in 1993 resident in Vietnam,. and· their
children, perhaps up to half a million· persons,
could also vote .. As could have been predicted,
this forced a change in the rules, to stipulate that
a voter mus~ be a 'Cambodian person', defined as
a person born in Cambodia, at least one of whose
parents was born in Cambodia; or a person,
wherever born, at least one of whose parents was
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born in Cambodia and had a parent also bom there.
;This" stW pernUtted moSt Cambodian refugees to vote,
if they"returned to Cambodia to register, a stipulation
which discouraged all but the most committed
""and wealthy. In fact, few refugees took the trouble
to register arid vote, "far too few to affect the outcome~.
The zeal to undennine the" SOC meant" that
the Paris Agreement favored the Khmer Rouge,
as they themselves gleefully recognized. In the
transcript of a talk by Pol Pot to a group of cadre"s "
in February 1992, leaked to the SOC and distributed"
to foreign journalists in December 1992, Pol Pot
emphasized the advantages whiCh they derive~
from the Agreement, and complained about the
delay in setting up" UNTAC, which he felt would
permit the favorable application of the Agreenlent
arid protect the Khmer Rouge from hostility by
the UNAMIC (Advance" UN Military Mission)
armed unit under the French General Loridon63 •
An amusing result was that several leaders" of the anti-SOC
parties, notably Son Sann, were excluded from the ranks of
Cambodian persons by virtue of having" beeil boftl in the
Khmer.populated areas of southern Vietnam, until UNTAC
made a special dispensation for them.
;
0) As far as I know there has never been a full description and analysis
of this document. For comment at the time see, !IIK.Rouge wants
to openbattleneld in P. Penh";, Bangkok Post, 10 December 1992,
where it was misidentified by Ben Kiernan, as "a directive to young
Khrner Rouge diplomats from the radical faction's Foreign Minister
Ieng Sary"; The Nation, 10 December 1992, "Secret document
quotes Pol Pot", following a report from Far Eastern Economic
Review, which attributed the document correctly to Pol Pot. The
authenticity of this document was accepted by Timothy Carney in
TinlOthy Camey and Tan Uan Choo, Whither Cambodia? Beyond
the Election, Singapore, ISEAS, 1993, p. 35, "On my reading of it,
aud every other Cambodian specialists [sic] who looked at it, it
was Pol Pot talking to senior leadership circles".

.j

'I

"'~

i';'

Pol Pot's remarks indicate that he considered
Loridon a serio~s threat which "would disappear""
with" the arrival of UNTAC, an assessment in
which he was proven correct: We may
sure he
conSidered LOridon's removal a great favot-t." .
I inustemphasize that. my purpose in "saying"
this is only to publicize the ~~r Rouge attitude
at the time, not" to say that UN forces should have
gone to war with them. Even if such a campaign "
"had been: successful, it" might have been
counterproouctive because of the destruction "and
Cambodian deaths which would have resulted.
Other weaknesses in "the" DK·" position
emphasized by Pol Pot were the end of Chinese aid,
"and the defection of KPNLF" and FUNCINPEC
elements from" the tripartite coalition. Sihanouk
was unreliable, and "wenr around the bend". in "
"moments of stress; and Ranariddh, Pol Pot felt,
might move toward the PRK/SOC, on which see
further below.
Nevertheless, once UNTAC under" Yasushi
Akashi arrived, the KR htcessantly complained
that (1) "UNTAC did not take ~ver me government
as the" Paris Accord allowed, "and .(2) UNTAC did" "
not ~pervise" withdrawal of the Vietnamese who
still allegedly occupied Cambodia al1d dominated
the government. These complaints "were part of a "
strategy outlined by Pol Pot in his February talk,
and it appears" he had" interpreted the Paris
Accord as setting up an equal four.. party regime

be

".

::',

LOridon was replaced in 1992 for trying to push" an aggressive
policy if the Khmer Rouge did not observe the provisions of the
Nayan Chanda, "UN
Paris Agreement. On the Loridon affair
Divisions", FEER, 23 July 1992, pp. 8-9.,
"
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under the SNC. In part, the sense of Pol Pot's
assessment of the Paris Agreement as favoring his
party was· that it permitted their policy of stonewalling
oli. those two points. There was no mention at all
. in Pol Pot's talk of the election.
. .The Khmer Rouge wereassigned,·though not
explicitly, a particular role in the plans. to destroy
the PRK/SOC: In arguments such as that df
Evans cited above, concern about the 'Red
Khmer' was a red herring. They were needed as
the ever,present threat to keep Phnom Penh from
simply going its 'own way; and by 1990, in spite of .
relative success on the battlefield, the SOC knew
they could not maintain sufficient military force
againSt the Khmer Rouge who still received
foreign aid. During the negotiations througho~t
the 1980s it was asserted that the Khmer Rouge
were too strong to be excluded, even if they were
abhorred. Phnom Penh denied that, and said.the
problem was foreign support for the Khmer
Rouge, and now we know they were right.
After the agreement was signed, there was
even some noise from the U.S. side to blame the
. SOC for the agreement forced on th~m by
international pressure and which induded the
Khmer Rouge, and American insistence that they
would never recognize a' government in which
the KR were included.' Phnom Penh· had been
conned. Once the international community had
forced them to .accept the Khmer'Rouge, it was
their faction which .started to .get the blame. A
journalist commented on the possible future of
Pen Sovann as "the only noteworthy Cambodian
56

.":0' ,"

politician untainted bv the current Phnom Penh
government's cooperation with the Khmer Rouge
in the peace plan", that is by the acceptance of
the Khmer Rouge into the new coalition which
was forced on Phnom Penh by the Big·Five6s • And
the U.S. Congress, with its typical perspicacity,
grumbled about paying the U.S. share of a U.N.
operation if the Khmer Rouge were included66 • In
Phnom Penh in June 1992 I was told by one of
Hun Sen's associates that before his trip to the
U.S.. in March, the U.S. State Department's
.Robert Solomon warned him that he would face
hard questioning from Congress about the Khmer
Rouge in the new Supreme National Council
(SNC).
'
..
Within UNTAC in Phnom Penh" 'human
rights violations' were only those attributed to the
CPP; and when Dennis McNamara, director of
the Human Rights Component,' organized
'Human Rights' conference in November 1992 ,
he excluded anyone who might have· spoken up
'.
against the Khmer' Rouge.
The bias there was somewhat surprising
because in June 1992 McNamara told me he
thought there was perhaps more risk for human
rights. activists in Malaysia [where he had
worked] and Singapore than in Phnom Penh.
Among the foreign participants invited to the
conference were representatives of ail the western
SOC,bashing organizations,;.Lawyers·· Committee,
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AFP [sheri Prasso], "PenSovann'~ return may result in instability",
New Straits TImes (Kuala Lumpur), 10 February 1992.
... ..
<i6 "US senators seek ban on KR return", The Nation, 5 December
1991.
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Amnesty, .t\.siaWatch"while specialist students
of Cambodia who had written frequently about
human rights there, but with' sympathy for
Phnom Penh, were not only not invited, but
of them who happened to be in town were denied
permission to sit in even as non,participating
observers67 . Indeed, except for the opening
ceremony, the conference was closed to all but
those invited, apparently to prevent the raising of '
:
questions embarrassing for UNTAC.
A vigorous Klunet Rouge was part of theUNTA8
game plan. General', LOridon had to be removed
to prevent any risk of premature destruction of '
, the Khmer Rouge before they had served thelr
purpose. His removal meant that UNTAC would
never enforce 'phase 2'. A year later, as an excuse
to avoid enforcement, someone provided Akashi
with an" assessment that "the KR are stronger
than before"; a great risk to the elections; "their
military strength has increased by at least 50 per
cent, they have new weapons, they are operating.
in larger, units, they are led by leaders who are
more extreme than in past years, so we have to b~
prepared"68. It is noW dear that this was all
nonsense, but it was necessary in order to counter
the declining estimates (seen to be accurate soon
after the election"see below, p. 114) of Khmer
Rouge strength which might have undermine~
the role in which they had been cast69 •

two

., They were Ben Kieman and ~lysel£
68 The Nation (Bangkok), 20 May, 1993, citing a statement ~y
, Akashi:
'
,
,
.. For som~ of these low estimates, only 8·10,000, see Gary
Klintworth" "Canlbodia 1992, Hopes Fading", Southeast Asicffi
Affairs 1993 (Singapore), p. 122.
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Was Akashi disinformed? Or was he active in
the disinforination? 'In a talk in the CambOdiana
Hotel inPhomPenh on 10 July 2001, he said'that
in his last ntite,d;rete" with' Khieu Saittph~n in '..
Beijing in January 1993, after the Khmer" Rouge
had threatened to opt out of the election~ he told
Samphan that the KR should remain in the election,
.' that although this time they might win only a fe~
seats, ~t would nevertheless give'them opportunity
to exercise influence, make their ideas .~oWn,
and eventually Win mo~e, even arnajoiitY.'·.Thus
we .see UNTAC policy toward the KhmerR6uge.
By May 1993 jt seemed thatthe 'free ~md fair'
.internationally supervised eiectiori" would ~ake
place .. in the worst possible conditions.·' The
Democratic Kampuchea (OK)' group, .o~ iKhriu!r
Rouge', had withdrawn from. .. the election
(notwithStanding Akashi's plea to r~main) j with a
spurious claim that a crucial clause of the Agieement,
withdrawal of Vietnamese aimed forces, had not
been observed,. and it appeared that 'they had
convinced a large part of· the populace of the
truth 'of that claim. The same theme was taken up .'
. by FUNCINPEC, and even more. stridently by
SonSann.
.
Violence, among the parties, against Vretnamese,
and among .the citizenry, all: armed in the.
American . and Thai laissez,faire style, was
generalized. Until then, in the 1980s, no one but.
police and military had guns and security within
. Phnom Penh was greater than after 199 L The .
economy, which in spite of the U.SAed blockade,
.showed slow, steady progress in i980~88, had'
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collapsed since thc pcace agreement had been .
sighed,';and'a Wide wealth gap, which PRK/SOC
policy up to 1988 had tried to prevent, had brought
increased misery· to much of the population;·
. T~eri:ty parties were accepted for registration
by the UNTAC Electoral Component. Few df
them~ perhaps fortunately, appeared serious.
Seven were founded. by people who had' spent
mo~t of the previous 10,20 years
the~nited:
States or France. Most of the party names were
permutations 'Of a few <,:liches,~Democr'aCY, Republica!}
Neutralist, etc; and their platforms consisted of
praise for everything good"democracy,' freedom,
human rights, .social welfare, peace, and of course
a free market economy, without concrete policies
to achieve such virtues. The party logos, which
appeared prominently on the ballot papers,
ostensibly as a guide for illiterate voters, were
equallycbmplex and confusing, most constituted
by amultipiicityofintertwined symbols. One riew
partY leader'who returned from the U.S. showed
his level of realism by raising the American flag
over his office and hanging a picture' of President
,
George Bush [I] on the walPo.
The serious parties were the Phnom Penh
government's CPp, FlJNCINPEC under Sihanouk's
son Norodorri Ranariddh,' and two branches ~f
the former KPNLF of Son Sann,' his own
Buddhist Liberal Deinocratic Party (BLDP) and

in

, ' .

1
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.. :

':.

S~k Sllths~k:m's Liher:~l

Democratic Party (LDP) .
If the Khmer Rouge, officially the Partie .of
Democratic Kampuchea (PDK) had not rejected
participation, they also would have been serious
contenders, if only because. they would.probably
have had total control over the votes of 10,15%
of the population. We must not forget that in'spite
of their refusal to open their zones to UNTAC, to,
',canton their troops, and partially disarm, the
door was left open for them to participate in t~e
electi~n until virtually the last minute.
Still another party with a serious name and
leader was 'Le Parti Democrate' ofIn Tam, although
it was difficult, to guess what attraction its
candidates might have for voters in 1993. The
Democrat Party was the' strongest party of
pre,independence Cambodia, winning all the
country's past free elections, in 1946, .1947, and
1951, on a platform of pluralism, nationalism,
understood if unexpressed resistance' to the
.monarchy, and a covert goal of full independence,
·including sympathy for Cambodian, CiruI vretnamese,
guerrillas fighting against the French7l • They were
destroyed by government harassment after
Sihanouk's victory of 1955, but until 1975 they
were remembered with sympathy by politically
conscious Cambodians, in particular the educated
middle class, survivors of which made up a large
section of the PRK/SOC second and third level
11 Michael Vickery,

''LOOking Back at CambOdia;', in BenKiernan and

Chanthou Boua, Peasahts and Politics in Kampuchea 1941-1981, pp.
89-113; and David Chandler, The Tragedy ofCambodian History,
Yale University Press, New Haven arid London, 1991, pp. 30-32,
35-38, 44-45, 55-59, 62-64, 82-85, 93-94.
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Raphael Puni, "FOrmer Refugee From Cambodia Returns in Bia
to Lead Country", Asian Wall Streetloumal, 2 November 1992. His
name was Kethavy Kim, and his party the Republic Democracy
Party. Another Cambodian Bush activist who retumed to found :a
party was Ted Ngoy.
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administrators. In Tam himself W::lS not one of the
original' Democrats, but he helped revive the
patty to oppose Lon Nol in 1971~72, ran against
the latter for president in 1972, and perhaps lost
because of dish~nest ballot counting. At least he
gained considerable popularity at the time. After
1979 he organized an armed force on the Thai .
border, was one of the founders of FUNCINPEG,
then renounced wannongering, and in 1988 returned
to visit Phnom Penh in a manner indicating support ...
· for th~ FRI<. His new.'Parti Democrate' looked
like a potential collaborator with the Ppnom Penh
goverrime~t party in an eventual coalition72.
.
During the last half of 1992 it appeared th~t
no party would take m~jority, and most observei;s
were betting on the election resulting in a coalition'
of Ranariddh's FUNCINPEC and Hun Senis
Cambodian Peoples Party, even a pre~election
coalition. At least that is what people who did not
desire chaos hoped for. The SOC was the only
group with a national administrative capability,
and Ranariddh, of all other party . leaders, had
· been' making the most conciliatory and rational
·noises, notably opposing . violence against the
Vietnamese. A debacle by SOC, desired by the United
States, leaving a cmilition of FUNCINPEC and
the ex,KPNLF parties, or either or all of them with
the refugee parties, would have been a disaster.

a

12

One original Democrat who was still active then was tht: late Son

Sann, who tacitly acknowledged that party's popularity by taking
its old logo, a three-headed elephant, as an element in the logo of
his ·SLOP. There was thus possible confusion for unsOphisticated
voters betweel~ the·Democnits• .who used that party's traditionM
symbols. ~nd the SLOP.
.'
.
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[)efection ~f Rariariddh
tripartite co~tion
including the Khmer Rouge; and a :.coalition
between FUNCINPECand· the CPP,. was ~a .major
concern of Pol Pot' as expressed in his February .
.1992. talk, .and he. was insistent that. efforts must'
be made to. prevent "it.
One striking feature of the platforms of most
parties was hick of any reference to Cambodia's ..
traditional royalty. With the exception 'of one
small explicitly royalist party and FUNCINPEC,:
it would appear .that the parties were :republican,.
as could be 'expected .from the baGkgr~unds of
those leaders w~ose previo~spoliticalactivities.
,were knoWn;.
'. ~
.'
". . . ' . .
. ~. Because ·of this, the enthushlsm for Sihanouk ..
after the' election .' seemsoppottunistic,·. and'
. showed. that no gr~up had sufficientpol~tical .
imagination to escape from. tradition. Or' rather,
even'ift~y do not like Smanouk, they are returning
to traditional Cambodian politics73 •
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» see further below; aild Serge Thion;s ~xCeilent ''The Patter~ of'. .
Cambodian Politics". in' Serge Thion. Watc~ing CambOdia.
Bangkok. White U;tus (1993). pp. 119-136. It is reminiscent 6f
the 'stoP in the mindi of 17th-century English parliamentarians .
. who would die for the cause "that Parliament'sauthririty must
prevail over the King". but who were "unable to express this idea
in theoretical form" '(Christopher Hill, The Century of Revolution
1603-1714. New York,
Norton & Company, Inc.• 1961, p. 63).
This is also'seen in the current (2006) political crisis in Thailand•..
where both sides vie to charge the other With lese-miljeste. See
beiow.p.l01, on the6rst National Assembly' meeting in ·l993.
'Now'
CambodianS seem
to b.e ovet'(:onung'
this ..
.' in' 2006, howevet;
.
.
:..
'stop in the mind' (see below. pp. 193-4) . ' .
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Election predictions
After 1992 the burgeoning cooperation
between FUNCINPEC and the CPP broke down
with accusations of CPP responsibility for attacks
on, and killings of, FUNCINPEC personnel. The
journo crowd tried to pin guilt on Minister of
Interior Sar Kheng and Minister of State Security
Sin Song, whose fates after the election provide
interesting counterpoint to the allegations ·Csee
below p. 132}. Clear CPP guilt was demonstrated·
in only a few cases, and it must not be forgotten
that such inter"party cooperation was anathema
to two important players, the Khmer Rouge and
the United States. The CPP, in particular Hun
. Sen, had no reason to initiate attacks on FUNCIN~
PEC until it was clear that the latter had declar~d
their enmity; and Hun Sen's assertions that som~
of the attacks were Khmer Rouge provocation ·or
internal FUNCINPEC feuding were hot
unreasonable.
It was difficult to explain why the CPP should
have tried to destroy the coalition which would
have been useful. Indeed, there was no attempt
by political analysts at the time to explain it. They
preferred to treat it as typical 'communist' violence
to intimidate other parties. It was rarely mentioned
that those who stood to gain from a CPP~ .
FUNCINPEC split were the 'Khmer Rouge' PDK,
who were still formally in the running for the
election until April 1993, and whose leader Pol
Pot, in a speech in February 1992, had complained
of the danger of rapprochement of his· former
64

allies, the FlJNCINPEC leaders, with the CPP.
A CPP~FUNCINPEC election alliance was
also anathema for most of the powers. behind
UNTAC, who considered that·the purpose ~f the
election was to eliminate the CPP.
As reported later, UNTAC Military Commander
General Sanderson held. that such· an . alliance
would be· a "major infraction of the Paris Accords'';
although· to .quote an· approving .~ssessmerit of
Sanderson; in "a functioning,· established
democracy such beh.avior would not: be frowrled
upon". Cambodia was not to be permitted to
engage in such democratic· behavior on its own.
"It could have been disastrous", although no
reason was given beyond "it would have ·antagonized
the Khmer Rouge". Of course the international
community, concerned .with .democracy, could
not do that. Only the CPP waS to be:intagonized;
and the feared disaster was obviously that with .
FUNCINPEC and the implication of Sihanouk's
support, the CPPmight have. secured ·a ·real·vlctory
in the election74 •
•
..
Something not known when I first wrote about
this in late 1993, outside of certain iIiner sections
of UNTAC, was that the period of greatest
allegedly CPP~FUNCINPEC violence in 1992~93
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Trevor Findlay, GaTnbodia the Legacy and lessOns of UNTAC,
Stockholm: Stockholm International· Peace Research Institute
and Oxford University Press, 1995,p. 24; and my review of it and
Timothy Carney and Tan Uan Choo; Whither Cambodia? Beyond .
the Election, Singapore: Institute of Southeast Asian Studies; 1993,
in Journal of Southeast Asian Studies, Vol. 26; No. 2 (September.
1995), pp. 439·443. Findlay quaintly remarh:d that "Sihanouk and
Hun Sen shelved their plans for a coalition govemme~t by early
December".
74 See
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thus·to dominate the new governinent16• . ,·
. Gareth Evans also reluctantly made' similar
· assessment, saying the .Khmer .Rouge. ~~s. not just
non~cooperative, but Wa5niaking'an "active· attempt· .
at disruption and discrediting the' o1,1tcome". If'
the pro,Sihanouk group won, .the Khmer Rouge'
would hold .back from violellce a~d try' to
negotiate reconciliation and participation. "If, on
the otherharid, as is. possibly a·little mOre [eniphasis
· added] likely, the Hun Sen people gairieda clear
majority":' the Khmer Rouge. might. consider
further insurgency, etc77 • That was no doubt' true',
because Hun Sen. was saying that U' he won' 'he
would wip~' thein out, .whiieFiJNCINPEC was
..expUcidy co~tory. Evam.'s statement,illU$ttates ..
the role as'signed the'. Khmer 'Roug~, :which 1
. evoked above.'
.'
. '. '. .
'..
Aj~umalist reporting fr~m K9mpong Cha~,
the la.rgest constituency, wrote, "Rival p<>litical

was also the. time during which the PDK leadership
had ordered their personnel in the field to engage
in a policy of real genocide against any and aU
Vietnam~se.·Thiswasonly revealed in 1996 when
Heder,' one of the UNTAC inner Circle who were'
directly .irivolved, published the re~ults of h~'
interviews with pbK defectors. This was the onlY'
evidence ever found of DK~nocidaJ. policy,
and it is peculiar 'that it was covered up at the .
.
time by the UNTAC authorities7s • ·
In early .Maymost predictions were· that the
cpp would at least come first,' perhaps ·.with a
.' .'
..
small absolute majority. .
This was ev~n' true. of the two Americab .
'democracy institutes' .whose members were
personally hostile to..SOC. In their seminar for
international election observers on May 2:1,' one
of them warned that the post' election perio~
could be the most dangerous for those who had
worked against . the SOC, because CPP' w~s
expected to win the largest numbet of seats, and

a'

a

· .7&

.

73 See Steve .Hed~r,.'The Resumpti~ of Armed Struggle by the'
Party of Democratic Kampuchea:· Evidenc~ from National Army
of Democratic Kampuchea 'Self-Demobilizers"', chapter 3 inStev.e
Heder. and, Judy. Ledgerwood. eds., fropagmula,' Politics, a~d
. Violence in Cambodia [at the time of the 1993 election).
Democratic Transition under United Nations Peace~keeping. Armonk,
New York, M.E. Sharpe, 1996. .My interpretation here assumes
that Heder waS telling the truth; but in ~ writing'over the years
he has shown himself to be so erratic that this could have been
one of his fantasies, like the 'Operation Dovetail', cited by. David
Roberts and· denounced .as harebrained by General Sandersdn
(David Roberts, Political Transition in Cambodia I 99l-~99, .London, '.
CUIZon, 2001, pp. 70-71).. '.
.
: .
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TheY were t& 'International Republican Institute' (IRI) and ~he

'National Democratic Institute for International Affairs'(ND1),
· .affiliatecl with the ~rican pll1'ties, and funded in.Cambodia
mainly by USAID. In Cam.bOOia they were'involved iil:election
monitOrini, .ciml.paign techniques, partY orgailiZingi etc;, but'~
· the experts ~rQughtby IRi was Raul Ga~ia Pri~to, vice~president
of the El Salvadoran ARENA PartY, long identified; and bY 1993
confirmed by an UN Truth Commission, as 'mainly' respo~ible fQr
the.death·squads.and· masSaC~s in El Salv~dor diJriiig the civil.
war. Since 1993 IRihas maintained hostility to the CPPand Hun.
Sen, and has been the main supporter ofSamluin$v;. as·:confirmed
in 2005 by Khmer-American' Ms. Mu' Sochua, FUNCINPEC
· Minister for Womeri's Affairs between -1996 anil200J before
defecting to the Sam ~insy Party (PPP 14/4, 25/2-10/3, 2005,
Derek Cheng, "Tenuous democracy blani.edfor IRI pullout", quoting
Sochua, ''The IRI are outspoken in their support for SRP").
1? "KR has 'upped ante' ahead of elections", The: Nation; 17 May
1993. Evans was both predicting a' CPP win,·.· and indicating his ..
distaste for it; With a hint of blatkniail--vote for theCpp'and the .
KRwiU attack. .
.'
. .
.
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parties [citing the Liberal Democr~ts, ~ hreakaway
group from' Son Sann's KPNLF) ... saythey believ~
. .government Wl'11'
1178.
the Phnom. Penh
wm.....,
anuII
even some FUNCINPEC leaders doubted theIr
party's strength, as was seen in the defection of
three of their generals to CPP just a few' days
before .the election.· They said the reason f6r
changing siqes was disapproval of Ranariddh;
who had take'nover from Sihanouk and was
coopeniting with the Khmer Rouge' (this should
be noted with respect to the events of July 1997).
But more likely their' defection meant· they
thought CPP w~s gOing to obtain the best result
in the election and dominate the post,election
government, probably with Sihanouk, whom they
had willingly served, as some kind of honorary
chief of state or king. One of them, Sou Kim Sun,
had been a FUNCINPECDivision Commander,
and chief of FUNCINPEC's election campaign in
Phnom Penh, where .he was a candidate79 • His
defection must'have been particularly emb~rrassing:
. Cpp officiais proclaimed thatthey expected ~
60,70% majority, and' their reworking of th~
candidate' lists after the election suggests they
.
believed it (see below, pp. 98,99).
One very· peculiar analysis in the opposite
direction, made in January 1993, gave the CP~
only fourth place with a mere 9% support, behind
FUNCINPEC with30%~ the BLDP with 18.5%,'

~' .':',

and the Democrats with 10%. This analysis
emanated from UNTACs Information and ·Education
.Component, Washington's base Within UNTAC,
dominated by anti,Vietnam vendetta types who
were responsible for another disinformative tract
after the election (see below, p. 93). It may have
.been· merely the working of blind prejudice; or it
may have had ·a covertpui"pose.· Celt~linly no .one
outside that agency would have agreed with their
figure for the CPP. Given·its date, we might infer
that it was to undermine the potential
'FUNCINPEC, CPP cooperation, by introducing
a 'confidential', authoritative, purportedly UN,
assessment that the CPP was' extremely weak;
unworthy as an election ally. IEnot leaked directly
to FlJNCINPEC, it would have· been intercepted
by FUNCINPEC agents within UNTAC, stich as
Norodom Sirivudh's' wife, Christine' Alfons
Norodom, who was employed in the Rehabilitation

1

I
!

1:

Componen~.

i ..

!....... ,', ...
i
'I
j

,

13 May 1993, Chris Burslem, "Using scare tactics to
intimidate voters".
.
7" Details from their press conference in Phnom Penh, 19 May

1993.
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ThiS' analysis, which was anonymous, bore the inhnitable literary

style of Stephen Heder. See below for his. post~election analysis.
The employment of Christine Alfons Norodom was one of the
grosser manifestations ofUNTAC's version of neutrality.
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Election Results
•

'.

rem~ined

•

•

,
L

outside Cambodia from the 1970s to
1991 must finally realize that they are no longer
of interest to the Cambodian public8l • It may alSo
be well to emphasize 'that the roughly 11% 6f
votes cast for non~royalist small parties plus the
CPP's 38% and BLDP's 4% means that over half
the electorate voted against monarchy and
against Sihanouk82 •
The collapse, of In Tam's Democrat Party
took most knowledgeable observers by surprise,
and may have been the result of his own gaffes.
His expected supporters would have been urban,
educated, 'middle~class', 'professionals and state
employees, who were anti~Sihanouk and who did
not wanta return to traditional politics. Many
such people worked loyally for the PRK, but liked
the idea of a more pluralist system, and would
have been attracted by a party which represented
an alternative to the CPF, but not rejection of all
it represented. At the last joint rally of all parties
just before the election In Tam simply played the
Sihanouk card, offering complete loyalty, which

"

-~ final election results were announced by ,
UNTACon 10' July 1993, officially proclaime~
the next,'day; andi:he new Constituent,Assembl~
held its opening ceremony on June 14. In the
total popular vote, Fl.)NCINPEC won approximatelv,
, 45%, the CPP 38%, and the Buddhist Liber~l '
, Democratic Party of Son' Sann 'nearly 4%, with,
the rest spre_ad among minor' parties. Because
seats' iathe'riew Constituent ,Assembly were
determined' propottionally by province,' the twO ,
,largest Parties ~ rep~seritatives ,frOIn ,all pro~s
except the 6 provinces' with only one "sear each,
where'the largest vote de tetmine d_ the, ~eat ..
FUNCINPEC got 58 seats, CPP 51, BLDP 10, and
Moulinaka, the party which had the fifth large~t
total popular vote, 1.37%, one seat. The :fourth "
highest total,' popular vote was taken. by 'Sak
,Suthsakan's Liberal Democratic Party, but the~
did not ,win enough in any province to get;a seat;
, , :The complete failure of all other slllall parties'
to obtain enough'votes to get seats,even with th~
advant~ge: of proportional, representation, ' w~s
not expected, but it might be interpreted, ~~
showing a degree 'of political maturity amon~"
voters; who realiZed that only the larger partie,s
could govern. It showed further that the blata~t'
AmericaniSm, of four or five' of the small parties
did not', have ,the attraction for Cambodians
. ,- "which ~leadersQf th~se p~s, and then: foreigh
~l1'PPortet'~, 'had ,-expected. ,And some-,proriline,Il;t ,
.-' fi.gQres froIIl:ali older political generation who ha~
70

,

,

Including In Tam, Chak Saroeun, both among the founders 'of
FUNCINPEC, Sak Suthsakan,' Cheng Heng, Buor Hell, a cousin'
, of Sihanouk, and even Son Sann, whose party was expected to do
much better than the 10 seats they received. ,
'
82 See the distortions by Brad Adams, below, p. 123. Observers of
Cambodian affairs should not be misled by the participation of
Son Sann's faction, then the KPNLF, but in the election divided
between his own BLOP and Sak Suthsakan's LOp, alongside
FUNCINPEC in the tripartite Coalition Government of Democratic
Kampuchea. The BLOP and LOp, in ideology and personnel, are
quite different from FUNCINPEC. They derive from non- or
anti-royalist groups of the past, and foreign backers hoping for a
coalition of these non-communist groups were certain to be
disappointed.
,51
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he said he had always had, and boasting of his
role as one of the founders of FUNCINPEC. He
personally had been a loyal Sihanoukist until at
least 1970, but that is not what the old Democrat
Party had represented. His potential voters that
day might have decided that if they wanted
Sihanouk they should vote for FUNCINPEC, and
if they didn't, for the CPP. In neither case was 'Le
Parti Democrat' any' longer an attractive
alternatives3 •
The Cambodian population also showed that
it wished to be governed by persons and parties
that either remained in Cambodia during the
difficult years, or, if not, are believed to represent
Prince Sihanoukj and the Cambodian refugee
conmmnity, because of its extremely low panicipation
in the election and because its representatives
(seven parties) were rejected by the Cambodian
public, can be expected to have no further role in
Cambodian politics, at least not directly. NevertheleSs,
some of the large refugee communities in the U.S.
are overtly hostile to the CPp, and via reactionary
U.S. politicians, such as Congressman Dana
Rohrabacker and Senator Mitch McConnell,
attempt to influence U.S. intervention. They are
also the base of the Cambodian Freedom Fighters
(see above note 61 and below, p. 177).
The method of proportional representation
for allocating seats. in the new Assembly"whic:h
seemed designed to weaken the CPP when it wiils
In 1963, as govemor ofTakeo, In Tam had been involved ill the
treacherous arrest, which led to execution, of Preap In, a former
Democrat and Son Ngoc Thanh activist. See Chandler, TIle
Tragedy of Cambodian H~tory, pp. 133-4.
.

8,

72

expected that the CPP would receive a maiorltv
of the vote"did not work as expected, first 'of ali
because of the near total rejection of the small
parties and the poor showing of Son Sann's BLDP.
The new Assembly, contrary to expectations, was
essentially a two,party organ, with a small BLDP
in a position to affect majority votes. Proportional
representation did, however, perform Its: function'
of diluting the power of the' party receiving the
largest vote, that is FUNCINPEC. Had the election
law incorporated the principle 6f largest party
taking' all seats in any election district, theri
FUNCINPEC would have won 79 seats to 41 for
the Cambodian PeoplesPartyj and no other parties
would be represented in the AssemblY": The
designers of the election law would appear to
have outsmarted themseIves85 •· .
Although .FUNCINPEC 'won', it did not
have a majority. Its most logical ally in a coalition,
according to noml:'!l parliamentaryproce"dure and
the recent background of the respective parties
(alliance 'in the CGDK) , would have been BLDP,
but their combined total of 68 seats was still not'
the two, thirds (80 ~eats) necessary to adopt the
constitution, and to vote confidence in' a
goverrimen~. Thus drafting of a new constitution

.:/

:

Note that such a result would deviate even more from the total
popular vote, according to which FUNCINPEC would rate 54 seats,
the CPP 45, BLDP 5, and the rest going to several small parties..
85 It is not certain they wanted too strong a showing by FUNCINPEC· .
either. The U.S. did not want a dominant Sihanouk, arid might
have preferred a strong bloc of the former KPNLF parties, with
support from FUNCINPEC and the emigre parties.
80 At Hun Sen's insistence, the assembly adopted a two-thirds rule
for confirmation of the government.
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could have been blocked if cooperation between
FUNCINPEC and CPP had not been achieved.
Even the combined FUNCINPEC,BLDP majority
which would normally have sufficed to form a
government might have been only theoretical, for
those two parties did not have a national
administrative capability; and continuing
administration had to count on support by the
cadres of CPP. Moreover, the leadership of the
BLDP, and 'of the LDp,the party of General Sak
Suthsakan which also derived from the KPNLE
had a history of opposition to and dislike ~f
Sihanouk, which might have prevented dose
cooperation between them and FUNCINPEC, hi
spite of the antipathy of both toward the CPP,
communism,' and ·Vietnam87 •
. There had to be either' open cooperation
between FUNCINPEC and CPP in .the future
government, or persuasion of a large number of
politicians and administrators of one of those
parties to defect to the other, which seems to
have been what the Americans on the spot had in
mind. As indicated below (p. 82), however, the
party,jumping might not have gone the way they
wished88~'
.
two parties, and the p'arent organizationKPNLF"w~re l~d
by supporters of the Khmer Republic in 1970.
88 Raoul JennaT, both in a public meeting in Phnom Penh and in
print, quoted someone whom he identified as a 'senior America.~l
UNTAC official', and whose identity in Phnom Pellh w~s
transparent, as saying "we can do without 8ihanouk; we can' do
without the CPP; we have 90 million dollars to keep the officials
and soldiers of SOC and to buy the CPP deputies necessary to get
a 2/3 majority and put in place the coalition of our choice"
(Jennar, "Cambodian Chronicles" X. European Far Easterll
Research Centre. Jodoigne, Belgium, 29 June 1993.
87 These

74

Election irregularities
When it became clear that FUNCINPEC
would win, CPP officials calied aptess conference '..
· on June. 1 to announce that they. had complained
· since the beginning of the .dection, and were .
continuing to complain, about irregularities in
three provinces and Phnom Penh and would request
new elections in those areas. Their complaints
concerned broken locks and seals on ballot boxes,
discrepancies in numbers of ballots' counted
. compared to numbers of persons who had voted ,
and loss of ballots. They said thatif their complaints
·were rejected, they would refuse' to accept the
results of the election. They also complained
about bias on UNTAC's radio, with· Deputy
Minister in the Prime Minister's' Department
Khieu Kanharith saying that "in any future UN
•elections they must be more 'careful about the
personnel of this compon-ent", that is the
Information and Education Component..
UNTAC rejected CPP demands for new
partial elections, although they .acknowledged
.that seals and locks had-broken and some ballots
had been misplaced. Such defects were disgr~ceful
enough given the funds and expertise available to .
UNTAC, but they probably did not affect the
outcome of the election.
..
There was reason to complainaboutUNTAC·
radlo, and Khieu Kanharith's jibe about the persorinel
of the UNTAC Information Component which
ran UNTAC radio, was apposite. That component
was loaded with CambOdia expertise, includi.ng its
. . '
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director, U.S. State Department officer Timothy
Carney, and deputy director Stephen Heder, both
with long anti~ PRK/SOC records, and they knew
precisely what effect their work would have on
the Cambodian public89 •
The specific complaint was that their broadcasts
showed anti~CPP bias just before the election and
during the vote counting. They began broadcasting
partial results at 7 PM, on Saturday evening, May
29 (voting ended May 28). The first announcements
enthusiastically said FUNCINPEC was ahead in
4 places, Phnom Penh, Kompong Som, Krati¢,
and Pursat, but no figures or percentages were
provided, nor was there infonnation about places
where the CPP might have been ahead. This was
moreover contrary to a policy announced· by
UNTAC to publish the result in each province
when its count was completed. The broadcast
was repeated several times that night, and later
the same evening UNTAC r~dio broadcast the
totals counted for ·a11 parties in Phnom Penh. At
that time· CPP had received 4,336 votes,
FUNCINPEC 7,518, and all other parties only 2~J
figure results, all such results being so small as to
be insignificant. Election Component chief
Reginald Austin was interviewed, possibly
unaware o{whatUNTAC radio was broadcasting

in Khmer, and he said that they· hatlsome very
preliminary results in 12 provinces. As UNTAC
Information chief Carney cautioned in a bro·adcast
the following morning, that was only 2% of the
total vote.
Thereafter every day UNTAC. radio
.
reported the total vote of· each major party and
emphasized the number of province·s 'won' by
each, buf rarely noted the proportional process
which would determine the number of seats90•·
Further UNTAC radio duplicity was charged
by a Phnom Penh newspaper, which said that
during the election period UNTAC radio jammed
the Khmer Rouge transmitter and broadcast
FUNCINPEC programs on its frequency. That
would have been totally illegal, and one wonders
.if some of the "racist and inflammatory broadcasts"
about which Akashi complained originated with
UNTAC 12 91 ,
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Camey was among the State Department officers active on the
Thai-Cambodianborder when the U.S. was involved in setting up
the Khmer Rouge again after their debacle in 1978-9, and Heder,
since 1980,has been acti~e in anti-Phnom .Penh propaganda, iil
particular frc.Jm the shelter ohhe Lawyers Committee for Intenlatiot~l
Human Rights and Amnesty ·Intemational, unloading reports
which would not have withstood criticism if presented as joumalism
or academic studies (see notes 15 and 16 above).
.

This, and further references below-tb radio and television
·broadcasts, unless'otherwise identified, are based on my own listening.
and recordings..
. . . .'.
01 Reported in "UN 'jammed KR radio to save elections"', The
Sunday Post (Bangkok), 19 September 1993, p. 4, .citing the
Phnom Penh magazine Mekong.
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Problems of transition9Z
A serious defect of .the Paris Peace
Agreement (PPA) was that it failed to spedfy,Qr.
even to provide a general outline on, how the.
new government, if other than the CPp, should
take over from the old following the election. By
early May this problem was beginning to worry::
the top level of UNTAC, to the extent that they··
revealed some of their worries to the press.
On 5 May 1993 both Bangkok Post and Nation
wrote about the problem,· based on remarks of
Akashi passed on to them either by Akashi himself·
or by his deputy Behrooz· Sadry. In the Bangkok'
Post the title· was "Akashi calls for Cabinet 'to,
replace SNC", and In the Nation IIUN propos~s·
consultative cabinet for Cambodia". The texts
were virtually the same, and I quote here from
the Post. '
One proposal discussed within UNTAC was
that "... the winners [note the plural] form art.
interim consultative Cabinet· directly after the
vote count to help a peaceful transition .. :.
Although the Cabinet would have no executive
powers, it could have an important role in taking
over the .... (SNC's) function. as the voice of
Cambodia, consulting with the UN and thb
international coinmunity in the three months
transitional phase" [e~phasis added, and on
. which see below~ This would perhaps be."awaY

is

., This s~ction, not written until 1998, was ·puhli'shed
"Revisiting the legalities of'93"',PPP vol. 7, rio. 10,22 MayA Jude
1998. just before the second elettion in July 1998. . . .
'
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of ensuring the Khmer Rouge did not trY.to use its .
membership of the SNC to influeoc~ national
politics.... " [this, of course was a. smokesqeenj it
was not the KR they were. worried about].
Another obfuscatory comment was, "Behrooz
Sadry, the Deputy· head of UNTAC,·said the
purpose... was to guard against too much influence
by the SNC... not [the SNC] take decisions ....
which go against the wishes of those who have
been elected".
.
... ' .
But a crucial point was that the UNTAC
leadership thought that the. ,"Phnom Penh
Gove~nment ... [was] expected to carryon
'administrative functions~ .. "..and' "If the result· is
split, the royalists and the government· may be:··
.forced into a' coalition".
Thus, three weeks before the election UNTAC
foresaw an embarrassing situation in which they
would not know what to do, and moreover, they
envisaged an outcome such as actually occurred. '
The relevant provisions .of the, PPA" with
respect to the above, are as follows :
. , (1) [my numbering]
statement, ''Welcoming
the unan.imou~ election, in' Beijing 00 17 July
1991, of H.R.H. Prince Norodom Sihanouk as
the President, of the, Supreme' ,National
Coundl"93.
(2) "For the purpose of this Agreement, the
transitional period shall commence with the,
entry into force of this Agreement and terminate
when the constituent assembly elected through

the
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In the intrOductory st,atement, "Agreemeilt on a Comprehensiye'· ,
Political Settlement of the Cambodia Conflict'i. ' .,..,
,.' .
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00877620
free and fair elections ... has approved the
constitution and transfonned itself into a legislative
assembly, and thereafter [emphasis added] a new
government has been created"94.
(3) "The Supreme National Council (SNC)
is the· unique legitimate body and source of
authority in which, throughout the trarisitional
period, the sovereignty, independence and unity
j
of Cambodia are enshrined"95 .
(4) " ... free andfair election of a constituent
assembly, which will draft and approve a new
Cambodian Constitution in accordance with article
23 and transform itself into a legislative assembly,
which will create the new Cambodian Govemrnent. .;;"
[article 23 is about basic principles, human·rightS,
etc, neutrality, "which the new constitution witl
incorporate" (emphasisadded)]96.
,
(5) "The constituent assembly referred to in
article 12 of the Agreement .shall consist of 120
members. Within three months from the date of
the election, it shall complete its task of drafting
and adopting a new Constitution and transform
itself into a legislative ·assembly which will form
the new Cambodian Government" [emphasis added]97.
(6) "The constitution will be adopted by a
two, thirds majority of the members of the·constituent
assembly"98.
','

In Part I, fiArrangemel~ts During the Transitional Period",
Section I, "Transitional Period", Article 1.
"5 Part I, section III, "Supreme National Council, Article 3".
"" Part II, "Electiori.s", Article 12.
.
07 Annex 3, "Elections", article 1.
.
"6 Annex 5, "Principles for a new constitution for Cambodia", "6i'.
94
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There is nothing about how coalitions would
be formed, or whether the new constitution
should be republican or royalist.
It would seem that in view of what is not
specified, Sihanouk as head of SNC remained a
sort of chief of state throughout the transitional
period, and that no new government .structure
was envisaged until after the new constitution
had b~en promulgated. It is also implicit; and this
is reflected in the remarks by Behrooz Sadry noted
above, that the administration in place would
continue to administer until the new constitution
and new government issuing therefrom had been
established, and moreover, that this.could take up
to three months.
. Thus, contrary to what anti,CPP people have
been wailing· ever since, there was no legal way
for Ranariddh and FUNCINPEC to take over the
government immediately after the election..
Neither, of course, was there explicit permission
for Sihanouk to exercise the usual duty of chief of
state to choose a new candidate PM. His right to
do that, if at all, would depend on the form of
government written into the new constitution.
The assumption contained in the PPA was that the
same government, that is CPB although formally
under Sihanouk and the SNC, would. remain in
place· throughout the transition. Sirice the PDK,
having boycotted the election, could not expect
to demand any further role in the SNC, the latter,
for practical purposes, consisted only· of CPB·
FUNCINPEC, and BLDBof which . the last,
because of unexpectedly bad election resuli::s,
81
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would be insignificant in any coahtion plans.
. Sihanouk,it would seem, exceeded' his
authority in announcing a coalition, but far from
demeaning R~ilariddh, by forcing him to accept ~.
coalition with Hun Sen, as conventional wisdom.
would have it, Ranariddh and FUNCINPEC were
promoted to a status to which they' were ndt.
entitled under PPA until after promulgation of
the constitution.
When the new 'constituent assembly' first
met, they apparently violated the letter ofPPA in
immediately declaring Sihanouk Chief of State
with unbroken tenure from 1970, and irf accepting"
the new coalition before writing the constitution.
But this' was not any part of a Cpp plot';~it was
more in favor of the royalists.
.
Had Sihanouk not intervened as he did, and
had the CPPcorttinued to govern alone for thre~
months while the constitution was being drafted,
it is quite likely that splits would have appeared
already then in FUNCINPEC and BLDp,. with
sou{e of their members switching to support for the
CPp, or at least breaking with their original parti~s
to forma riew alignment, which might; at the end
of the three months, have secured a majority vote
for the CPP in the assembly, or, if n6t that, ~
non,royalist constitution. Unity 'of the so,called
'non, communist resistance' was a myth. BLDP, and
its parent organization, KPNLF; were historically
more anti, royalist than even the CPp, and among
the younger FUNCINPEC people who returnea
to Cambodia iIi 1992,93 after 15,20 years abroad
there were several. who; as we now see, would
82

have been more comfortable in a non,royalist partY. '.
Sihanouk well understood this, and,' realizing that
a republican constitution might appear, he
engineered a 'constitutional. COUp'99.· .
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"" See Michael Vickery, ''The Cambodian People's Party: Where
Has it Come From, Where is it Going?", Southeast Asian Affairs
1994. Singapore. Institute of Southeast Asian Studies. 1994, pp..

102-17.
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The New Regime
After the election, UNTAC seemed to be face~
with a surprisingly united Cambodian people who
rejected the election and the UNTAC intervention
itsel£
Sihanouk may have pulled off a coup as
dramatic as the coup which deposed him in 1970,
and· which was constantly in his mind as he
. maneuvered . around UNTAC and domestic
opponents. One n1.ight imagine him directing
events from behind the scenes, but soine of the
incidents which gave him his advantage were
fortuitous.
Fortuitous was the absence of the predicted
Khmer Rouge violence to disrupt the election.
One journalist who regularly wrote about Khmer
Rouge affairs, and who claimed to have special
. contacts with them, said it was because Sihanouk
made a deal with them. On the other hanii
Stephen Heder of the UNTAC Information
Component said there was no change in the level
of hostile Khmer Rouge activity during the
election. According. to him they failed because
they did not know where the polling stations
were, and becaus·e of a good defense by SOC oo •
The good defense was true enough, but the rest qf
Heder's remarks were in an informal conversation with nle and
two other p~rsons bn 1 June 1993. Possibly Heder had been
responsible for convincing UNTAC of a Khmer Rouge threat,and
for the analysis of increased Khmer Rouge capability quoted by
Akashi in May (see above, p. 58), which with hindsight seems so
peculiar, and he wished to maintain that his reporting had been
accurate.
Ie"
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Heder's explanation is peculiar. The Khmer Rouge
could not have been ignorant of the locations of
polling stations; and reports from most of the
country said the level of hostile activity was
indeed lower. Not all provlnce dwellers had been
worried. On 25 June 1993 Joanne Healy, who had
spent two years on an Australian project in
Battambang, told me that they. did not at all
believe the Khmer Rouge in that area would try
to disrupt the election with violence. There were
reports from the Northwest that oneleci:ion days
some Khmer Rouge soldiers actually voted, which
means that they had registered to vote earlier and
suggests that there had never been a plan to
attack polling places.
The second fortuitous circumstance was the
unexpectedly poor showing of the CPP. Had CPP
taken first place, there would have been no
complaints from them and no instigation of popular
unrest, and they could have made their own deal
with Sihanouk on much stronger ground. They
had already recognized him as Chief of State in
.1991, and he would have had to choose between
acting in that role alongside a CPP with legitimate
power, or leaving in a sulk against an internationally
recognized election.
Of course, had CPP won, FUNCINPEC
might have rejected the result, and have been
supported in their rejection by . the. U.S. This
could have taken Cambodia from the 'Nicaragua
solution' to the 'Angola ploy', in which the U.S.
delayed recognition of the 'wrong' victor inan
internationally supervised free and fair election
85 .
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00877623
until the U.S.··favored loser was able 'to crank up
. the civil war again 101.
.
Sihanouk's 'sudden return to Phnom Penh
just before the election .and after a long absence
may have turned the vote for FUNCINPEC. He
himself claimed in a moment of pique tha:t
FUNCINPEC only won because of his arrival I02 •.
In any case his role as politiCal arbitrator w~s
saved by CPP's loss, which opened the door f~r
his very skilful coup.
His :first move was to form a coalition .
government of the two large parties, FUNCINPEC
and the Cpp.OnJune3, at 5 o'clock P.M., Khieh
Kanharithannounced at a press conference that
a new government had beenformed'under Prince
Sihanouk, and that the State of· Cambodia'
government was dissolved. The new government
would be a coalition ofFUNCINPEC 'and CPp,
with Prince Ranariddh of FUNCINPEC and cpp
Prime Minister Hun Sen as Deputy Prime Ministers.
Kanharith 'added that a condition' of SOC for'
consenting to the coalition was thatthe Khm~r
Rouge be excluded, whiCh Sihanouk ptomised;
and Kanharith said, "we hope he keeps his promise'~.
Each 'ministry would also have co,ministers, on~
from each party, and, in true Sihanouk fashion,
guarantee of ministerial instability.
Prince Sihanouk's solution to the impasse of
a victorious party which was incapable of governing

a

See again, Herman and Brodhead, DemonstratiOn Elections; and
on Angola etc, fOrthcoining in Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome.
'
102 Thiswas 0.0. 4 June wheil he dropped his fi~st p~oposal to
establish a ·FUNCINPEC·CPP coalition; and bl~med his son
Ranariddhfor lack of enthusiasm.'
.
101
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'. and a losing party which under the PPAwas n6t'
required:to give\1p power for, th~~e more' mO,nths·
. 'was .outside and contrary to the Pa!is ,Agr~ement.
It was .in fact a negation of the: electionaIid'
pre~mption of the constltutiondraftmg .process.
It ~ nevertheless a positive move, because it averted
conflict between the two parties,' and ensured
their collaboration, without which' Cambodia
could ,not b.e. governed.
.
. . The U.S. objected strongly~ Akashl's ~emarks
were not encouraging, ,and' Ranariddh: asked .for
· some changes before agreetng.w·participate.The .'
· following day, June (Sihanouki' ~~ I¢noUnced .'
his project.' . .
. ' .. ,•...........
IfSihaoouk's .announcement and' diSsolution
ofag6vemmentwithin i4 'hours ~as renii.niS~ent .
· of his' 1960s' style, the next act in thisth~a~cal ..
production' showed' that the samet~cluriques
were. being revived. Inthe:1960s; in the face ofa·
political crisis, when his desires werebl()cked py .
oppos~ng fa,ctions within· his. own' Sangkum'
·'Reastrniyum political org3ruiation;. SihariOuk woUld
threaten t() resigIl and leave hiS Caml?od~n' Peopie
. .to their fate at· the hands. of corrupt politicians.
Soon thereafter 'spontan,eous··demonsttations···
·would be held and petitions sent to·t:he palace by'
the 'people' imploring. Sihanouk to~eirtain as
. head of thegovemment or Chief ofState;·1be
·demonstrations sometimes turned violent, as iIi .
the attacks on the U.S. and British embassies in

1964.·

..

5 it was announced 'fh:ita ·~imilar.
demonstration of the people's ·will.W9uld·:be.held .

On June
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'in fiont:6f the palacei then it was canceled and
'people were told to return on Monday, June 7.
Without further announcement, on Sunday June
6 truckloads of people were brought to the palace
to listen to an extremely emotional speech by
'Sihanouk, accompanied by Prince Chakrapong,
which was later broadcast several times. His main
points were as follows 103 •
, Before 1970, before I was overthrown by the
Lon Nol coup, Cambodia was not only the equal'
of ma:riycountries in development,' but ahead of
many of the Third Woddin Asia. Then we were
left behind because of war.
'
A few days ago I agreed to head a government
uniting all parties except the Khmer Rouge, "who
do not agree", including BLOP and Mouliriaka.
All would have been included in the ministries lO4 •
My objective was to make it just like the Sangkum
of the 1960s.'
,
Do not 'consider the Khmer Rouge as eneriues.
Talk to them, use a policy of peace, solidarity,
brotherhood; the poliCy of thetwo'head monks of
the'Sangha';
to save the poo~ andindigent~,
'r
'.
.
Hun Sen 'and Chea Sim 'begged me to take
over the government. I didn't dare refuse this
request which came from the peo.ple [emphasis
The following is' a sumniarized paraphrase, not an exact
translation, although I have kept closely to Sihanouk's languag~.
The comment by Brown and Zasloff, p. 171, that the sPeech was 'a
denundation of FUNCINPEC, and implicitly pro.CPp, is not
accurate.
10.. His remark that the Khmer Rouge "do not agree" is an iilterestit~g
reflection on his attitude toward them. if they had agreed, would
have brought them in? Incidentally, his original propOsal did
not include BLDP or Moulinaka.
IOJ

he

88

added]. But there were obstacles: from-,certain
foreign. circles which . have an imperialist .and
colonialist policy. They say that if Sihanouk gets
power as before, he must be overthrown as 'in
1970. Because if he is allowed to pursue the' policy
of independence~ neutrality, territorial integrity,
etc., colonialism and, impetialisnl'- cannot 'win,
they cannot drink the blood of Kampuchea and the Khmer people, cannot pursue: a policy of
oppression. Sihanouk must be overthrown. '. _"
Now those foreign circles are giving a lot-of
money to some political parties which [long
hesitation] -do not follow Sihanouk. Whoever will
oppose Sihanouk, _keep him; from -_forming a
government, they will give those people a big
budget, to cause Sihanouk's' defeaeo5•
Some do not follow me. They set conditions.
they say that they follow Sihanotik, but they don't
accept my formula; don't agree with certain
conditions lO6 • So 1 can't form a government.
Some Khmer politicians have told foreign
ambassadors, 'we must resist, and not let feudalism
retu~I\07.1 never made feudalism in the Sangkum
time; ask the daun chi, ask the acharlO8. We had
,

The lo~g hesitatio~ here is because he was on the point of a
serious slip of the tongue. The party which was rumored to be '
'receiving such foreign, American, aid and encouragement was his
own son's FUNCINPEC.
'
100 This is apparently a reference to Ranariddh.
107 It is not certain t~ whom: Sihanouk was referring. It ~sounds
like someone from BLDP, or even non-royalist members of
FUNCINPEC like Sam Rainsy.
.
lOB Daun chi are the old ladies who· shave their. heads, -dress in
white, and take religious vows; achar are lay religious men who
take care of temples and ceremonies. Referring to them as
authorities on politics is typical of Sihanouk demagoguery.
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Peoples Congi-ess~s every 6" monthS so th~t the.
people could say what they liked and didn't lik~ ..
There was full freedom. to speak. There were free
el~ctions for· represe"ntatives lO9 • And the throne
. was shade for the people, just like my arrival now
is shade , that~s all. I have no wish for power....... ...- .
What should. we do, if we ca~~t have m
coalition government? Let all 4 parnes run theIr
own areas. The Khmer Rouge area is 15% or 12%"..
of Cambodia, FUNCINPEC has a· smaller are~~
and Son San an ~:veli smaller area, etc., SOC is
biggest. ~ith over 80%. 1 ask them all to prote~t
the people in their areas. Don't make war, raise·
the standard bfliving of the people, especially the
. poor.
.....
. .
.
. .... . j•.
. lWillremain as shade for my 'children1l0'~ I will
stay. -I won't leave now. But the government can~t .
be formed. The SNC asked me to be president, to
unite, but I cannot unite,cannot form-all intoa
single st:rPIl.cl So let. each faction take responsibility
toward the people, for history, for the monkS, anq
for theintemational· community who came to
rule us,' esp~ciallY.uNIAc [emphasis added]. :
An election 'is ve~ good. Some partie~ dpn't
. accept·ilie :res~lts; 1 wasn't given power by anyone.
to org~n1ze: the'elec'tion for the ·people,··becausF

t

I

100 The ~s.ses were totally stage-managed; ~nil electior).s
under SihanOuk. after the fraudulent one in 1955. were hardh' .
more than: single.party. single.candidate. or at least with strictly . .
limited partkipatiori. (1958. 1962. 1966). Of course. the 197~
election of Lon NoT was not much improvement. and thE; last ~e
electionS Cambodians' had seen were under the French in 195 ~ ..
.See Vic~. ·"Looking Back at CambOdia" (above. note 71). . '
110 In "his speeches Sihanouk habi~uaUyaddreSSed the Cambodian
. .' :. public~ hiS 'c~ildren·.. •
'.
;'; .

~.
1!.:-

: 90'

.~

:."

the i"xlternational community, ~,. UNIAC took
that power. I have no power,' I a~ orily' the s~ade. .
UNIAC has total responsibility for the election.
I had nothing to' do with it; .let them" take
responsibility.
Carl we guarantee peace in the future? UNIf\C
says..they will rule us until August; at ·the end of
August UNIAC will tum. power over' to the
Khiner[that is, 'at the end ·of the three',month
. transitional period following the election].
Let SOC run their proVinces (lists names); .
.and other factions theirs. Wait .for. Septen1ber. I
won't go anywhere. ·Wewilt"meet clgaiD.':We·'art!· .
not yet independent, not until S~ptem1?er.· .
.
Thus, in this speech Sihanouk a;ccused UNIAC
of trying to' impose a· colomal, imperiaiiSt .rule
over' Cambodia,· he disavowed·the election, and
finally he encouraged the four factions to .divide
and· govern' Cambodia on their own. ...
. . The June 6 speech, in the context Of Cairibodiah
politiCs, was inflammatory, of·.the type which in .
. the 1960s incited the people to' violent action.
Also . inflammatory WaS. ·another.· Sihariouk
broadcast on the' evening' of June .~J~ .While
advising all parties to accept th~ 'election results, •
and to take.. their places in the new Assem.bly on
June 14 as allo~ated by UNTAC, Sihano,..k.rioted
that "UNTAC did not conduct the election· in an
.entirely correct manner".' .
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The 'secession' movement
The- violence which-Sihanouk incited did not
occur in Phnom Penh, -and not immediately, nb
doubt because of the strength of SOC police, and
the' apparent, if illusory, strength of UNTAC. It
occurred when, on 10 June Chakrapong led some
dissatisfied cpp' leaders, in particular State'
Security Minister -Sin -Song, to Prey Veng and
declared an autonbmous zone, loyal to Sihanouk,
in Prey Veng, Sv'ay Rieng and Kompong Cham, in
protest against the 'unfair election'. Inter~stingly,
Khmer~hinguage newspapers reported that
Chakrapong visited his father on June 9 before
setting off for Prey Veng. It -is probable that Sihanouk
encouraged, or at least acquiesced in the move,
which would later give him the opportunity to
save the country from partition. When demonStrators
in the 'autonomous' provinces threatened vi<;>lenc~,
Sihanouk, in a broadcast on June 12; einotionall~
begged them not to hurt any UNTACpersonilt~1
arid said he had urged Akashi to withdraw all
UNTAC personnel from those areas. In thesam~
speech he virtually agreed with the secessionists
that the election was dishonest and said that h~
did not condemn their actions.
There were also vague reports that the
northeastern provinces of Rata~akiri, Mondulkirl,
and Stung Treng would join the autonomous
~one, under the influence of General BOll Thang,
former chief of the PRK army, and a member of
one of the local-ethnic groups in Ratanakiri.
;
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The secession-occurred just one day 'before
the official UNTAC announcement -of election
results, which showed some surprises among the
CPP winners. Thirty~two CPP candidates whose
listings should have put them. into the assembly
had. resigned leaving their' places open for
lower~ranking CPP candidates.'
An -analysis of this seces~ion prepare-d for
UNTAC by Stephen Heder of the Information
and Education Component alleged that persons
who headed the lists of CPP candidates in several
provinces but were passed over (formally they
resigned) as deputies in the. new Assembly were
in fact "assigned to participate in the 'ill~gal struggle'
or at least to be prepared to move into such activities
if the situation should deteriorate further", perhaps
as the nucleus of an alternative power structure
~hould the CPP be defeated in the Assembly 11 1.
. The reported plan ... was to rely on the parts 'of
Cambodia east of the Mekong as a 'fall~back base
area' ... in which to regroup and concentrate forces" ;
and "it has been decided to attempt to establish in
Cambodia east of the Mekong an area which.. ; is
III At a seminar at the Australian National UniverSity on 4
November 1993, Pro£ Reginald Austin, who headed the UNTAC
Election Component, informed us that all but one of those who
resigned sent in identical letters saying they 'had t~ much work
at the office'. The exce(Jtion complained of ill. health. Heder's
curious analysis, was a confidential UNTAC document entitled
"CPP Secession, Resignations from the Assembly and
Intimidation of UNTAC: Background and Theories" dated 13
June 1993, by UNTAC-12 "Deputy Director (Analys~) Stephen
Heder". It was almost immediately leaked to me, allowing me to
prepare a counter analysis and distribute it to the heads of the
-UNTAC components, some diplomats, and membe~s of the press.
My main points are included here.
- .
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"

'

free of 'enemy' irilluence... UNTAC, FUNCINPEC '
and eventually the PDK [Khmer ~ouge]".' ,
ACcording to Heder the "origlnal planni~
process reportedly also included negotiations' and
arrangements with 'VietI),am for the provision of
support for the fall-back base"lI2. The CPP would
not have been that stupid. Reliance on Vietnam
in such' a situation would have been the 'kiss of
death politically.' ,
.
'i '
Heder linked the se'cession with the chang~s
in CPP candidates choSeri to enter the electdl
assembly. Acco~itig to 'him, faced with uneXpected
defeat, the CPPwithdrew some "CPP members
and assign[ed] 'them to if not 'illegal' then
'semi-legal' or thepossibUity of 'illegal' work". This
is seen from a~ ,iexamination of the composition
,both of the group who stayed or were brought in
and of the group,that withdrew". A number of top
CPP leaders were kept ,in the Assembly. "Also kept
in the Assembly were almost all the intellectuals
and others who could be described as the CPP's
'econocnits' and, 'technocrats', the Party'is
propagandists and educational and cultunil
wo~ke~, and its legal' experts. Moreover, the ra~
, of these groups were expanded by CPP members
'from these categories' (i.e. technocrats, etc.] t9
replace more senior CPP members [who did not
have such qualifica.tions] who resigned the¥
candidacy". Likewise, "another group kept in,~r
'

"

;

This, inter~stingly, wa~ the line of the pro.Khmer Rou~
newspapet; ,Oudamlcati Khmer {'Khmer ideal'}, which on the front
page of its issue of i2 June,published a map-cartoon showirig
UNTAC in cooperation with the Khmer Rouge 'pulling' the affected '
provinces back from a Vietnamese magnet.
I
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brought into the Assembly were .low-ranking CPP
members from its structures in[ the provinces] ",
while "their superiors resigned". Hedersays, "they
seem to be in the Assembly in order to 'hold the
fort' for their superiors, who are now assigned to ...
maintaining and building up CPP strength in the
most important provinces". '
The inferences about types of persons included,
, in the assembly were true. ThoSe put in the: Assembly
were more appr<;>priate than the superiors who
resigned, in terms of building a. democratic regime
in cooperation with othet parties. They are' also,
precisely the types of person who would be chosen
by any' rational party in a western democracy.
Contrary to Beder's analysis, the two actions,
resignation of some CPP' candidates and ,formation
of the autonomous zone, are much better explained
as quite unconnected maneuvers. The autonomous
zone, was an unexpected, ad hOc action by a few
hotheads protesting the election, perhaps also
protesting their being dropped from the Assembly,
and it'was probably approved tacitly'by Sihanouk
both to object to UNTAC and to create an
opportunity to gain credit by' exerting his moral
authority to put down the autonomy movement. "
The timing, the association of Chakrapong with
, Sihanouk between June 6 and June 9, and'its
quick 'end, show that the 'secession movement'
was not part of a long-tenn plan and was not related
to the choice ofCPPcandidates for the Assembly.
Perhaps Hun Sen stole some of the credit by
absenting himself from the 15 June meeti~g of the
Assembly in the palace throne room to rush off to
,
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Kompong Cham to put the 'rebels' in their
place 113.
The final choice of deputies by the CPP to fill
their 51 assembly seats was not at all sinister, but
it reveals an interesting pattern and undoubtedly
signals their strategy in the newly,fonned coalition
government and constituent assembly.
. As part of the registration procedure all parties
gave UNTAC lists of their proposed candidates
for each province they were contesting. In general
the parties· listed far more candidates in every
province. than there were seats to win. Fdr
example, the CPP listed ten candidates for the six
seats .of Banteay Meanchey, and twenty;..six
candidates for the twelve seats of Phnom Penh.
This was obviously to make certain that there
would be enough registered candidates left if some
resigned, switched sides, or met an untimely end.
Whatever number of seats a party won in a
province, the deputies to occupy those seats were
to be appointed automatically in accordance with
the official listings of candidates submitted to
UNTAC II 4. This was the procedure followed by
FuNCINPEC, and each of the ten BLDP winne~s
was first on his respective provincial list.

The CPP proceeded differentlYi320f their
winners resigned, opening the way for others
farther down the lists to assume places in'the
assembly.
.
,
.
The choice ofCPP deputies certainly. appears
puqxl;eful, and the purposes are iri general transparent
Certain persons, however mediocre their parliainenra.ry ,
capabilities, had to be included because· of their
current party and government ioles. Eleven'
provincial governors, a group generally considered
as veteran or hardline politiCians, were passed
over, .and only five (from· Kompong Speu, Kqh
Kong, Mondulkiri, Preah Vihear, and Ratariakiri)
were included as deputies. In all but the first of .
these cases the governors ~re natives in ethnic
minority areas on the Vietnamese ,Thai borderS;
which is explanation enough for their importance11.S• ,
The Kompong Speu governor, although not in a
remote or minority area, is, like his Preah Vihear .
colleague, one of the young CPP generation, aged
42, and he studied medicine during 1970,75.
Also excluded were most· of the ca,ndidates
with a military or security service background;
while those included are two "militaryinte1lectuals",
according to Hederi and the Defence· Minister,
who is of the young generation (48) arid: is an
ethnic Thai from the southwest116• .

or

WilHam Shawcross.probably just swallowing whole Heder's
rant, was quite mistaken in writing that after the 1993 election the
Cpp threatened war with the UN and secessioi1 of the eastem half
of the country; forcing the UN to accept a coalition government.
As described above, a coalition was unavoidable given the PPA
rules and the ambiguous election results. See Shawcross .. "TIle
Lessons of Cambodia". in Nicolaus Mills and Kira Brunner, eds'.•
The New Killing Fields. New York, Basic Books. 2003. pp. 37·52 ..
114 Remember that voters did not choose candidates. but only partie~.
and it was left to the parties to pick the successful candidates.

or too far doWn to be relevant to the discussion, or in single.~r
Sihanoukville which CPP lost to FUNCINPEC.
.
\16 In the short biographical sketches of the CPP deputies In the
CPP newspaper Pracheachon. number 23 (1373).20 June 1993, no
military titles at all are included.
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The CPP was obviously trying tu illduJt:: the
maximum number. of younger, more intellectual
members among their deputies in the Assembly.
At least 33 were former teachers, current members
of the Ministry of Education, doctors, or with
some university level education. The average age
of the deputies was 49.7, there were 24 under 50
years old, and three more under 40.
All of this probably indicated sincerity on the
part of the CPP to cooperate with FUNCINPEC
in the drafting of a constitution and the future
governance of Cambodia. In this light the omission
of Chakrapong, number 2. in their· Korripong .
Cham list, and Sin Song who headed the CPP li~t
in Prey Veng, rather than a plot to establish an
alternative power base, suggests removal of a
bitter opponent of FUNCINPEC's
Ranariddh'
.
and a general avoidance of military and police
personnel, which was also in line with a desire t~·
work constructively within the new political
envlronment.
The patternof resignations and replacement~
suggested that· the CPP really expected to win
approximately a two#thirds majority in th~
assembly. In general the old CPP political leadership
were among the top of the lists of provincial
candidates, and the younger technocrats and
intellectuals, who ranked lower politically, were
farther down the lists. Since in the final choice
the latter replaced their political superiors, it is
clear that the CPP had always expected that moSt
of the younger group, along with the: olde~·
politicianS, would get in. Ifthe lowest replacemedt

'.:,

:

,-'

~.

in each province is taken as the bottom line of
what they had expected to win without any
resignations; the total is 81 seats, or 67%117,
The FUNCINPEC group in the assembly was
much less impressive. There were a few stars from
the old Cambodian elite who were also well educated,
such as the princes Ranariddh and Sirivudh, a
half#brother of Sihanouk, Ranariddh's brother#in#
law Roland Eng, Sam Rainsy,son of a famous
Sihanouk enemy of the 1950s ·who disappeared in
mysterious circulUStances, and· Chau· Sen Chumno,
son of a prominent businessman· and politician of
the 1950s#60sI1B.A few more· were highly
qualified technically (IngKeat, Pou Sothirak, and
the CPPdefectors Ung Phan and Kann Man,
who, it should be noted, owe their qualifications
to their opportunities under the PRK/SOC during
1979# 1989). In spite of their class and education, .
however, the FUNCINPEC elite have spent little
or no time in Cambodia since before 1975, are
without administrative or politiealexperience, and
..

.

:

I,

" ....

.

ill This type of analysis shOws that they expected to
b~dly, that
is win only half or less of the seats--aild their prognosis was
accurate··in Banteay Meanchey (33%), Kom\xmg Speu (50%),
and Kandal (45%); and expected no more than 60% in Svay
Rieng, where their three seats are 56% of the total.
118 Norodom Sirivudhis son of Sihanouk's father King Suramarit
by a second wife, not Queen Kossamak. There were at least three .
such offspring. Just over a month after Sihanouk's abdication in
March 1955 in favor of his father, Suramarit, the Journal OfflCiel
published Kret (decree) 48 PR dated 21 April 1955, granting
monthly allowances "to our children Their Royal Highnesses
Norodom Vacheahra [princess], Sirivudhi, andPreyasophon
[probably princess]". For details on Sam Rainsy's father Sam Sary,
see David Chandler, The Tragedy ofC~bodian HistOry, pp; 77. 92,
99·100, where Chandler is mistaken about'thipodei', which means·
'power', not 'democracy'.
.
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End of 'secession',
opening of the assembly

mav for those reasons be outclassed hv the CPPU9.
Most of the 'rest, however, perhaps more than
40, had no more than primary education and no
professional or administrative experience other
than primary school teacher before 1975. Then
they were ordinary farmers under DK, and since
1979 either, in a few cases, ordinary citizens within
Carrtbodia until recently or already aIiti~PRK activists
in border military formations or· guerrillas and
agents inside the country120.
. ·SonSann's BLDP fielded. a number of
· potentially capable people, but one who stands out
for another reason, and not elected, is Hem Krisna,
first 'on their Kompong Chhnang list of candidates,
who in 1980, in one of the few PRK trials which
was given publicity, was sentenced to 20 years in
prison for active subversion in the service of the
non,commuIust anti,PRK forces onthe Thai bordet: .
It seems that all such political prisoners, whether
tried for specific offenses or not, had been released~
One of the small parties, 'Khmer Nationalist', was
largely made up of them 121.

. "

I

I

"' Ranariddh had haTdly ever lived in Cambodia since adolescence ..
In the early 1960s he was already in France for education, returning
once or twice a year for well-publicized family visits.
m> In his article in FEER, 8 July 1993, Nate Thayer said about 40
ofRJNCINPEC's 58 assembly members were of this type. In the last
.• week oOlIne 1993 I was able to obtain 38 CVs from the FUNCINPEC
· office iti. Phnom Penh (they said the rest had not been compiled),
. including th6se ofIng~at, Pbu Sothirak,Ung Phan and Kann
· and found· that over 30 of them were ofinsignificant background.
11' The trial was reported in the army newspaper Kong tap padiwat
('rev~lutionary army'), no. 7, June 1980; see Michael Vickery,
Kampuchea, Politics, Economics, and Society, p. 119.
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As noted, just when Chakrapong had setoff
to lead the 'secession', Sihanouk advised all parties
to accept the· election results, and to take their
places in the new Assembly.
...
When· the Assembly· first met on 14· June,
Ranariddh proposed that· Sihanouk be·dedared·
. Chief of State with unbroken'tenure since before
March 1970, meaning with the same powers as he .
had enjoyed before being deposed. This was
voted by the Assembly with a show of hands:
Sihanouk accepted, made remarks about the
need to get away from foreign domination, and
suggested that the Assembly should meet in the
Throne Room of the Palace, where they could be·
away from journalists and foreigners, and cou14 .
discuss without keeping a written 'record l22 •
On 15 June the Assembly met in theThrone
Room, and the session was televised. Hun Sen·
was not present, having rushed off to Kompong· .
Cham to terminate the so .. called autonomous· zOne ..
Heng Samrin, Chea Sim, Ranariddh, and Son Sann
sat in the first row. The two latter assumed·
traditional obsequious poses, with bowed faces,
hunched shoulders, and hands raised,palnis
together, in the tradItional gesture of respect.
Chea Sim sat upright with hands clasped halfway·

I

j

"

!i

i'-

I.

I" ,... .

This information is from persons who were among the guests at :
the opening.cerembny. They also reported that the show of hands ...
for Sihanouk as Chief of State since 1970 was not unanimous, but
they were unable to identify the abstainers.
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. into that gesture. Heng Samrin sat still with a
stony face .and hands in his lap. Most of the
deputies, like Heng Samrin, were expressionless,
some taking detailed notes, not showing any signs
of obsequious respect. Perhaps this indicates that
Jew deputies in either party like Sihanouk's ~uvers,
but feel unable to reach a solution without him
(the 'stop in the mind'evoked above, note 73).
In the televised session Sihanouk said the Khmer
must make the constitution, not foreigners; in
1947 the French made a constitution, and then
the De.niocrat Party objected and changed it,
"didn't they, Samdech Son Sann?", an amusing
jibe at Son Sann's political pase23. "They say we
are still a Protectorate of the UN. Only Khmer can:
cook Khmer. food so that it is· good. The· Barang ;
Jwestemers] don't know how."
.

.

In 1946 Son Sann was a member of the Democrat Party which;
had won that constituent aSsembly elei:~ion, and they indeed revised
the constitutional draft proposed by the French. The latter would
have· been more favorable to Sihanouk, while·the Democrats' draft;
which was, with a few modifications, accepted, diminished his authority.
The first draft proposed by the French (by a 'Franco·Khmer'
.commission) was distinctly conservative. Universal suffrage was·
rejected; and the National ~emblywas to be elected by Provincial
Cou~cillors, themselves elected by Conwunal Councillors directly
elected only at that low level. Legislative power rested with'the king,
and .the monarchy was to be hereditary in descent from Sihanouk.
The Assembly, or perhaps. really its Democrat Party majority,
prepared another draft incorporating direct election of the National
Assembly, which would have legislative powers, and this was the
constitution which was adopted. Succession to the throne was
vested in the descendants of King Ang Duong, Sihanouk's
great. great irandfather, leaving the way ope~ for all of Sihanouk's .
. royal rivals. Thecontempc;rary (1946) press does not support
David Chandler's interpretation in The Tragedy 0/ Cambodian .
History, p.. 29, that the Democratic Party modifications to the
French draft were proposed by Sihanouk. .
.
ill
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Following the 16 June television broadcast of
the June 15 meeting there were announcements that
the provinces involved in the secessionist
autonomous zone had renounced ·that project.
On the morning of 17 June Sihanouk's request to,
Chakrapong, Sin Song, and Bou Thang to tetum
to Phnom Penh was broadcast, and at 11:3001;1;
.the same day a meeting of Sihanouk with Hun .
Sen, Sin Song, and Chakrapong to discuss the new
coalition government was broadcast and televised ..
Forgiveness for the rebels was immediate.
A piquant question was, who would get credit
for ending the attempt to create an autonomous
zone, Hun Sen or Sihanouk? If, as I believe, the plot
was to. some extent a· Sihanouk maneuver, one
purpose, after· stirring up trouble and putting ...
pressure on UNTACand the CPp, would have
been for Sihanouk to gain charismatic credit for
terminating the threat to national unity. Hun Sen
would seem. to have preempted that by ignoring
the Assembly meeting in the palace and flying off
to Kompong Cham, after which the autonomous
zone collapsed. Did Hun Sen spoil Sihanouk's .
plan? Was Hun Sen showing open rivalry?. .
Hun Sen could have been in danger, not only
as the leader of a party hated by FUNCINPEC,
but as an orator who can compete with Sihanouk
and Ranariddh on an election platform or on Tv.
It must be doubly galling to the princes because·
Hun Sen is from a poor family background, with·
little formal education.
In the broadcast of the m~eting of Sihanouk,
Chakrapong, Sin Song, and Hun Sen the formula
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for the new government w::ts ::tnnollnced. There
would be co~prime ministers, Ranariddh and Hun
Sen, and ministries would be apportioned equally
between· the two major parties, with fewer
ministries for the BLDP and perhaps one for
Moulinaka. An inte(esting detail was Hun Sen's
insistence that the new government should be
approved by a 2/3 majority· vote, not a simple
majority, as is usual for votes of confidence. There
seemed to be evidence hereof the possible Hun
Sen~Sihanouk tension. Hun Sen could be heard
on television prompting Sihanouk when the latter
described the proposal. Sihanouk said that although
he had been given full power, he did want to use
it, and he would not object If Hun Sen's proposal
for a 2/3 vote was accepted by the Assembly, as it
later was. It was clear,. however, that Sihanouk
would have preferred a simple majority on this
question. Hun Sen insisted on entrenching the
principle of a 2/3 majority from the beginning, to
prevent· the ejectton of his party from the
government by a coalition of FUNCINPEC and
BLDP.
By June 16 it seemed that all Khmer factions
had· in fact rejected the work of UNTAC. The
Khmer Rouge· had rejected them in advance.
Then the CPP rejected the election results as
partly dishonest, and Sihanouk made remarks in
support of their position. Then, Sihanouk, by
totally ignoring the election and calling UNTAC
'imperialist' and 'colonialist', also disavowed the
election. The only faction. to fimlly support the
.eleCtion results was· FUNCINPEC, .but in the

opening of the Constituent Assembly Ranariddh
proposed that Sihanouk be declared Chief ·of
State without a break since before 1970, which
partly negated theelection.by preempting part of
the constitution~drafting. process, and Ranariddh
acceded to Sihanouk's request to cooperate in the
.coalition which negated·the election.-
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.The government· .
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. The composition of the 'Provisionat National
Government' was 3IUlounced on 2 July. The guiding
principle in its formation was that each of the two
major parties should have equal representation
on the whole, and' at all levels, in each ministry.
In fact, of the 65 members of the government, 32
were.CPPand 29 FUNCINPEC, but the equality
of the latter was maintained by giving two.
ministries; Energy and Public Works, to lng Kiet
who was also a Minister of State. lng Kiet's
accumulation of functions illustrates the very
sh~llow depth of FUNCINPEC's talent pool,
which forceq them, as 'victors' to allow a' formal
majority to CPP in. government personnel. Three
. positions were held by Son Sann's SLOP and one
by Moulinaka.
.'
.
Another .function of a bloated government
was to give the maximum number of persons a .
.chance at ministerial prestige, and thus co,opt as
.many potentially influential persons as posSible.·1bis
. was .clear in Sihanouk's post, election discussionS
with party leaders, and'it fits well with his traditional
governing style,to include as many mutually
inimical figures as possible to facilitate his rule by
playing them against one another.
.
There were 28 ministries, in' addition to
co,presidents, vice presidents, 'ministers of state',
.'.. and ministers and vice ministers in the 'cabinet of
the president', altogether eleven persons. Indeed
two more,' for a total of four, vice,ministers in ih¢
preSidential cabinet· were added between .the

issuance of a document entitled 'Structure of the
Provisional National Government' on 2 July, .and·
publication of the list in Phnom Penh Post 124• Th~
is considerably more than in previous governments
. under any regime, and there was even a proposal
to expand the number of Illinistries to 34: PRK·.·
governments kept miiristerial portfolios 'below twenty,
and· Sangkum governments in the 1960s >were
. . constitutionally limited to sixteen portfolios125~·A.:
draft constitution which wasunofficiillly 'circ~lated .
in Phnom Penh in September 1993 provided a··
limit of twenty members in the Council of MiniSters,
but in the final. constitution no limit was imposed ..
The new government was headed by Co' .
Presidents Norodom. Ranariddh and Hun Sen, .
with Co,Vice Presidents Ung Phan and Keat
Chhon. Keat Chhon is a highly qualified engin(!er .
whose own political history runs from·Sihanouk~s :.'
pre~1970 Sangkum through Lon Not's Republic,
and some time: with DK before joining SOC. Urtg.
Phan' had also moved around.· Until a.rteste~ for.'
attempting to form a new political pat;ty in 1990.; .
he was a ministeriall~vel official of the PRK.. '. .' .
Two of the three Ministers of State were also :
returnees who 'were already well known in their .
fields before 1970. Ing Kiet of FUNCINPEC. is
another engineer and Van Molyvann, listed as a.'
·CPp representative, is an architec.t 126 .. In~. Kiet·
also headed two ministries,· Energy and. :p.ubM~.
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.
' . ' . ' ' .... '..•
to article 96). .
126 Among his works were the Basak theater near the Cambodiana: .
hotel
the Olympic Stadium.
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Works, apparently because his qualifications were
so much superior to those of anyone else. The
third Minister of State waS Bor Namhong, last
Foreign Minister of SOC, who also has a background
as Sihanoukist and then with DK before 1979.
Thirty,seven of the 65 members of the government,
fourteen from FUNCINPEC, nineteen from CP~
the three from BLDP and Moulinaka's Mini~ter of
Veterans' Affairs were chosen from outside the
elected members of the Assembly, which is in
conformity with previous Cambodian practice
before 1975.
.'
.
. Only two of the CPP nominees from outside
the Assembly yvere among· the. candidates who
resigned just after- the election. They were Siri
Sen; number 5 on the Phnom Penh list, whO was
then Deputy Minister of Security, the position
which'he was given in the new government, and
Chhay Than, number 4 on the Takeo list, who
was then Minister of Finance, and now Deputy
Minister of Veterans' Affairs. Among the other
rion,padiamentary Cpp· ni.embers· of the
government at least fourteen were persons with
special technical qualifications or experience in
PRK/SOC administration at ministerial level.
The CPP was still pursuing the .policy which
influenced their choice of assembly members, to
bring in as many technically and administratively
qualified perSOns as possible.
Equally interesting is that fifteen of the CPP
members of government were' once .listed . by
.FUNCINPEC as members of the 'Hun Sen Clan',
while only four were called 'Chea Sim Clan' by

I

I

\
1

the same source; 'and none of the. old politicians
among CPP assembly. members, or alleged .
high,level Chea Sim stalwarts (Chea Sim, Chea
Soth, Heng Samrin, Say Chhum, Sar Kheng, Math.
Ly, Nay Pena, Men Sam An), were in the new
government. The remaining ten CPP members of
the government were not listed in FUNCINPEC's
analysis 127.. Like the choice of assembly members,
the composition of the government signaled a
decline in the Chea Shn faction in favor of the
. more intellectual" and technically qualified.'
followers of Hun Sen. More speculatively, be~ause
it was obviously necessary to give a few ministerial .
spots to Chea Sim men, the CPP lead.ershiPl
guided by Hun Sen, apparently tried to keep.
them in posts having little political clout. Three·'
of the four identifiable Chea .Sim men were
Deputy Minister of Tourism Sam Prum Mone'a,
So Khun as Minister of Tninsport, and Tram Eav
Tek as Deputy Minister of Public Works: While
all had posts requiring some technical expertise, .
such as they held tinder SOC, these positiCms' are·
not of major political, importance .. The.: only'
reputed Chea Siffi man in a politically powerful
position in the new governmerit was Sin Sen;·one.
of four Deputy Ministers of Interior and Public:
Security, precisely the position he already held
under SOC.
. .
. .
Given these 'numbers', analyses .of the new
situation' which continued to characterize. Chea'
Sim as the dominant figure in the Cpp' .seem ,
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eccentric. An example was David Chandler's
description of the· CPP as "...divided into supporters
of Chea Sim, the party's stron2man [emphasis
added] ... and those who support... Hun Sen".
Chandler also said, "[u]nfortunately, the major
parties contesting the election offered the voters
·a replay· of earlier times.. $ihanouk (RJNCINPEC)
and Chea Sim (CPP) were known political
quantities ... ". This suggests that the election was
a contest between oldgenerations 128 • Yet, during
the. election Chea Sim· was very nearly invisible;
while Hun Sen vigorously led the CPP campaign.
There was a suggestion of 'replay', and that is a
certain parallel between Hun Sen· in 1993 and
Son Ngoc Thanh in the 1950s, who then could
challenge Sihanouk as an orator on equal terms,
as Hun Sen has proved capable of doing now\29. If
there has been a generational split in the
Cambodian parties (FUNCINPEC, CPp, and
BLDP), as Chandler suggested,power within the
CPP seems effectively to have passed from Chea
.sim's group to that of Hun Sent3o•.
Chandler's analysis, in a disconcerting way, ...
reflected Stephen Heder's disparaging treatment of
Hun Sen in comparison to Chea Sim, as seen through

the eyes of disgruntled old Khmer Rouge, which he
presented at Australian National University in 1990.
In 1993, however, Hederimplicitly disavowed his .
earlier analysiS, holding in his "Secession,...", that there
is no significant factional division within the Cpp\31.
Three· ministers were from the' BLDP: Keat
Sokun in Youth and sports, Thach Reng in Rural··
Development, and Say Eory in Relations· with .
Parliament. All three were candidates in the election· .
but not high enough on the lists to win seats in
the assembly. Keat Sokun. spent 1980,1992 in
Australia; and Thach Reng spent several years in .
the U.S. following the end of the war in 1975 132 •
Since, in addition to Son Sann who became
Deputy,President of the Assembly, at leasf,three .
of the BLDP assembly members, Son Soubert,.·
Ieng Mouly, and Pen Thol, have equivalent paper
.~

::l

....
...J

,18 David Chandler, CambOdia, Asia-Australia.Briefing Papers, Vol. 2
No.5 (1993), The Asia-Australia Institute, The University of
New South Wales, pp. 7-8.
.
'l~ Having written a book with a large section on the 1950s, The
Tragedy of Cambodian History (chapters 2~3), Chandler should
have been more sensitive to this replay.
'J<) ,~handler, Cambodia, Asia-Australia Briefing Papers, p. 7,where
,.,1:: would seem to have been mistaken in suggesting that there was
a "lack of mechanisms, and perhaps also the inclination, to transfer
·power from one generation to the next".
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131 Parallel to He·der's treat~nt is Chandle~'s, "[a]mong many
foreign observers, and uman Khmet; Hun Sen is thought to rePresent .
a more liberal and open-minded segment of the party, but .evidence .
for this is hard to find in: his recent speeches and in his behavior
in the aftermath ofthe PPC's rece·ntdefeat... [tlhedynamics ofthe .
Chea Sim-Hun Sen rivalry are concealed from view, and papered·
over in public ... [wlhat is certain is that Chea Sim has spent at
least forty years in the Cambodian Communist movemerit, while
Hun Sen, at least twenty-five years Chea Sim'5 juniot; joined the
Khmer Rouge as a teen-ager in 1970 or shortly before". This, at .
least, should be one good. reason for Hun Sen to appear more .
attractive to "foreign observers, and urban KhI)ler", although.
apparently not to the Heder~Chandler schOol of Cambodia analysis.
See Heder's ANU papers C'Khmer Rouge Opposition to Pol Pot:
'Pro-Vietnamese' or 'Pro-Chinese"', and "Recent Developments in: ..
Cambodia", 28 August and 5 September 1990 respectively; disCussed
in Vickery, "The Campaign Against Cambodia: 1990-1991",
Indochina Issues 93, August 1991); and Heder, "CPP SecessiOn,
etc.",discussed above.
112 Keat Sokun's background was reported in Bangkok Post, .28 :
.
September 1993, "Inside Indochina", p. 4.
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qualifications, BLOP may have taken advantage
'of the opening of minlstries to persons outside the
assembly to increase their. numbers Within the
.state apparatus, but the choices inay also reflect
intra~party tensions which burst into public view
between Son Sann and Ieng Mouly just before
the election.

.The Khmer Rouge

:'::.,:

1

1I'
'.\'
..

r

One of the ostensible purposes of the Paris
Accord, to neutralize the Khmer Rouge by
disarming them and bringing them into the electoral
process, 'was unsuccessful. The Khmer Rouge
refused to disarm or to allow UNTAC inspection
of their territory, and they denounced the· election.
When the election was over, however, they
loudly accepted the results, showing .which had
been their favorite party. For a few weeks it
appeared that they might succeed in their go~.lof
getting into the new government without having
disarmed or faced the voters, because Sihanouk .
continued to speak of reconciliation withthem~
and FUNCINPEC policy had always. been:
reconciliation, in contrast to Hun Sen who said
that after his party won they would proceed to
destroy the Khmer Rouge on the battlefield.'
Because of this background, the sudden; and
apparently very successful, offensive of the new'
combined army against Khmer Rouge strongholds
which began in mid~August, even though preceded
by warnings from Ranariddh, was a surprise l33 ; .
1bis may mean that Ranariddh on this question
acceded to Hun S.en's policy, and that together
they would finally succeed in ending' the 'Khmer
Rouge problem', at least as an ever~present l~ilirary
threat. The Khmer Rouge were indeed collapsing
under attack from the new Cambodian govemmen~,
estimates of their strength. after the election fell .'
This was reported in aetail in the Bangkok Post a;W. Nation .
(Bangkok), during August-December 1993.
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once and for all from over 30,000 to 10,000 or even
less, jUst about what the PRK was saying in 1988,90,
and there was no identification, or even mention'
of new leaders. Akashi (above, p. 58) was no doubt
disinformed, probably by one. of the peculiar
analyses for which his own '[Dis] 'Information and
Education. O::>inpbnenti became famous. Had there
been no Khmer Rouge, the PRK/SOC'could not have
been defeated with the 'peace process' mechanism.
.
The military successes, reportedly followed by
numerous desertions among- the Khmer Rouge
rank and file, demonstrated how much they had
depended on foreign support. The joint offensive
against them was also a direct threat to Sihanouk,
who' was counting on using, them in his
maneuvers for personal power. His traditional
politieal technique before 1970 was to build as
large a coalition as possible from incompatible
elements, for - the more contesting- parties in a
, coalition,' the easier it was to manipulate th~m.
The two,party coalition which he proposed on
June 3 was hardly sufficient, and he probably
inten.ded from the beginning to dissolve it on the
slightest excuse, in order to make possible a wider
coalition giving him greater authority: One of the
purposes behind the 'secession' would have been
to multiply the factions and ,create tension among
them which only he could controL
.
Right after the election it seemed likely that
'. it would be SihanoUk. who would persist in mchiding
the Kllm.er Rouge, if they survived the unexpected
onslaught launched 'by the coalition of FUNCINPEC,
the, CPp, and the BLDPj and later in 1993 that

prognosis seemed to be .-coming true, as reported in; ,
"Ranariddh ready for. constitution revamp talks",
saying that Ranariddh and Sihanouk were trying
to find a constitutional way to include the Khmer
Rouge in- the government and at the same time .
marginalize Hun Senl34 • The hmnching pad {or the
shootout of July 1997 was alr.eady being la1d.
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..

.. The Constitution and
the reorganized: Royal Government .

·1··

The constitution was'drafted by acomniission
consisting of thirteen merilbers, eight substitute .
members, four experts, and the Minister for
Relations with Parliament. It was presided by the
President of the Constituent Assembly, Son Sann
or his Vice' President, Chea Sim. Of 24 members,
besides the presiding officers, ten were CPp, ten
were FUNCINPEC, and four were BLDP. Fifteen
were ministers or deputY ministers; and nineteen·
were elected members of the assembly.·
None of the old generation of CPP ·politicians, or
from any party for that matter, was included except
Son Sann and Chea Sim, potentially, in his capacity
as deputy presiding office!; because he is Vt.ee'President
of the assembly. The cOlmnission's Vice,President,
and probably the active leadet; was Minister of Justice
Chern Sllguon, and the secretary (,rapporteur', as a
more precise translation) was FUNCINPEC's Tao
Seng HuOl; Deputy Minister for the Environment.
Most of them were from the groups I identified above .
as intellectuals or professionals; and the shrill objections
from certain NGOs in Phnom Penh that the constitution
was being written in secret by irresponsible
politicians were misplaced. They appeared to be a
generally non,Sihanoukist groUp135.
IJI The others, with party affiliation. in order of their official listing
were Kan Man (F). Keat Chhon (C). Chhuor Leang Huot (C).
Thor Peng Leat (C). Sam Rainsy (F). Sisowath Sirirat (F). Son
Soubert (B). Som Chanbot (F). Un Nirig (C); Loy Sinl Chheang
(F), Cheam Yeap (F). Pol Ham (B). Pou Sothirak (F). Sar Sa-at
(B). Ing Keat (F). Ouk Rabun (C). Ung Phon (C). Ek Samol (C).
Say Bory (B). Chan Sokh (1). Chhon lem (C). Heng Vong
Bunchhat (F). Khieu Rada (F).
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After some indecision as to whether Cambodia
would have a 'Chief of State' or a king,: the
commission opted for monarchy. The reason for" .
indecision, or for suggesting the return to monarchy
at all, which was certainly not the popular choice
among the urban educated who dominated assembly
and government, was the Sihanouk problem. All
parties were on record as considering that Sihanotik
must occupy a leading position, if only ceremonial.
Probably most, even within FUNCINPEC, wanted
his role to be only ceremonial, not tha~ of a powerful
executive.
.. '
Even if,· however, as I believe, most of the
leaders of all· the political parties would have liked
to see Sihanouk remain in Pyongyang without
any input in~o domestic politics, the opportunistic
political culture of Cambodia (and the 'stop in
the mind') prevented any of them from saying
this. If anyone had suggested that Sihanouk be
kept out, all the others, even if they agreed,
would have pounced on him with accusations ·of
treason, or some equally serious offense. They·
were all mesmerized too by the belief that the
'people', especially the rural people, are devoted
to Sihanouk, and that a reputation of anti,Sihanoukist
would destroy whatever popular support ·they
enjoy.
On the one hand, given Sihanouk's propensities,
the decision for monarchy may have been good
for Cambodia, for the country's history during the
1940s,1960s shows that it has been easierto draft
a constitution depriving a king of real power, than
to limit the role of chief of state. Perhaps· there
117
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was fear that even in a brief term ~s chief of state
Sihanouk would make a new deal with the Khmer
Rouge just when the three other main factions
had agreed to destroy them, and had the ability to
doso.
In contrast to the old monarchical constitution
. the king's power was very limited in that of 1993,
· and this was so specific that it must mean there·
was significant opposition to restoring· the monarchy.
Article 7 says the king occupies the throne, but
·does not hold power, and this is repeated in article
17 which insists that this limitation "absolutely
cannot be amended". Vastly different from the
old monarchical constitution, according to which
the king 'granted' a constitution, articles 135,138
of the new charter make clear that it and parliament
e~ist before the king and that he is chosenby
them ..
The monarchy is elective. The· king may not
choose his. successor. That task is given to the
Royal Council of the Throne, consisting of the
President of the National Assembly, who in .the
absence of a king becomes Head of State; the
Prime Minister; the Supreme Monks ofboth Buddhist
Orders; and the First and Second Vice' Presidents
of the N~tional Assemblyl36. They must choose a
new king. from among the descendants,· aged· at
least 30, of former kings "Ang Duong, or Norodon~
or Sisowath", a redun:dant formulation, since the
latter two were sons of Ang Duong, Sihanoukis
great,great grandfather, through both his father
· d. The provision for the· Pr~sident of the National Assembly to
become Head of State in the absence of a king is taken over from
the pre-1970 constitution.

and his mother; and descendants of other sons of
Ang Duong are so few and little known that they
would have no chance of being chosen137 • .
The legislative body was the 120,member
assembly chosen in the May election, and whi~h
after, promulgation of the constitution became, '
the "National Assembly", with a mandatt! for five
years. The legislature was unicameral, like .that
the PRK, but in·contrast to the pre' 1970'
constitution and that of the Khmer Republic,
both of which had partly appointed upper houses:
In 1999 a Senate was added. Its main function ,
seems to have been to give prestigious titles 'to
political figures who could not, be fitted in
elsewhere., '
The' government consists of a Prime Mi~ister ,.
chosen from among the elected deputies of the
winning party. The, other ,ministers; whose'.
numbers are not limited, do not have to be
members of the assembly, but they maynotbe civil , '
servants, businessmen, or industrialists; and they
must be members of political parties represented , '
in parliament (art. 100); ,
,
.
The last stipUlation, together with the verY-large ,
number of articles setting out social, medical, and
educational services which the state mustpro~ide,
reflects the socialist, ideals ,of the PRK, which
must have been' attractive to some members of '.
the other parties too, in spite of the articles of the, .
constitution which stress that Cambodia is to
follow a market economic system.' Indeed, ,in: ;
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. order to support the social welfare ptovisions of.
the constitution, which are far more extensive
and detailed than in any previous Cambodian
constitution, and, if implemented would make .
Cambodia a truly 'welfare state', the free market
economy would have to be tightly supervised and
subjected to heavy taxation; after western
European, not U.S. or Thai)models. '.
Obviously, this has not happened. Since
1993 Cambodia has followed "the' extreme free'
marketeering of the U.S. and Thai models, with
. the predictable problems.
.
Provincial and lower level adininistration
remained unchanged, and "shall be administered in
accordance with conditions set in an organizatiofial .•
.law" , which means that the PRK/SOC administrative
structure was left in place38 • Apparently FUNCINPEC
realized the impossibility of changing· that, either in
form or personnel, at that time..
.
.' The Provisional· Government established
follo~ing. the election was reorganized in the new
'Royal Government of Cambodia' establisht:d 'on
29 October 1993 139: Near equality between the
· two large parties was Iliaintained, and a 'transitional
· clause' petmitted the·'continuation of dual.prime" .
· ministers for a period of five years (that is, until .
the next election in 1998), but some ministries
were combined, the total number o{ personnel
decreased from 65 to" 51, and the changes in
structure and personnel reflected jockeying both
among the parties, and between the two apparent

factions of the CPPl1O. Twenty,ninemembers of the
Provisional .Government, t:welve CPP, fifteen
FUNCINPEC, and one each from BtDPand
Moulinaka;were' not kept on in the Roy~l
Government, which had' eight new' faces,: four
cpp, three FUNCINPEC, and the new Secretary·
of State for ReligIOUS Affairs who was listed without
party· affiliation.
.
The new line,up 'showed some gain for the
Chea Sim group within the CPP. Chea Sim himself.
moved up from Vice,President of the Natimiai
Assembly to President, displacing Son. Sann,
whose smi Son Soubert was Second Vice,President,
with a FUNCINPEC man as First Vice,President.
A presumed protege ofChea Sim, Sar Kheng, was .•.
brought into the governm:ent as a Deputy Prime
Minister and MiniSter of the Interior, but he·niay
be balanced there by ImChhun Lim of the.Huu·
Sen group, . a historian by training, an SOC
ideologue, and aformer member of the Supreme
National Council. In Defence, however; the CPP
side was represented by two of the youngestgenerais,
Tea Banh and Chay Saing' Yun, who were hot
.' listed in FUNCINFEC'S analysis of 'clans', but
.who were probably' closer
Hun·· Sen than "to'
Chea Sim. Of the twelve CPP membersof·th~.·
Provisional Government dropped from the Royal'
government, six were of the Hun Sen group and
three Chea Sim men.
Still, of tWenty,four CPP members of the·
government eleven were considered to be of the .

tonstitution, articles 126·7.
']D,PPP, VoLNo. 23, 5-18 November 1993;p: 2.....
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Hun Sen group, with only two certain Chea Silll
followers, while ten were not classified as to 'clan'
in the FUNCINPEC analysis. Most of them,
however, because of their relative youth' or
intellectual background could be presumed closer
to Hun Sen than to Chea Sim.
The first report of the assembly debate on,
formation of the new government indicated that,
observers should henceforth pay as much attention'
to FUNCINPEC factions as to those within the
CPP. Ranariddh complained that not all
FUNCINPEC members voted for his proposals,
and some of the disagreement concemed support
for BLDP candidates, whose entry into the govenunent ,
was decided by horse:..trading between the two big
parties!4!. There waS certainly a faction within
FUNCINPEC lukewarm toward monarchy,
especially of the Sihanouk variety; and this faction
was probably headed by Sam Rainsy, one of their
brightest young starS (who in 1994 was expelled
from the party and from the National Assembly).
Contrary to ariti,PRK/CPP prognoses over the
previous years, a FUNCINPEC,BLDP alliance was
not a foregone conclusion. The leaders of the BLDP
and its parent organization,' the KPNLF had been
historically non" even anth royalist, and younger,
'" educated BLDP persons may find more conge~ial
, c'olleagues among' the new CPP elite.
Because of this I made the following prognosis
in 1993, "when the new regime is shaken out, it
would not be surprising to see a new 'alignment

opposing a group of technocrats and intellectuals,
mostly of the younger generation from all 'three
parties, and in' general non,royalist, to oldCPP
party stalwarts, royalists, and,opportunists". This
seemed for a long time to have been inaccurate;
but in 2006 it may be in the process ofrealization,
with Ranariddh, 'Chakrapong and Sirivudh put
on ice, as it were, harsh cnticism in the local
press, for the first time, of royalty in general,: Chea
Sim on the' sidelines since his humiliatingqukk'
trip to Bangkok in 2003 to enable Hun Sen to be
re,installed as 'Prime Minister, Sam Rainsy back
from momentary exile, his parliamentary
immunity, restored, and promising cooperation'
with Hun Sen for the good of the country, and the
October 2006 coup within FUNCINPEC ousting
Rariariddh as party chief and consolidating power
in the group favora~le to cooperation with theCPP' '
The formation of the new government 'in
1993 did not meet with the approval of those who
, had desired regime change, and a good example
of their petulance was a propaganda tract by Brad
Adams, then of the United Nations Center for
Human Rights '(UNCHR), now of Human ,Rights
Watch, presented in the form of a submiSsion to the
U.S. Senate on 4 September 19971'12.

Human

Ke~ Munthit, "Cabinet Compromise", PPP, Vol. 2, No. 23, 5-18
Novelnber 1993.
'

1'12 Michael Vickery, "From Info~Ed to the UN Center for
Rights", PPP, vol. 7, no. 7, April 10-24, 1998. In its,(olloWlng
issue, the PPP published a craven apology, in spite of no offer by,
any of the persons concerned to publish a complaint or refutation.
Michael Hayes, pUblisher of PPP, told me they had threatened to
sue, and he could not risk that. I have now discovered that my
article has been removed from the on-line edition of the Post. This
illustrates the view of press freedom held by UNCHR, and tbe
courage of the publiSher of "Cambodia's Independent News &
Views".
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Adams began his presentation to the Senate
with distortions of the 199Jelection results,
. saying .lIrhe royalist FUNCINPEC party and its
allies won a clear majority of seats ... 69 of 12011 ,
and "62% of the Cambodian electorate voted to
replace Hun Sen and the ... CPP". Adams here was
mesmerized by the myth of the 'anti~communist
resistance', that strange creature slapped together
by U.S. and Chinese pressure in 1982. Perhaps·the
one seat won by Moulinaka might legitimately be.
added as a. FUNCINPEC ally,· but the KPNLF,'
from which BLDP descended, had a history
perhaps more anti~royalist than even the CPP.'
Once they left the battlefield, BLDP, and LOp, the
other descendent of the KPNLF, were in no way
natural allies of FUNCINPEC, as we have seen in .
the shifts in parliament since 1993. Half ofBLDP
joined in alliance whh CPP, and the leaders of
LOp, which did not win any seats, have been
working . With one. or another CPP leader. An
hone.st assessment would· be that FUNCINPEC
and its allies won 58 + 1 = 59, against CPPwith 51,
andbothwere faced with 10 BIDi> ~epresentatives
who might go either way.
.Even more distorted was Adams' claim that
62% 6f the voters were anti~CPp, a total obtained
by taking all non~CPP· votes as in favor· ·of
FUNCINPEC. The latter got roughly 45%, CPP
38%, BLDP 4%, and 16 minor parties altogether
11%. Some of those minor parties, }:wwever, were
expressly in favor of cooperation with CPP, if ·they
. won any seats,alldeven: more of them were
outspokenly anti~royalist and republican, thus not
124

f
1

at all potential allies of FUNCINPEC. C011ntinQ' .
the votes party by 'party shows that slightly ave;·.
half of the. voters chose p~rties which wer·e .
historically, or explicitly, anti~royalist.
Contrary to the picture Adams foisted. on
Congress, the election was very close, funy
justifying a coalition government, such as is
common in Western European parliamentary
democracies. There was no IIlandslide victory;'
(Adams' words), and to say that lithe UN .and the·
international community capitulated a~d allowed
the rules to be changed in the middle of the
game", shows either that Adams was faking it or
that he had never read the relevant documents. .
Disinformation concerning the election, the
coalition government, and the secession has been
perpetuated by careless, or malicious purveyors of
info~ganda. The worst, ostensibly academic,
treatment was by Brown and Zasloff in 1998· and
as late as 2005 the Phnom Penh Post was' still
pushing the counterfactual canard that
"Funcinpec won a UN~organized election hi 1993
but was forced to share power with the CPP wheri .
Hun Sen threatened to set up an autonomous
zone covering most of the provinces east of the
Mekongll143 •
.
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Brown ana Zasloff, pp. 160~161; "News Analysis·" b; V01~
Sokheng, in "CPP.Funcinpec union unlikely, say insiders", PPP
13/27,31/12/2004·13/1/2005, p. 5.
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not have been possible for PlJNCINPEC to
immediately form a government, even if they had
won over· 50% of the ·votes and seats. In fact, the
cpp had an absolute right to remain in power
alone for up to three months, the quick formation
of a coalition was of more benefit to FUNCINPEC
than to CPp, and the top UNTAC leadership had
considered the possibility· of such a coalition· in
the· event of a close election result as early as the
beginning of May.

Effects of theUN ..intervention

.;

"

Although the ~993 election did riot ·succe'ed
in its goal of'regillle change', it saddled Cartib6dia '
with a 'Bourbon'restoration' of royalty and form~r
urban upper class who in their' 'double decade·
absence learned nothing and forgot nothing, arid
assumed they had a right to recover,their
. pre,1975 privileges. 'This has niade good governance
difficult, and provided the basis for the conStant
carping issuing from foreign,backed NGOs and
the human rights, crowd.
'
As JoelCharny wrote, "rarely mentioned are
.the class divisions between the traditional Francopoore
elite and the lower middle,class government
officials with elite aspirations. Their' differerit
experiences,after i975, when many of the former
group waited out. the conflicts in France ,and
many of the latt~r group suffered first, genocide
and then occupation in Cambodia, contributet~
the gulf between them"l"". '
The elite returnees, moreover, at theii'isistence
of their foreign backers; were allowed· to retain'
their foreign citizenship and passports, giving·
them a bolthole to access whenever 'they·fourtd'·
. themselves in trouble; This allowed them to'talk
and act irresponsibly. 'If they 'encouraged: ~strike ','
. of factory workers or a political protest: which.
turned violent, or were involved in an attempted'
'coup, or violated the law on criminal defam:~q.on" :
they could cut and fun, leavingtheif)ocal .
144 Joel ChBllly, "Keep hOPe alive during
7[21,1819·1110, 1998,p. 11.
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slIhordinMes to face the music. Later, after noise
from their foreign backers, intervention by the king,
and an obsequious apology, they could always return.
The Paris Agreement broke the close relationship
with Vietnam, and a new opening was made for
cultivation of ethnic hatred. Cambodia was also
deprived of Vietnamese help and advice in the
transition to capitalism and a free market, which
is being managed in Vietnam in a less disruptive
·way; and Cambodia was pUShed into a doser
relationship with Thailand, which became a model
for politics and the economy, but which at this
date (2006) shows a worse record than Cambodia
in the areas in which Cambodia·is .faulted~corruption,
dubious justice, mysterious disappearances of regime
opponents, and inability to form a constitutional
government.
Cambodia since 1993 has thus been a victim
of the same processes as the former Soviet Union
and Eastern Europe.Just as occurred in the so~called
Soviet bloc, the sudden leap from a type of socialism
to the free market meant, after 1988~89, a collapse
of social services and education, which in spite of
Cambodia's precarious situation had shown
impressive development after 1979 145 • During 1979~
There is a fairly targe, but now neglected, literat~re offering
poo.tiv'e treannents of Cambodia after 1979; See, in order of publication
VlC~ Kampuchea Politics, Economics and Society; Eva Mysliwiec,
145

Punishing the Poor, The International Isolation of KampUchea,
Southampton, Oxfam, 1988; Grant C~rtisjCambodia A Country
Profile, Stockholm, Sweden, 1990, which extended the treatment
of Vickery, Kampuchea up to 1988; Chantou Boua, PPP, Vol. 3,
No. 25, 16-19 December 1994; Margaret Slocumb, The Peoples's
Republic of Kampuchea 1979-1989. the Revolution after Pol Pot,
Chiang Mai, Silkworm Books, 2003. Better known, however, are
negative treatments such as Evan Gottesman, After the Khmer Rouge,
· Yale, 2003, on which see Luke Hunt's flattering but perverse
· review, PPP 13127, Dec 31-Jan 13, 2005, p. 13, and Michael
Vi~kery, "Wrong on Gottesman", letter criticizing Luke Hunt's
.
review, PPP, 1412,28/1-10/2,2005, p. 13.
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91, there were 12 years of developing and expanding .
participation in public affairs, the "modernization .
and democratization of many social... relations",
which Stephen Heder, among Cambodia specialists
very nearly a professional enemy of the PRK/SOC
and Hun Sen, called a prerequisite for "the task of
building democracy". UNTAC pUt an end to this,·
and restored a system of "patrimonialist politicians" . ..
(Heder), in which old attitudes and practices hav~
become dominant, and in which the "lower middle~
class government officials with elite aspirations"
(Chamy), after thdr socialist models collapsed, .
and under constant pressure from American
neo~liberalism and its Southeast Asian acolytes,
could see no way than to. take over for their. own .
use the old 'patrimonialist' practices l16 •
.
There was a decline in living standards . for .
many, but sudden wealth fo~" those who could
make use of the new market freedom, too often in
ways which if not illegal, were· dubious. Luxuries·
flowed in for those who could pay for them,·· the
most visible being private automobiles. Less visible .
was the unCOli.trolled market in weapons; and·
Cambodia soon came to resemble Thailand with·
. many people carrying handguns, and willi~gto ..
use them to settle personal disputes. The we~pot:lS,
moreover, are not leftovers from· Cambodia's oWl).
war of the 1970s (the country is not 'awash' in old

and

Heder, PPP 4/4, 24 Feb-9 March 1995, p. 19,
my article,
"Whither Cambodian d~mocracy?", PPP, 15-30 May 1997, and in
an abbreviated version in The Nation (Bangkok), 16 May 1997. It
is amusing to cite Heder, who certainly did not intend his "
observations to be used in this way. See again, Serge Thon's ~llent·
"The Pattern of Cambodian Politics", in Serge Thion, ~hiitg
Cambodia, Bangkok, White Lotus (1993), .pp. 119-136.
...
.
116 See
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war weapons, ~s the jnumos like to say), but the'
newest models, obviously coming from abroad,
mostly from Thailand.. '
.
. .Although the economiC effects of their 'Great
Leap' out of a form of socialism into a free market
were becotningapparent before the arrivalofUNfACs
roughly 20,000 contingent, those effects were
exacerbated by the flooCIof new money brought
in to finance the UNoperation,and as salariesfor
.·the highly,paid and free' spending new foreign
comrriunity of UNTAC,' Western aid organizations, .
plushangers,on, NGOorganizers, andjoumalistsH7 •
.·UNTAC left soon after the election, but a large
number of the new foreign community remained
to work with the dozens of NGOs established.
during 1993, many of them as activist groups
.against the Cambodian government. A large new
American contingent settled in with USAID and
the Asia FoundatIon, famous for their partisan
. activities in the 1960s, and they brought generous
f\lndingfor a number of the neW NGOs 1'l8.
. This new'intemationalcomm~nity which
'descended on Cambodia after the 1991 Paris
Agreement. saw Cambodia at its w6rst since th~
early years of he PRKright .after .1979.· They had
notseen the steady development of 1979,1989,
nor had they read of it They knew little of Cambodia
. and had' been misled by the anti,. Phnom Penh
.. 141 Even rellltivelY lOw level foreign emplo;ees hired locally by ~n
.

UNTAC Component coulde~ni overUS$7000per month, in salary
plllsper diem, tax-free, as I was informed by one benenciary of the
system.
IjII Asia Foundation was expelled by'Sihanouk in the 1960s; arid
within the· Cambodia studies milieu it is a commonplace that it
.' ". was:thena: CIA subsidiary,
.

I

and anti,Vietnam propaganda which' h~d'
dominated in the Western media. Thus .they
imagined that the gross inequalities, corruption, .
and violence which they saw in 1991··1993 had .
been typical since 1979, and that the task of
UNTAC was to oversee the replacement of an
evil regime With a 'better one under which those
problems would be alleviated. When this did·not
.happen, they blamed the Cambodian leaders, not
what had been imposed on them by changes in
the world economy, or by the' interference of the
western 'great powers' and China via UNTAC149.
Thus Cambodia, since 1993, has continued to be
the object of the same type of mis, and dis, information
which characterized the' 1980s~ as the regime~'
change project has continued, through a series of
political crises, including, in 1997 and 1998','
murderous attacks on a meeting led by' opposition
politician Sam Rairisy and on . an automobile
convoy carrying Prime. Minister Hun· Sen, for
which, in the first case, the international'
community and their journo,propagandists blamed· .
Hun Sen, but in the second were certain that it waS .:
a fake scenario which he arranged; two more national .
elections in 1998 and 2003; a terrorist assault in .
2000 organized by U.S.,b~sed dual,passport.
Cambodians, .which the journo,apparatchiks'
tried to dismiss as a CPP setup; a phony Islamic'
terrorist plot with arrests and imprisonment 'on
the flimsiest evidence, which the U.S. embassy.
supported; and an attempt to discredit PriffieMinister .
Hun Sen with an accusation, supported by falsification
('@

see Brown and Zasloffs ifailed state', pp. 1·2,271.
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of a cruciai document by a Paris~based Cambodian
organization, that a new treaty with Vietnam gave
away Cambodian territory (below, pp. 184, f£). ThroUgh
it all has been the tortuous dealing with the Khmer
Rouge, which led ultimately to the most serious
post~UNTAC crisis, themini~civil war of 1997.
The first political surprise after the 1993 election·
was invitations to visit the us; given to the two
SOC officials most often blamed by journos for.
instigating election violence against FUNCINPEC,
Sar Kheng and Sin Song. The former was invited. .
in November 1993 and the -latter in February·
1994. Sar Kheng's invitation w~ official, "to expose[him] to the mechanics of democracy and ... wean
him away from the influence of Vietnam... ", as it
was quaintly reported, and Sin Song was invited
privately by an American Senator who opposed
lifting the embargo. against Vietn~am (a - real
VWR). As reported in the press, the State
Department said "Sin Song did not·fall under any
of the visa ineligibilities set forth in our immigration
law"; "US. officials say they had no evidence that
Sin Song was directly implicated in terrori~t
activities" although, according to a jounlo~activist .
of the time, Sin Song was "a former minister,
implicated as a leader of last year's short~lived _
secession attempt and an organizer of CPP death
squads"; and "fum evidence emerged in early 1993
that Sin Song was abusing his· position by
coordinating squads of secret police tasked in
assassID.ating and intimidating political opposition,
UN investigators, human rights activists, and
opposition party officials say". The two CPP figures
132

who, accurately or not, had been most often
identified as responsible for pre~election violence
against other- parties were thus implicitly, and in
the case of Sin Song very explicitly, exonerated by
the US. or else, as some cynics would have it, they
were rewarded for organizing the violence which,
by undennining a possible FUNCINPEC~CPP alliance,
favored US. plans. Or, perhaps the accusations
. against them had just been wrong15O•
Responsibility -for pre~election violence in
1992~93 has never been adequately explained.
An Asian diplomat with long experience in
Cambodia told me that he believed the pre~election
violence, to the extent it was centrally planned,
had been organized by a third person, also a security
official whom he knew rather well, and concerning
whom, I was told by a person well placed-in tJ:le .CPP milieu, they had begun to consider since
before the election as perhaps too well connected
to the KR. The KR, of course, along with the
Great Powers behind UNTAC, were the fiercest
opponents of a pre~election CPP~FUNCINPEC
coalition. Shawcross,in his funny "Lessons of
Cambodia" (above, p. 96) also blamed that person,
but perhaps only because he accepted the new
US. line on Sar Kheng and Sin Song as possibly bom~again democrats ..
.
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Sar Kheng's trip· was reported in ppP. vol. 2.- no. ·.24. 19
November-2December 1993. in Nate Thayer. "New govt: who's
really in control"; and Sin Song's invitation was reported in PPP
vol. 3. no. 3. 11·24 February 1994. Nate Thayel; "Fury over Sin
Sorig's trip to US". Information on Sin: Song's American patron is
from Indochina Interchange. Vol. 4 no 1. March 1994.
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The invitations to Sar Kheng and Sin Song ,
prefigured another interesting shift in the factional
balance, which involved Ainerican interest in '
Cambodia, and which represented' a surprising
shift in the u.s. move to establish contacts within
the new regime. 1bis was the journalistic repositioning
of Sar Kheng, believed, until after the formation
of the new government, to be leader of a young
'hard line' anti~Hun Sen faction within ,the CPP.
The AmericanS, displeased at the ability of
the CPP to preserve its hegemony in the new
coalition, seemed to be playing a new card in
Cambodian factiorial politics; giving support to
Sa'r Kheng, previously reputed to be'of the more
rigid communist faction of CheaSim and a rival
of Hun Sen, and to Sin Song, clearly out of favor
With Hun Sen since the secession. At the saine
timeSar Kheng beganrecruitinR as advisers a
number of intellectuals from the LPD who had
spent years fighting against the PRK on the Thai
border or in exile irithe West, in particular ,in the
U.S. By 1995 Sar Kheng, among the politic'ally
active foreign community in Phnom Penh, had
been transformed from hard~lirie communist to
the new hope for democracy against the intransigent
Hun Sen, and Sar Kheng's reputed patron, Chea
Sim, was transfigured from ex~Khmer Rouge
communist to benign supporter of Buddhism. As
noted above, Ron Abney of the IRI said they,
would support the 'moderate' CPPfaction if it broke "
away, (above, p. 13, below, p: 182).
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During its first post~tJNTAC ye~r' the n~~'
government was still forced to devote '~ttentibri'~t(),
the Khmer Rouge' problem. TheUNTAC
intervention did not bring peace. Armed conflict;..;. ,
, war~~continued into 1994 between the governInent
and the KR. The latter still controlled significant
areas in the North and far South1 and rendered
much of the Country insecure, even though after
Paris they lost the international support and'
recognition they had enjoyed (see above). They,,'
still, however, could' cut timber to sell to private'
Thai companies. backed by the Thai army. ' And
the war continued:
'
By June 1993 the Khmer: Rouge were trying'
to negotiate entrance into the new royal government
I.
through the·back door, ·and all during late. 1993
and 1994, Sihanouk was wheeling and dealirig to
bring the KR compietely'into the coalition,'
proposing even to illegally amend the constitution
,)
and hold new elections especially for the purpose:
Another rival faction' in the grand coalition'
would have given him the type of leverage to rule'
,which he had enjoyed in the, 1960s, and the
could be expected to use him against. thei~,real .
enemies in Hun Sen's party..
' "
, , ' ..
Hun Sen managed to block those maneuvers, '
in the process, in early July 1994, quashing -a coup
attempt led by one ofSihauouk's sons. Afew days
later, 7 July 1994; such' games were stopped with'
a law outlawing the KR, jOintly supported by the
two big parties in the government, but opposed by
Sihanouk, Sam Rainsy, Amnesty l~ternational,
and Julio Jeldres, Director of me·Australian~ftnari.ced '
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Khmer Institute of Democracy and Sihanouk's
official biographer. 151
It is worth reviewing some of the details.
In November 1993 Julio Jeldres' Khmer
Institute of Democracy had sponsored a conference
of representatives from Khmer NOOs to discuss
the Khmer Rouge and inimigration. There were
demands to limit the entrance·of foreigners [read
'Vietnamese'] to Cambodia, and the head of the
Khmer Students and Intellectuals Association
said the government and the Khmer Rouge
should· negotiate. 152The following year Jeldres
tried to organize a non~government forum in his
Khmer Institute of Democracy to discuss the draft
law outlawing the Khmer Rouge, the purpose of
coUrse being to drum tipopposirlon to the law.
Ranariddh forbade Sam. Rainsy and Norodom
Sirivudh, .the government members most vocally
opposed to the law, to attend, and Chheang Vun,
a CPP member of the assembly deSignated as new
ambaSsador to Australia, accused Jeldres of interfering
111 AlthOugh Rainsy in the end voted for it. Julio Jeldres was an
immigrant from Allende's Chile to Australia in the early 1970s,
who rilBnaged to get into· Sihanouk's entourage, and became an
English-language propagandist against Sihanouk'senemies, which
. thell included the PRK/SOC, and ill particular their supporters
.. among·westem academics. After the Paris Agreem~ilt was signed
Jeldres received $A20,bOO Australian fh'lancing, arranged by
Gareth Evans, to setup a:"Khmer Institute of Democracy", which
was "the bra:i~child of Cambodian exiles in Califomia", and which
continued· the same propaganda functions (Leo Dobbs,· "Former
Royal Aide Opens Think Tank'i, . PPP, 1110; 20 November-3
December, 1992, p. 2, 'former' referringto the fact'that Jeldres had
announced his resignation from Sihanouk's service, to which he
later retumed, becoming Sihanouk's official biographer.).
152 Mang .Channo, "NGOs urge action on foreign workers", PPP,
2/23,5-18 November 1993,p. 19.
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in internal affairs and thrt:'::ltened him with·
expulsion. This was quite piquant, for Jeldres is a
. naturalized Australian and his KID, at that time
the main NGO hothouse for Khmer Rouge
propaganda in Phnom Penh, was financed by Australia,.
. and was apparently a project in which Foreign
Minister Gareth Evans had a direct interest. 153 ., ..
This does not mean that Jeldres in a crypto>
commie KR supporter. Everything he has written,
as well as his' associations" suggest that he ,is
somewhere on the far right, ~d, like
Cambodian'
rightists whom he supports, believed that drawirig
the KR into the government could further the
main right~wing goal~~get rid of Hun SenlS4 •
Because of the opposition of Sihanouk, who·
had faxed a message that he would refuse to sign
the anti~ KRlaw, the assembly then had to vote a
law authorizing Chea Sim, as acting chief oEstate,
to sign the bill outlawing the Khmer Rouge. lss

the

iSJ Not LOng before die eIection in May 1993 Willian{ Shaw"cross .
made a documentary filin in CambOdia, including 'i1 stene of
studerits in Jeldres' Institute discussing politics iri Khri:ier, 'with
Jeldres presiding with a benign smile on his face. What the students
were saying was strongly sy~pathetic to the Khmer Rouge;lost of
course on Shawcross, but who, by that time probably did not care
(whether Jeldres understands Khmer is not known to me, but he·
must certainly have had some idea of what went on in his classes).
On Shawcross' deviating, and devious, positions see further in

.Kicking the Vietnam SyndTome.
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PPP, 3/17, 26 August-S September, 1994, with its record of
sympathy for those trying to. undermine the government, slanted·
a report against Chheang Vun ("Controversial Vun ·'sei: fOT
Canberra posting"), without clearly informing its readers what had' ,
been at issue, and' at the time the incident occurred did not retXmit.
at all. In December 1994, PPP publisher Michael Hayes acknowledged
to me that the headline about Chheang Vun had been bad, but ,
excused himself on grounds of fatigue. '
'55 Bangkok Post, 5 July 1994, "Inside Indochina", "Sihanoukbalks ,
at outlaw ofKR".
lSi
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In an interview 'Wi.th the Far Eastern Ecanomic
Review in June 1994, Sihanouk admitted he
wanted political power, and blamed· Hun Sen for
blocking him~ This provoked a long public answer
from Hu~ Sen in which he rejected concessions
to the PDK, and also rejected constitutional
changes to give more power to Sihanouk, which
had b~en proposed to him by Prince ·Sirivudhi
Sihanouk's half~brother, who held the posts of
FUNCINPEC Secretary~General,· and Foreign·
Minister. 156 In the context of Cambodian society
and political history, Hun Sen's bold stanc~
against. Sihanouk could be seen as unforgivable

. lese~majeste.
In .the midst· of these pro~ Khmer Rouge .
maneuvers the tensions came to ahead on 2 July
1994 when the two leaders of the 1993post~election
secession movement, Prince Chakrapong and
Security Minister Sin Song, were caught in the
act, apparently, of fomenting a coup. It was put
down quickly, and another high official in the
security services, Sin Sen, whom some considered
to have been more involved in pre~election
violence .than Sar Kheng and Sin Song (see
above), was revealed as deeply involved in the
coup preparations, and was. arrested.. At .the
request of the King and Queen, Chakrapong was
allowed to leave the ·country, but Sin Song and·
several others were arrested, later tried and most
of them found guilty, although Sin Song esca~ed
-

'56

to Thailand. This second . . coup attempt by
Chakrapong and Sin Song, coming in the middle
of the tensions surrounding policy toward .the·
. PDK and Sihanouk'sevident desire for increased
power, no doubt convinced Hun Sen that his
domestic enemies, including some princes ~nd
their allies, would stop at nothing to remove him.
In this connection it is interesting· that the
names of two FUNCINPECgenerals who would.
later be involved· in the 1997 shootout, Nhiek
Bun Chhay and Kroch Yoeun, were mentioned as
having been the object of an arrest orderhy Sin
Song, which started the ball rolling.
The results of this coup fiasco .propelled
William Shawcross into what is perhaps his mo·st
disgraceful sentence. Shawcross, like. most joumos;
had· often faulted the CPP for the pre~electioh
violence in 1992~1993, allegedly organized by Sar
Kheng and Sin Soug. Then in 1996, in a long tirade
listing subsequent misdeeds df Hun Sen and the
CPP, he wrote, "People's Party [CPP] . officials·
opposed to Hun Sen have been sentenced to long·
prison terms for plottirig coups"; 'This
so twisted
I at first could not think of what might have been
meant. But it must have referred to the arrest of
Sin Song after the coup planned in July 1994, led
by him and Prince Chakrapong. Apparently·
Shawcross would "forgive Sin Song's 1993 election
misdeeds as long as he .later turned· against Hun
Sen. 15?

j:

,

..

was

.
".

and· Hun··Sen at opposite 'ends", text of Huh Sen's letter to
Sihanouk concerning Sihanouk's desire to assume power.
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157 'Tragedy in CambOdia", NYRB 14 Nov 1996, p. 43. For fuller
treatment of this and other of Shawcross' peculiar musings see

Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome.
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Putting the KR outside the l~w in 1994 die
not end that problem, and continued fighting
made many areas insecure. As the KR gradually
lost their foreign support, however, they fell apart
and different factions among them negotiated
with the· CPP or with FUNCINPEC for favorable
terms for re,integrating.
.
Splits also became apparent in the Phnom
Penh parties. Sam Rainsy,·whom I depicted above
as ·perhaps the leading non' royalist within
FUNCINPEC, and who became Minister of
Economy and Finance after· the 1993 election,
.was in October 1994 expelled from the FUNCINPEC
patty and the National Assembly. The precise
reasons are obscure. What is of note is thaf in
1995 he formed his own political party called
'Khm~r Nation', which based its appeal on violent
racial propaganda against Vietnamese, .and
accusations against the government of Hun Sen
that it is too subordinate to Vietnam. One person
who joined Rainsy in the new party was Kong Korm,·
from the ·CPp, who had been PRK ambassador to
Vietnam in the 1980s, and Minister of Foreign
Affairs between 1984 and 1987. In explanation
of his switch, he declared that he had always been
anti,Vietnamese.
The formation of 'Khmer Nation', in 1995,
changed to 'Sam Rainsy Party' just before the
election of 1998, has had a baleful effect on
Cambodian politics. Although claiming. to
represent 'Democracy'against the 'Communists'
.of the Cpp, Rainsy's tactics resemble more the fascist·
methods in Europe in the 1930s"violent racism,
140

against Vietnamese; tonc{";:lled when he speaks.in·
English and French, but in full force in Khmer,
and horrifying to the European election monitors
who take the trouble to listen to his speeches with
interpreters; populist rabble,tousing, encouraging
factory workers and the urban poor to strike and
make unrealizabie demands"both tactics which
do win votes, but which Rainsy, an· inveterate
capitalist money man, would probably strike
down severely if he ever achieved power..
He has existed on foreign support in the most· .
reactionary American milieus, the IRI, Senator¥itch
McConnell and Congressman Dana Rohrabacker
and the overseas Cambodian communities in
which anti,Vietnamese feelings are rife.
In an interview, Ron Abney, a long, time IRI
director in Phnom Penh, said that IRI had decided
in 1996 that "Rainsy's party as the only legitimate
pro' democracy, non' government party" deserved
.
their support. 158
We have noted what IRI means by 'democracy',
and given their record· in other countries (see above,
p. 67), one must ask whether they see Rainsy as the
potential leader of a Cambodian ARENA, and whether
Rainsy seeks to emulate the methods. of IRI's
Central American heroes.
. ..
"Three years after the international carnival·
of the UN ,organized national election iri Cambodia
in May 1993 (I wrote in 1996), pessimism prevails
among most of the continuing observers of
Cambodian affairs 159. It would seem that what 1
'58

PPP 13/24, 19/11.1/12, 2004

The 1996 paper was entitled "Cambodia Three Years After''; .
and was published in translation as "Kambodja Ell riittviS:betraktelse",
;n the Swedish political magazine KommentaT Nr 2/96(1996), pp.
5·24. Excerpts here, to p. 145, are in quotation marks.·
'S!>
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wrote, \vith conscious exaggeration, just after the
signing of the Paris Agreement in 1991,
'Cambodia survived the war, American bombing,
Lon Nol's incompetence, Pol Pot's brutality, and
the poverty of the last 12 years, but it may not
survive this peace', may have·been more prescient
than I desired 160.
"Three years later, the war" which' ~he
Cambodian popuhition thought would end with
the international intervention and election,
continued, although at a: somewhat reduced
leveh but its mOSt serious effect for development,
an inflated military budget and military control of
scarce resources such as forests may be greater
threats to progress than the situation before
1993.
"Although certain"l11acroeconomic indicators
seem positive--inflation is under control, and
there is some real economic growth as measured
by free-market standards--the disparity between
small very rich groups obviously living far beyond
their legitimate' incomes and the mass of the
population whose standard of living declines is
increasingly evident With each: passing year. The
state, moreover, is too weak to collect normal
levels of taxation, and one result of the economic
. imbalance and the siphoning of wealth into
dubious channels is that no state salaries provide
even a fraction of th~ income. necessary for a
minimum decent life, and all civil servants must
have other sources, either by neglecting their
. \&l. ThiS article, ''Will cambodia Survive the Peace", was also
published in Swedish translation as "Overlever Kambodja 'freden"',

. duties to engage in other legithn~teen'j')loym~nt:
or through corruption. Of course, ~cation,
medical care, and even minimal 'social services
have fallen below their levels in the last half of
the 1980s.
"International donors are aware of these
imbalances, and together with plans for loans to
Cambodia, they are asking why local resources cannot
be mobilized more effectively. The resources are
certainly there, for there is obviously much wealth
being wasted on conspicuous consumption~'
Mobilization means first of all adequate, taxation,
and there is no sign that. the National Assembly'
would democratically vote the taxes required. If
they did, they· might be charged by business
interests, both local and foreign, with interference
in the free market. This is an area in which the
tools given to Cambodia by the West in 1993 are
inadequate for the tasks Cambodia has been forced
to face.
''The international.comniunity in Phnom Penh,
and '. most of the international media, complain
. that in spite of the great favor done to Cal'ubodia ..
by the Great Powers in bringing democracy to the
country, the ungrateful Cambodians, in partkular .
the 'communists' of the Cambodian People's Party, .
have refused to implement a true multi-party
system, and that within the existing government'
coalltion the CPP has held on to more power than·
they were entitled to after 'losing' the election
which FUNCINPEC 'won'. The government, t~y ..
say, continues to intimidate opponents, harass the .
press, engage in corruption, and maintain a· reglme

. Kominenuit, Nr 1-2!1992,p. 3.
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00877652
characterized by gross human rights violations.
Natura~, these critics blame the government,'
rather than objective international conjunctures,
for the weak economy and ensuing social injustice."
Ai; Mt Chang Song, once Minister oflnfonnation
in the Khmer Republic government of 1970,75,
later reminded Phnom Penh Post' readers, the human ,
rights record of the present state is far superior to
that of the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s (the so,called
.', golden age), when Cambodia was dominated by
people now favored by foreign interventionists
and who have been conniving since 1993 to secure
more power for themselves 161.
"Indeed, most of the foreign media which takes
an interest in Cambodia, encouraged by many of
the foreign,backed NOOs which sprouted like
mushrooms under UNTAC, and sections of the
foreign community working in large international
organizations, are engaged in a campaign to demonize
the Cambodian government reminiscent of
U.SAed propaganda against Cambodia and Vietnam
in the 1980s. In their latest 'move, NOOs are
demanding that the large donor nations should
chang Song, "Democratic reforms need support; Lessons being
learned by Govt", PPP, Vol. 4126, 29/12, 1995-11/1, 1996, pp. 8-9,
noting that Sam Rainsy's father, Sam Sary, disappeared, presumably
, murdered, after opposing the government in the 1950s, while
today RB.insy is "free to shuttle in and out of the country... free to
launch campaigns to promote his agenda ... "; that leu Koeus, head
of the Democrat Party opposed to King Sihanouk was killed by a
. grenade thrown into his party's headquarters', and another of that '
party's activists, Keng Val'lnsak, was inlprisoned and tortured, both
for no more than engaging in legitimate political campaigns.
Chang Song went to the U.S. after 1975, and opened a stote, '
which was trashed by right-wing Cambodian emigre fanatics when
he was seen to be sympathetic to the PRK/SOC.
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put conditions on their aid to Cambodia, pending
political changes, a demand also made by, the
leading opposition politician, Sam Rainsy, who
outside of the Khmer Rouge, is the leading
manipulator of anti,Vietnamese chauvinism to'
further his political goals."162
,Some important international aid organizations '
took similar positions. In late 1995 Ratruies Arner
and I were engaged by the Swedish International
Development Aid (SIDA) organization, which,"
given Sweden's Social Democratic background,
one would have expected to be sympathetic to the
problems of a damaged third world country trying ,
to recover according to a moderately socialist
programme" to conduct documentary research
and interviews within Cambodia and prepare a
report for SIDA on "Democracy and Human
Rights in Cambodia". Our report was relatively
sympathetic to the CPP and the governnient, and ,,'
we considered that this was an honest position to ,
take. We were astonished that at the upper levels
of SIDA the dominant opinion was that their
report should have damned Phnom Penh. In'
April 1996 a special seminar on our report was
held in Stockholm (which I appreciated for the'
free trip to Europe), at'which, to oppose us, they
invited Dennis McNamara whose UNTAC
component, as described above, was an anti, SOC, ,
covertly even pro,KR propaganda unit, and so,called
Cambodia specialist Laura Summers, who was the'
,last surviving pro,KR propagandist among reco
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The Nation (BangkOk), 3 June 1996 Opinion, p. AS, "Politics

left off the aid donors' agenda".
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00877653
gnized scholars. At the "Third International
Conference on Kampuchea", 25,26 July, 1987; in .
Bangkok she had declared emotionally in favor of
the COOK (whose goal at the time was to displace,
if possible militarily destroy, the PRK); and she
appealed for international recognition of the
COOK, saying "From England, the motherland of
leadersl well",
parliaments, we wish 'you [COOK
.
at the same time alluding to the virtues of the
Thatcher goverrunent, in supporting the CGOKI63 •
In spite of the tendency of the Stockholm seminar,
I think her effort to give Mrs. Thatcher a leg up
by evoking British support for the COOK, while
dropping Mrs. Thatcher's naill;e to give
respectability to the KR, would have embarrassed
SIOA if they had been aware bf it, but an,
interesting facet of our Stockholm seminar was
that the 'ringers' called ii1 to oppose Ramses Arner
and myself hardly uttered a word, preferring to
work against us en coulisse, as has been typical of
groups desiring to maintain some degree of
respectability while more or less covertly advancing
positions which have lost'all respectability164.
"The re,emergence of violent antiNietnamese
xenophobia is among the most troubling
,

'oJ

The information cited here is from. an official publi~ation of

som~ of the speeches of the conference printed in a booklet issued

by the "Department of Press and Information of the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of the Coalition Government of Democratic
Kampuchea", dated August 1987.
'0\ If any reader is curious about details, our report oil" "Democracy
and Human Rights" has been on deposit at the library of the NGO
Coordinating Committee for Cambodia in Phnom Penh, and if
requested I will be happy to provide via e~mail the text of my
Written comments on the seminar. .
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of

manifestations Cambodhm politics since 1993.
This was a' dark side of Cambodian politks
throughout the independent kingdom and Khmer
. Republic (1954,1975),and it reached its murderous
high point under the regime of Pol Pot's Democratic
Kampuchea. The, PRK,SOC, after 1979, became
the' first, government in modem Cambodia, to
renounce anti,Vietnamese chauvinism as a bedrock·
of Cambodian nationalism and patriotism, and to
actively promote' friendship with Vietnam and
with Vietnamese in Cambodia. Their opponents
in the COOK, encouraged by the support of the
US. and China, who saw the COOK as a tool in
their own anti,Vietnam policies, continued. the
chauvinism of the Khmer Republic and the Khmer
Rouge, and one result of the Paris Agreement was
to bring' chauvinist politics back into Cambodia,
where in the election campaign, FUNCINPEC
and the BLOp, particularly the latter, indulged in
anti Vietnamese propaganda as violent as that of
the POK.
"Some elements of the new foreign community,
apparently intoxicated by the emigre propaganda
to which they had been exposed in. the US~ or
France before arriving in Cambodia in 1992,9J~
and' perhaps also sYmpathetic. to U.S.· ~e,gime,
goals, did little to, discourage this resurgence of
racism. In its first issue the Arnerican,owned Phnam
Penh· Post ran an article on· Vietname~e within
Cambodia. Interviewing only representatives of
FUNaNPEC, BLDP, and POK, whcR antPJietnameSe,
positions were well known, Phnom Penh' Post
repeated without coriunent their assertionS; such
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as, l'UNTAC is ignoring the reality of Cambodian
history", it was· the Vietnamese presence wh!ch
was causing the war, "we have to get our country
back from foreign occupation", "we· just cannot
mix with these people ... the Vietnamese are
wannongers", 'tat· stake here is the· issue of a
'Cambodian' Cambodia, and not a 'Vietnamized'
Cambodia where foreigners were to be given the
right to take part in the elections"16s, These were
quotations respectively from Ieng Mouly of the
BLDP, Veng Sereyvuth of FUNCINPEC, and Khieu
Samphan of the PDK. There were no opinions from
Cambodians or foreign CambOdia specialists known
to be mOre sympathetic to Khri1er,Vtetnamese friendship.
"Now that and.,Vietnamese. racism has again
become rooted in Cambodian politics, foreign
critics blame the govenunent when Vtetnamese suffer;
yet also blame the government when action is taken
against newspapers which incite racism; and the
darling among the dissidents favored by the foreign
community and press, Sam· Rainsy, who formed
his own party, Khmer Nation after expulsion from
FUNCINPEC in October 1994, is the most vocal
of all in propagating anti,Vietnamese chauvinism.lIl66

It is noteworthy that the Khmer who hHve
most insistently beaten the anti,Vietnamese drum
since 1992 have been returnees from 10 to 20 years
abroad, who seem to have learned their 'traditional
hatred of Vietnam' in American and French
universities. It resembles the situation in Israel
where, as Noam Chomsky has described it, many
of the most fanatic activists against the Palestinians .
are persons who grew up in the United States and·
then migrated to Israel.
.
Anti,Vietnam sentiments also pervade one of
the later academic treatments, by Brown and
Zasloff, in their description of the CPP as 'tainted' .
by "association with Vietnamese mentors" and as
having "followed Vietnamese tanks into Phnom·
Penh in 1979".167
.
"Another of the latest mantras (in 1996) of a
certain vocal section of the NGO and irltemational
organization community in the last few years is the
poor situation ·of women and children,. which they.
tend to see a~ the effect of a malevolent government,
rather than proceeding from .objective economic .
and political changes of recent· years.

Sara COlm, "Factions, UNTAC Debate Electoral Law", PPP,
1/1, 10 July 1992.
'00 This was noticed as early as the 1993 election campaigri.. PPP,
Vol. 2 No.9, 23 April-6 May 1993; p. 4, Kevin Barrington, "Rainsy
Bemoans Censorship; UN Cites Racism". The prominent FUNCINPEC
mernber, Mr. Sam Rainsy was refused permissiOl~ to broadcast one
~f his election speeches because it was considered too racist in his
attacks on Vietnamese. UN officials said "the text did not take
into account the responsibilities involved in the freedom of
expression" .... "The freedom of expressibi1 also has responsibilities".
."It: was racist in the extreme"; "He used it· [ the word 'Yuon1 repeatedly,
insistently, emphatically, ~nd with some· degree of venom". The four

points Rainsy raised in his script were also the straight Khmer
Rouge line. (I) the present regime was installed by the Yuon, (2)
. the regime was therefore indebted to the Yuon; (3) they must give
compensation to the Yuon, a~(4) the regime leaders will use the
sweat blood, w~alth and territory of Cambodia to pay, inci~der to
stay in power and keep the supPort of the Yuon. Alreadyin 1993 ..
Rainsy showed his true colors. Interestingly, the PPP article said
that "some members of the U.N. Information al1d I!dllcation ,.
sympathize with" Rainsy's complaint that he was bei11g treated
unfairly, but to take up that subject would go beyond the limits set .
for this discussion. See further in Kicking the Vietnam Syndrome.·
'67 Brown and Zasloff, pp. 160-161.
.
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"Because of dle demographic changes of the DK
years, that is the heavy· death toll above nonnal,
particularly among men,· ·Cambodia was left in
1979 when the PRK. waS formedwith an excess of
women. This has been variously estimated, from
a high of 60% to a more accurate figure of 52.2%
in the latest statistical studyl68. Whatever the .
statistical truth, many inore households have
been headed by women than was usual in pre';war
Cambodia. This is not entirely the result of
disappearance of males during DK, but also of the
weakening of the old rural society. It has been
found ·that among .the squatter communities in
Phnom Penh, women are often the actual heads
of households, even when living with a·husbandj
and it is likely that many rural households are
headed by women· because husbands spend long
periods.elsewhere, usually in urban areas, earning
extra income. Probably many military households
are also headed, in fact, by the wives:
"Regardless of ideology, which being socialist
insisted on gender equality, the PRJ( was forced
to give more attention to women because of need
for their labot There were more kindergartens
and day":"care centers, including at factories, than
before 1975 or since 1991j and the number of
pre,schools deClined from 689 in 1985,86 to 203
in 1993,94169• In rural areas the agricultural
·Solidarity Groups·, working on state,owned land,
Royal Government of Cambodia, Ministry of Planning,
National Institute of Statistics, "Report on the Socio.Economic
Survey of Cambodia 1993/94", Phnom·Penh, 1995.
16!I Edward B. Fiske,· Using Both Hands, Women and Education in
Cambodia, Manila, Asian Development Bank,1995, p. 32.
168
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gave some protection· to poor and ·widowed
women, whose situation has declined :since the·
introduction of free market policies and land ..
privatization after 1989.
"Besides this,. the PRK offered more women .
opportunities to assume more responsible positions
in political, administrative, and economic affairs
than had been possible in pre,war Cambodia..
There were· a number of women in ministerial
positions, and as·· province and district. chiefs,
where there had been none before, and at lower ..
levels far.more women than had been customary, .
over one,third of the lower level civil service· . .
positions. In industry, where there. had ·already •...
been.·many women workers in the 1960s, they.·
were moving into management positions under
the PRK. Now, in the formation of new village'·
level organizations foreign NOO workers have
noted that women who were formed in the PRK .
Women·s Associations, or who were KR cadre in .
1975,1979, are the most articulate, confident and .
active."
.One statistic" which . . enemies of the
Cambodian·· government use· to allegedly prove ..
that women are marginalized, is the ·number of
women members of parliament, only 7'out of 126, .
under 6% after 1993. This may not look good
compared to Scandinavia, but it was not out clline
with Thailand (24/393, or 6.1%·women)cir
Malaysia (15/190 for 7.8%). What the critics
should be looking at is the comparison with
pre,UNTAC PRK Cambodia where 2 fof 117 ..
members of parliament, 17.9%, were womert, and·
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where all aspects of health and education, -in
particular affecting women and children,were
superior to what resulted in 1993 from the facade
of democracy introduced at the price of 2 billion
dollars by UNTAC70.
Compared with the prominence of women in
prestigious positions under the PRK!SOC, it was
notable that there was no female minister in the
new Royal Government formed in 1993 after tile
election. It was not relevant, as some commented,
that under the PRK there had not been a ministry
of women's affairs. There had been a powerful women's
organization which functioned as a ministry. Even
the State Secretariat for Women's Affairs, one of
the positions given to FUNCINPEC in the division
of posts in the coalition, was headed by one'ofthe
men returned from long exile in the West.
That anomaly was rectified in 1996 when Ms.
Mu Sochua, a Khmer American who had returned
to Cambodia before the 1993 election after six
years working in the refugee camps on the Thai
border, joined RJNCINPEC, and became an adviser
on women's affairs to Ranariddh, who appointed
her as Minister of Women's Affairs. Ms. Sochuil,
who had left Cambodia as a teenager before 1975,
and had grown up in the U.S;, began to work in
the refugee camps along the lhli,Cambodian border
in 1980 where she learned Cambodiim politics in
the anti,Phnom Penh milieus predominant there.
I Il' Statistics as of 1996. The distorted" presentation of the statistics
came to my attention in, of all places, the Bulletin of C~emed
Asian Scholars, 28 February, 1996 by Panlela Collett, pp. 27-8; and
I answered with the comments offered here, which were
received with some asperity, in again, of all places, BCAS.

152

Her appointment as minister was not smooth
and was accompanied by a campaign of anonymous
smear letters against her, no doubt partly as
unavoidable prejudice against a foreigner taking
over from women who had been doing an '
excellent job all through the 1980s, of which
Sochua may have been unaware in her isolation
in the anti, Phnom Penh hothouse on the Thai
border. Her first actions in Phnom Penh in the
beginning'of the UNTAC period ~uggest-such lack,
of knowledge about what had gone on before17i.
Most sources agree that domestic violence
has increased with the leap into a free marketeconomy and the destruction of the PRK social
safety net after 1989. In the 150 pages of Judy
Ledgerwood's "Analysis of the Situation of
Women in Cambodia" in 1992 there
no .- evocation of domestic violence as a particular
problem, but in late 1995 concerned foreign NGO
workers were incensed that after six months of.
research in Phnom Penh (population of over half
a million) and three provinces (another million
or so), one group of investigators had managed to
discover 50 cases of battered wives'72 • Unfortunately,
rather than seeing this in relation to Cambodia's
post' socialist economic and social collapse, they
preferred to relate it to the -allegedly inherent
male chauvinism of Cambodian society.
, Little has changed since the above "was
written in 1996. It would seem that the very real-'

is'

See report and interview in PPP 5/6, 22/3-4/4, 1996, pp. 6-7.
m Judy Ledgerwood, Analysis of the Situation of Women in
Cambodia. Research on Women in Khmer Society. UNICEF, Phnom:
Penh (mimeo), 1992.
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· problems 'of Cambodia in the areas of welfare,
human rights, corruption,' and' a precarious
democracy are directly' related' to the way in which
Cambodia was forced too' rapidly into political
and economic change for which the country and
its leaders were not prepared, and instead of
sympathetic help from an international community
pretending horror at the DK debacle from which'
Cambodia had emerged in 1979, most foteign inputs
were to punish Cambodia for not immediately
· becoming a Sweden of Southeast Asia.
The alleviation of all of the specific Cambodian
problems requites; not more neo,;.liberalism, but
state intervention in the interest of social justice
and to maintain basic living standards. There Was
a good beginning under the'PRK, when the state
controlled the major' economic sectors. Foreign
. institutions genuinely -concerned With Cambodian
development, rather than just carping ahout·
corruption, lack of political pluralism, and free
market virtues, should be helping Cambodia
strengthen state institutions to enforce mobilization
of domestic resources and foreign aid into channels
of benefit to the entire society. Instead of focusing
· only on' those" articles of the constitution which
define democratic formalism, they might pay
attention to the other artiCles of the constitution
which require the state to maintain education,
culture and social welfare. .
For the Cambodian government to undertake
the reforms demanded by their critics, and which
are really needed, tough progressive taxation is
required, but this is something no Cambodian

government is strong enough to carry out~ at least·: '.
'not peacefully. Suppose. the requisite laws: were
passed, but that the rich businesses simply refused
to pay their taxes .. then, as happens in well.;.run·
western countries, those owing taxes could be'
arrested, and even imprisoned, but in the climate
which has developed since 1991 that would ..no
doubt require har~h police measures, and then we .
would see the do~gooders of the NOOs,. 'human
rights lawyers', arid international organizations.
raving about violationsof human rights 173• . .
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-Alan Myers in PPP 9/10, May iZ-Z5,lOOO.·
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The year 1997,
prologue to the second election 1998
Another election was mandated by the
constitution for 1998, and as the inevitable tensions
surfaced the two major parties sought to make deals
with KR remnants, which made for an exciting
year in 1997.

-The grenade attack·
In March a demonstration in front of the
National Assembly organized by Sam Rainsy was
disrupted· when four hand grenades were thrown
into the crowd. Given the knee,jerk anti, Hun
Sen mentality of the interriational press and
NGOsociety, it has been assumed that Hun Sen
was responsible for organizing the attack, without
consideration for the obvious ·circumstance that
had Hun Sen wished to get rid of Rainsy, the
latter would simply have disappeared, like his father
in the 1960s, and that Hun Sen would not have
been so stupid as to organize a public execution,
knowing that blame would rebound on himself74.
The mysteries of this incident have not been
solved, but it continues to be raised by the regime'
change crowd. There was an FBI investigation,
because· an American, the IRI representative, was
wounded. They broke off their investigation before
issuing a final report, and this led to allegations in
a certain journalistic milieu that they had to leave
,,4 There was no such excitement in those. milieus the following
.year when a rocket was fired at Hun Sen's car in Siern Reap. In
fact, there were suggestions· that it was a hoax,

156

after threats ag.:tinst them h::td heen made! prestimably;
. by Cambodian authorities. When, later that year,
I asked a knowledgeable US Embassy person
about such threats ("who threatened the FBI?") , .
his answer was indirect, "well, KR radio had broadcast
violent attacks on the FBI investigation". In their
own preliminary report, published in the Phnom
Penh Post, along with their answers to questions
by Senator Jesse Helms who obviously was· not
satisfied that they had not issued a condemnation
of Hun Sen, they reported an implicit threat by
Rainsy, who was unhappy that they refused to
tum all the results of their investigations over to
him, and they. also showed distrust of evidence
given to them by Rainsy's wife 175 •
There is nothing in that published FBI material
to support the wild a:negation by Shawcross, apparendy
accepting a rant by Rainsy, that the FBI concluded·
Hun Sen was responsible for the attack and that .
Ambassador Quinn had the FBI leave Cambodia
early in order to prevent their investigation from·
getting close to Hun Sen, or the equally devious •
claim in Brown and Zasloff that "FBI agentswho
investigated the attack... reportedly [note this·word]
found. that the culprits who lobbed the grenades
were in the employ of the CPP"176.

.a: ..

j

.!

••

m PPP, 8/21, 15·28 October 1999, pp. 13.15.
17. Shawcross, "The Lessons of Cambodia"; Brown andZasloff, .p..
259, with a footnote to sources which are unreachable,· atleast
with· normal seatchengines; "AP, June 29, 1997; SEASIA.
L@msu.edu, June 3D, 1997", the limer being·theit fuvoriteror
many details. Philip Sho~t, in a letter to PPP 14/1, 1.4.27jamiary
2005, objecting to a review of his biography of Pol Pot by Craig·
Etcheson, said, "I spoke three years ago to two. sources; one· of .
them directly implicated in the planning of the attack; who both
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Peculiarlv. Rainsv has since, at moments when
he' wished t~ curry' favor, .implicitly exonerated
. Hun Sen from .direct blame. The first occasion
was on his return to Phnom Penh following
temporary exile after the July. 1997 shootout,
when Rainsy invited ";'.. Hun Sen in December
[1997] to participate in a first:mniversary ceremony
[of the grenade attack] in an attempt at
reconciliation... [and] now tends to focus his anger
. at what he calls a ring of mafia~style leaders
within the business community and the CPP",
followed, in another article, by a' quotation from'
Rainsy, "I think Hun Sen... You Hockry and Sar
Kherig are at least responsible for nqt taking the
proper precautions . [to protect the demonstrators]".
The listirig is interesting in its inclusion of leaders
otboth the alleged factions within CPP as well as
FUNCINPEC's You Hockry who soon. after the
July ·1997 violence returned to work With Sar Kheng.
Again,iri 2006,' in: order to return to political life
in Cambodia, Rainsy apologized for accusing Hun
Sen of responsibility for the grenade attack 177.
Still another crime was' committed that day,
and its perpetrators are obvious, The luxury·
hospital in the palac~, right beside the scene of
the grenade attack, and run by a Swiss society
doctor, refused to open its gate to those wounded
by grenades, but that crime' has occasioned no
excitement either in the press or among the NGO
and human rights crowd ..
independently co11firmect the Prime Minister's role", but he did not say
this in his bOok, where, as Etcheson remarked, he only referred to vague .
stories reported byPPP.Although Short said, quite reasonably,
that in the p:>litical climate in Cambodia he could not name the sources,
one must also note that, in the political climate in Cambodia, it is
easy to find eye-witness testimony to any side of any controversy.
117 PPP, 6/7, 27/3-9/4, 1998, p. 4, and p. 6; PPP 15/3, 10-23/2, '.
2006, p. 1.
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..The JUly 1997 Shootout178
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Four months later, on July 5, shooting erupted
in and around Phnom Penh' and continued' for:' .
two days, at the end of which the amied units 6f
FUNCINPEC had been routed. Several ·of'their
officers, including General Kroch Yoeun, noted
above in connection with the 1994 coup attempt,
had been killed, and another,also involved in the
1994 affair, Nhiek Bun Chhay, commanding. the'
FUNCINPEC forces, escaped and fled to' the
northwest border area. Prince. Ranariddh,. who'.
had fled to Paris on July 4, was replaced 'as "First
Prime Minister'by Mt Uug Huot, who had returned
to Cambodia for tqe' UNTAC election after many
years, including the' Khmer" Rouge periodj in'
Australia.'
This event,righr up to the present, has been,
with few exceptions,. treated by the press, and
even by card~carrying scholars, as a 'bloody coup
by strongman Hun Sen' to oust Prince Ranariddh
and destroy the FUNCINPEC party179. In 1993 it .
was said that journalists swarmed into town'
hoping to see blood, and left disappointed .. Now.· ...'
they. saw some blood,' and they certainly· knew' .'
what to do with it"grease their own personai Vietnani .
syndromes by' kicking a Cambodian leadership
which, like Vietnam, had refused to kowtow.:
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111 Parts of thiS section were originally published as "A non-staridard
view of the coup", PPP 6/17,29 Aug-l1 Sept, 1997, p. 11; andin:· ...
Nation (Bangkok), 25 September 1997, p. A5, with the title ''The .
real story of Cambodia cries out to be told".
..
119 Journo comment is .tooprevalent to require citation. FOr .
pseudo-scholarly work see Brown and Zasloff, pp.·2J9-240. .'
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. 'Strong Man' Hun Sen, they said, moved to
wipe out his opposition because he feared the
results of next year's (1998) election, required by
the constitution. UNTAC's 2 billion was wasted,
because it didn't buy compliance with what the
West wanted in Cambodia. Those FUNCINPEC
figures who chose Hun Senover Ranariddh were
'quislings', although. when they returned' to
Cambodia after 1991 they were hailed as the' best·
elements of FUNCINPEC,as they no doubt were.
Ung Huot, for example, had been highly praised
. for trying to impose greater discipline and efficiency
in the Ministry 'of Education after f9rmation of
the Royal government in October1993.
The CPP position after the events was that it
llild been an attempted coup by FUNCINPEC,
with' support frpm" KR .troops, to overthrow the
Cpp and Hun Sen, and 'a White Paper was
published to this effect. This was rejected out of
,hand by the journos and by most of the Cambodia
. specialist crowd; but I discovered. in visits to
Phnom Penh later that the White .Paper arguments
were widely accepted among serious diplomats.
. Perhaps the only journalist who attempted at
the time to look at evidence from both sides was
Barry Wain:; who wrote, "in. circumstances. that
remain disputed, Mr. Hun Sen's military forces ....
d~feated Prince. Rallariddh's troops in Phnom
Penh". As noted at the beginnIng of this survey,
other journalists who. lacked Wain's authority and
independence surreptitiously held similar ·views;
although in their published work they felt obliged
to. perform a hatchet job' ona wel1~known
160

researcher known for sympathy toward Hun Sen
and the CPpuw. The pro,CPP interpretation found
its most prominent international supporter in
Tony Kevin, Australian ambassador to Cambodia,
who was in Phnom Penh at the time lBI •
For 'human rights lawyer' Brad Adams,
however, in his disinformation ploy to the U.S ..
Senate, the mini, cIvil war of July 1997 was nothing .
but a putsch by Hun Sen~ totally ignoring the
evidence .that the other side was equally' prepared
and that they mayWell have started the action.It
is true, as Adarris said, that "the home 6f...
Ranariddh was surrounded and attacked", but·
then it. was serving as a' command post for the
anti,government forces, as is clearly seen in a film . '
whiCh they shot of themselves, later found by the .
government (Rana,riddh himself had bugged out
on July 4th and was on his way to France). Th~re'
they appear relaxed .and confident' of . their
coming victory. Ly Touch, now a FUNCINPEC·
member of parliament, was on the.phone; tp·· .
foreign joumalists,sayingthat HunSen'had be~n •.
killed by his bodyguards, evidentIyin. preparation" .
for an extra,judicial execution which they·were
planning.
.
1M See abOve, p. 12; and Ma~~hew Grainger, "EU ~edia guru s~ys
Ranariddh guilty", a title in i~self redolen~ of emotional prejudice, •
PPP 7/2, 30 January-13 February 1998, p.2.
..'.,
181 Wain in Asian WaUStTeet]ourital, 20.21; February 1998,.p. 10,
entitled "Salvaging Elections.in Cambodia". For a serious discussion'
of the position that the'co~p' may have started as an attempted .
putsch by Ranariddh's' forces, see Tony Kevin, ''U.S. Errs in···· .
Cambodia Policy", FEER 21 May 1998, p. 37; "Cambodia P~pare~:
for National Electioru",The Asia~Pacific Magazine No. 9/10,1998; .
and "Support Cambodian Elections", ChristiartScience MonitOr
weekly 24·30 July, 1998, p.16.
.
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.1
This is one of the most stunning pieces of
. evl.dencefor the interpretation of the events as a
FUNClNPEC coup manque, ancl shows that it
. was not only, .to. quote Adams again, "senior
FUNCINPEC military officials who were targeted
for execution". FuNCINPEC 'evidently' had its
own list' of targets too, if they had wonl82 •
Further support for the CPP interpretation
came with the discovery of Kluner Rouge documents
onrheir negotiations with Ranariddh and' his
colleagues. Phnom Penh Post published summaries
of their'important details in May 1998, quoting
"An independent expert in Phnom Penh [who]
, describe [s]' the papers as 'politically explosive'
and possibly the 'most important' to have been
found in Cambodia in recent times. Senior CPP
sources said the books were 'priceless' and would
change not only Cambodians i views of Hun Sen's
actions in July last year.~ butthat of the world." .
,,;1 I have discovered that thi~ ~iew is widespread iuuong diplomats
in Phnom Penh, although they refuse to make it public, and the
evidence is well-known to the joumalistic herd who, nevertheless,
continue to bray on about 'strongman Hun Sen's bloody coup to
oust prince Ranariddh'. One detail which has been difficult to pin
down is the statement in thegoven"iment's first White Paper that
at S A.M. on July S, Voiceof America broadcast a taped message
from Ranariddh that a coup against him was underway in Phnom
Penh. At that time Ranariddh was on a plane. to France, and
nothing had yet happened in Phnom Penh. If the story was true it
meant that FUNCINPEC was preparing a cover story' for the
putsch they were planning, and that some Americans were ii10n
it. In December 2001 the ambassador of a respected westem
country which has no strategic, economic, or vengeance interests
in Cambodia told me he was convinced that the story was true,
because it had been confirmed for him by a person close to
Ranariddh,' oi.1e of the people seen clearly in the video which the
FUNCINPEC leaders made of themselves early in the fighting
'.
when they believed they would win;

1

1
'j
.

Not surprisingly, I suppose, given that' .
introduction, they were ignored by most of·the···· :.:' ..
important press organs and wire serviCes: Ai the'
time I was in the Uruted State'S andrecdved' th~"
. Phnom Penh Post :artic1e immediately by fax,· ~ft~' .
which I .remained another week in: ,the lts;, .•
reading the New York Times every daYi but found '
nothing there :3:boutthis important revelationi83• ' .. ' .
· , Finally Phnom Penh Post made up for its. gaffe ..'
in highlighting .those papers by .giving' geri~rous
space to the spin doctors from UNTAG days~ ,
Stephen Heder and David Ashley, to·interpret .
the importance of the' 'KR papers' 'as me~ely .'
demonstrating the lack of··reality in· the ·KR.·'·
position, imagining that they could still playa.
role in Canibodian politics I84 • · ."
.'
'.: "" ...
Totally ignored, in· ·thest~ndard, :anti"CPP,
treatment was the build~up to the events of July'
5~6. Although journalists cannot always be'
historians anci' sociologists,· they must pay' some :. '
attention or their simple~minded recording the : .
· 'facts' of the inorrierit(always partial. beCause.
choices must be. made, and therefore 'irieviblbly ."
· partisan) leads them into gross misinterpretations,:
. not to say disinformation.. ,
.... "'.
,:
No doubt' for journalists the 1980s are :s'uch .
'. ancient history that they cannot be accused.of "
b~s for forgetting them: All Cambodian poHtical'"
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IS] PPP 7710, May 22-June 4, 1998; seealsoadescri~tio~.ofth.efr'
discovery by Bou Saroeun and Peter Sainsbury, in Bou Saroeun,
"The KR Papers", PPP 11/1$, july 19- Augusd, 2002. .'. . :
1M Stephen Heder, ''US must hold Hun Sen to higher standards'·
than EU " PPP, 7/12, june 19 - july 2, 1998; David Ashley, PPP,' .
Issue 7/13, July 3-16,1998, Pl" 9, 12. ..'
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figures, -however, know, and do not forget, that
the entire so,called peace process evolution was
intended to get rid of the CPP, even at the risk of
giving the KR a place in the government. The
Paris Agreement and the 1993 election only came
about because the PRK/SOC _managed -to defeat
cruder schemes. And in spite of 2 billion dollars
and a whole gaggle -o f experts, the conduct of
balloting and counting was sloppy enough to give
the CPP reason to claim fraud.
It is, however, disiriformation just -to say that
Ranariddh won but Hun Sen refused to move out;
As described above, the coalition was mandatedby Paris and UNTAC rulescom:etning the new
constitution; and the position -retained by the
CPP was in accord with its votes, 38% against
45%. This is the minimum background.
It was _disinfonnation not to at least acknowledge
in passing that in the weeks preceding the July
1997 affair Ranariddh boasted that he would use
new KR allies to further his -own policies,
especially, -and most dangerously, _against Vietnam185 •
It was disinformationnot to note that ever since
1993 the royalists had lxen plotting to undermine
Hun Sen as much _as he, :no doubt, had been
plotting to stay -ahead of them. The post' election
Is5
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PPP, 5/10, 20 september·3 October 1996, "Ranariddhdismisses

rumored _CPP scheme", and inte-rview with Matthew Grainger,
- "Ranariddh: 'KR will be very tough"'. The same theme was implicit
in the formation of the 'National Union Front' of FUNCINPEC
-and Sam Raitisy's'Khmer Nation Party', with participation in th~
celebration by 20 Khmer Rouge - d~legates from Ieng Sary's_
'Democratic National Union Movenient'. See Ker Munthit,
"Smiles all round as one-time foes join hands in NUF", PPP 6/5,
March 7-20, 1997, p. <1
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secession was under Raruniillli's brutherQl.akraIXJng;
just dumped by the CPp, and directly instigated by
an important non,CPP higher,level personality.
Hun Sen outplay-ed them and got credit for
putting down the secession. -All through 1994_
various royalist schemes- were hatched to
undermine the GPp by bringing the KR into the
government via a back door; and in Julyof that
year a royalist coup was barely nipped in the bud. Even Steve Heder, no friend of the CPP,
expressed dismay that FUNCINPEG "general
Nhiek Bun Chhay plays footsie or worse with thelikes ofTa Mok, Khieu Samphan and Nuon Chea,il86. _
The royalists, moreove~ seem _to have got what
they asked for. As argued in the CPP White Paper
edited by a U.S. lawyer, and as supported by
another American lawyer,joumalist, Mike Fowler,
who said, in his presentation of the case, that the
royalists had been trying to provoke such incident,
apparently overconfident of success, and Hun Sen _-had a good legal case against them, if only he_had
resorted to the courts rather than to violence 181. I wonder what courts he could have used. The Phnom
Penh foreign community and the international press
have condemned the Cambodian courts as nothing
but rubber stamps for the government, they
would have denounced any verdict in Hun Sen's,
favor as dishonest; and probably no international
court would have taken the case.
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Stephen Heder, "Khmer Rouge again slipping away frompunishment", a second installment of Heder's edited tes.timOny __
befOre the US Senate Foreign Relations SubcommittecdmEas(
Asia ai1d the Pacific, PPP 7/13, July 3 - 16, 1998.
--181 Mike Fowler, in PPP 12·24 July 1997, p. 11.
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...Aftereffects of July 1997

finally, in the absence of inside infonnation,
a foreign observer must at least acknowledge that .
the July 1997 action was an explosion resulting
from simmering hostility between the two sides
which had been obvious for months.·

.,.

The FUNCINPEC armed forces were: hadly
defeated; several of their top officers were killed, :.
and their most prominent general, Nhiek Bun .
Chhay, fled with some troops to the Thai border..
In Phnom Penh the forlJlal two~party government·.· .
.was maintained, Ung Huot tOOk'over from Raruiriddh'
. as 'First Prime Minister', and FUNCINPEC
- bureaucrats who had not fled returned towork l88 •
One positive re~ult of the ~vents, however
they began, was 9.ramaticallyimproved-security in --areas which had been relatively unsafe for triweP89. In June of 1997 an American archeologist
. had written tome abo~t his recent visit_ to: the- .seventh~century city of Sambor Prei K~k s()me::iO-_--': .'
km north of theprovihcial capital'ofKbmpong-'- ~._
Thorn in central Cambodia, an .area: -long _ :"
considered unSafe for casual travel because· of
Khmer Rouge presence, and where a]apanese
UN volunteer was killed in 1993.
The archaeologist had to hire ajeepand,two
anned guards from the provincial authorities and :
take plenty of cigarettes_ and small change (qr-tlle _numerous patrols and. roadblocks bv-altsorts,of'"
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A prominent .we~tem ambassador ·t~ld me ho~-a:n im¢rta~t -- ,.,:
. FUNCINPEC official, indeed one of those in the 'Video,~e; til-- record their 'victorY', asked for prot~ction, which was gra~te4._ but ;'
that his CPP minister made contact to urge him to retum to work,-- --'
"his signatures were needeclon doc!lments", amI Witl:rln days_~he., .': ~,
was back at work.normally.
-. , ". - -189 Some' of -the . following was published iii "Camb09.ian: ImpressionS October 1997.", The Nluion (Bangkok), 18 Noyember- .. '
. 1997, with the title, invent~ by the·editoi; "Flip side "ie~'-of'Cambodia's woes". .
. . .-- - '.. 18
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•soldiers of varying allegiance who would· be
encountered along the road.
But when I'went there in October no armed
·guards were thought necessary, and the rains had
reduced the road from Kompong Thorn to such a
mud track that the three of us had to ride pillion
on motorcycles for the two hours to Sambor Prei
·Kuk. There were no soldiers, pseudo soldiers,
roadblocks, or beggarseri route. Everything was
asjt had been when lniademy last previous visit .
tothe ancient city in 1962~~villagers going to and
from Kcnnpong Thorn,· or busy in their fields and
. .around .thelr houses. .
.
.. Indeed, by late· 1997 ·more of Cambodia was.
safe for travel on maIn roads than at any time
since Lon Nol's coup in ·1970. Some of it was
dire~tlyattributable to the outcome of the 'July
·events' (standard euphemism for the shootout of
j~6July). As my motorcycle driver retnarked, 'the'
road to Sambor Prei Kllk used to be very dangerous,
even when the Khmer· Rouge were not around ..
Local men 'en route who had been armed in the
1980s to defend their villages1 then used their
weapons for private· enterprise. after the KR
danger receded; but' after the July events "Hun
Sen sent word that all those weapons were to be
withdrawn in 3 days,.and iIi 3 days they were .gone".
Until heavy rairuwashed out stretches of it, .
the entire route 6 beyond Kompong' Thom to
Siem Reap, which even in the relativelysafe early
UNTAC period of 1992 had been considered too
dangerous for ciVilian traffic, had become passable,
and. western NOO workers had started taking

river boats all the way-to Kratie arid StungTreng
in the Northeast. Some of the imprbvem:ent
antedated the July eventS. ROute 5· to Battambang,' '.
also a no~no in 1992~3, became generally' safe for
normal traffic after the split in the Khmer Rouge
in which those in the Pailinarea under ieng Sary
made peace with the government, or with Hun .
Sen, as some commentators would have it. '
Of course, Bnid Adams, in his screed to the Senate.
noted above; said that Cambodians are "one of the
most terroriied people in the world". This was riot
the impression one got travelling around.the coinitty .'
on provincial roads,'· which improved .weekly. in ..
. physical state and in security after.the.disappeararu:e .
of the main coritra warlords in July, talking to local·
people who showed less sign of political terrorism.
. than during the 'golden years' of thet960s ...
. (further ~xamples in March.;April 1998;. were: .
another trip with· a foreign· group· to KompOrig .'
Thorn and Sambor Prei Kuk, Komporig Gham"
and Hanchey, and with 30 students from PhnoIll
Penh to Kirivong and Kampot near Phnom VO~t;
until 1997 a dangerous Khmer Rouge area).·.·
Calm after the storm· also came to· Phnom
Penh. No longer did armed groups of rival'forces
drive around showing their weapons, 'and most
foreign residents· considered
the .city. somewhat
.
safer, although,. as in New York,' attacks and
robberies late at night were still not unknoWn.:
The improvement was inpart,.of cour~,sirt1ply
because there was only one source of official PQwet
in place of' two competing forces .. The '. s~e:
improvement would not have rome abou~however"
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if the July events had gone the other way, if only

l

because, FUNCINPEC, even had they won in
- Phnom -Penh, could not have imposed the same
I
authority over the proVinces where they have never
1
, had sufficient personnel to take bver administrative'
f
responsibility, and '- in PhnoIll. Penh they woulq.
F
.' have had to be far more bloody to impose their
~rl,:.',
single-party rule at the center; , ,
Another positive impression in htte 1997 was
_;i'~:'
the condition of the local press. There were 30AO _
newspapers, with a very wide spectrum of politicall"
~
opinion. The variety and level of criticism of the
t
g6venunent and its leaders by newspapers supporting
opponents, such as Ranariddh, Sam- Rainsy, and [
theKhmer Rouge, made the Khmer press one of
[the freest in Southeast Asia,- and the level at '
which criticism wa.s pi.tched was generally higher,
than in previous years, more concerned with comment
on
political, administrative, and economic issues,
t
l
'rather than just personal insults. Even now after
dropping Cambodia 18 places, Reporters Without
f
-Borders, in- their new Worldwide -Press Freedom
~
Index, still rated Cambodia higher than' those "
, -favorites of Western capitaliSm 1bailand; SingaPore
and the-Philippines (Cambodia Daily 25/10/06).-[
Unfortunately, equivalent irilprovementwas
f'
not evident in the foreign -press -corps reporting
.
- from Phnom Penh. Rarely 'has reporting about
'-I'
Cambodia been very praiseworthy, but after July . _'
1997 it fell to its lowest lev~l. Without considering'
any of the evidence there \vasa -nearly universal
" t
conclusion that what happenedon-July5-6 was a

to engage the Southeast Asia corespondent of a
major European newspaper in a discussion; saying ,
"let's go through the government white papersort _
the events and you tell me which points you
object to and on what grounds", his answer was',
"I haven't read the white paper". Thr~e months: _
after the event that was inexcusable from Ni~k' . Cummings-Bruce. of the .Guardian.
.
.
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The 1998 election
Five years after UNTAC;and one year after the
1997 fracas, the next election was due, according,
to the constitution, and was held on July 26, 1998:
It went off smoothly and most foreign election
observers declared it free and fair, not marreq. by
the same disturbances as the 1993 exercise. An
exception, ofcourse, .was the International Republican
Institute, who, while admitting that the situation
on election day looked good, said that didn't matter
and in a statement to, the u.s. C6ngress full of
misinformation and dishoi)esty, claimed that the
election was "among the worst we have seen since

1993"190.
It took four months, however, for a new
government to be formed, bec~use of objections
by the losing parties, this time FUNCINPEC and
the Sam Rainsy party.
" This delay, and the difficulties attendant on
it, were unwelcome surprises, given the smooth
running of the election, especially compared to
that of 1993. Moreover, these unpleasant surprises,
even more than the somewhat similar difficulties
following the 1993 election, may be attributed to
the malevolence of the losing parties, who even
in losing maintained sufficient popular support to '
cause trouble, and to the malevolence, of
international instances which supported them. The
l<xl The favorable impression was certainly true in Battambang, ,
where I observed the ele!=tion along with David Roberts, having
chosen that place because jourilalistNate Thayer had predicted
that it would be 'hot'. For the IRI statement, and comment on it, ,
see Lome Craner, "IRI: Cambodia's elections: ..", and David
Roberts, i'IW report 'hypocriticaL.unfounded", both in PPP 7/23,
OC1:ober16 - 29, 1998, p.lO.
'
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latter were, first, the crowd of foreign joum~ists
, either resident in' Phnom Penh, or who fly in
peripatetically. They have nearly, all' be,en' iI):,
opposition to the Cambodian goven:unent sulce,
before 1993, and, espeCially since 1996" their
reporting had been so biased as to be disinformation,. :
Then there was the United Nations Center' for
Human Rights in Phnom Penh, which maIntained
the record of major 'Human Rights' organizations
for biased reporting on Cambodia; and of course
the IRI which was outspoken in support of Rainsy191;
But before' continuing with those' problems,
let's look at the election results. The Cambodian
People's Party (CPP) received 41.2% of the total
popular vote, giving them 64 seats, FUNCINPEC
got 31.7% of the vote and 43 seats, and the Sam
Rainsy Party took 14.3% and 15 seat.$. Theseats
were allotted according to a rathercorriplicated
formula ,based on proportional representation' by
province, which accounted for the,apparent
discrepancy between percentage of total popular
vote nationwide and number of seats,. The 36
'other parties won nothing. Thus CPP received a:"
narrow majority of the 122 seats in'the Na'~ion;il
Assembly, but was far short of the two~thirds:
majority constitutionally required for a'vote' of
confidence and formation of a government.
The percentage results, in terms of bloc,s;
were not very different from 1993. Then also, the
,

,

,"

":' ':

"

',' .

',:'

",

'

'Derek Cheng, "Teriuous d~mocracy blamed for ~RI pullou~':,
PPP 14/4, 25/2-10/3, 2005; quoting Mu'Sochua; ''TheIRIa~e
outsPOken mtheir support for SRP'. See above, pp. 18-19, on Amnesty
International and ,the Lawyers Colllmittee .for, IlltemiJ,tional
Human Rights.
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'winning' party received less than a· majority of
the total vote, 45%,·but it was FUNCINPECj and
the. total of FUNCINPEC plus Sam Rainsy, most
of whose supporters were FUNCINPEC defectors,
in 1998 was just over 45%; The 1998 I~i.nners',
the CP~ gained only 3%more votes than in 1993,
but because their opponents were split, and they
\\Tere favored by the proportional representation
formula., they could claim a bare majority of seats .'
in parliament. The third largest party in 1993,
Son Sann's BLDP, which then took 4% of the votes
and 10 seats, won nothing this time. The 36 total
losers, with about 12% of the votes, resembled.
the' equivalent bloc in 1993, then 16 parties,
which together received about 11 %.
'. Thus, from 1993 to 1998 there was little change .'
in the size of the political blocs. There was a solid
bloc: of royalists , plus those who preferred a
royalist party to former communists, which together .
made up over 40% of the voterSj and there was
an~ther large bloc of around 40% who continued
to vote loyally for the .CPP. There' was also a very
interesting 10,12% of the population, who were
probably mostly the. same persons in 1993 and
1998, who refused to vote for either of the major
blocs, but whose significant total percentage was
wasted because of their propensity to vote for
'.. minor parties. Of cotirse, several of those minor
parties in 1993 were explicitly non,royalist, and
had said they would cooperate with the CPP if they
entered parliament. In 1998 probably a larger
number of the minqrparties would· have allied
withFUNCINPEC, for in addition to the former
174

;.

FUNCTNPEC supporters who voted for S~.m
Rainsy, there were seven other parties'whlch were ..
splinters from FUNCINPEC, usually for personai,' .
rather than ideological reasons. Some of them.
were potential allies' of FUNCINPEC, others,
such as the party of Ung Huot, who in 19Sn had . .
agreed to take over Ranariddh's positio~ of forqtal'
First Prime Minister, perhaps riot.
. .,
In any case the claim of the oPP9sition that' a" .
majority, '31%+14%+12% (total 57%) voted
against the CPp, and thus made its domination .6f
the government illegitimate, cannot be ente~ed,:
and would not be entertained in any of the currerit .
western democratic structures, where the largest
party gets to choose the government.
" . .....
The result of the close election' and four
months delay in· forming. a governnlent Was that··
Hun Sen re·mained. as single Prime Minister,:'
Prince Ranariddh becari1e'President of
National .
Assembly, a Senate was created to provide a'fe~ .
more prestigious posts"Chea Sim as Preside!),t, .'
and intriguingly, old anti,CPP warrior General'
Nhiek Bun' Chhay (who, along with others'
important in the 1994 'coup' and 1997shootout, .'
. Chakrapong, Srey Kosaland Sin Song, were given ...
full amnesty), as Deputy Presidenrt 92• . .... .... . '
The splits in FUNCINPEC in 1998; arid·~g~iI).,' :
receritly in 2006, should not be seen as·a.res~lts~f
the violence of July 1997. It was predi~table hi
1993, when, cleady, some of the younger,. more: ..
intellectual, returnees from the post,1975, or .'
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even post~ 1970, Khmer diaspora, did not belong
with the .old royalist courtiers, and' would have
been more comfortable with their" peers in CPp,
but had Joined FUNCINPEC in the 1980s out of
ignorance of the internal situation in Cambodia,
and as victims of ·inaccurate reporting by the
international press.
A similar case was that of Ms. Mu Sochua,
who remained as Minister for Women's Aff~irs,
although, as we shall see, she was becoming
.disillusioned with her position, probably because
of old elitist FUNCINPEC attitudes .. When,
around the time of the 1998 election, I met by
chance 'one of the women among the leadership
of the oldPRK Women's Association whom I had .
met' in the 1980s,' I asked her how Sochua. had
fitted into her positi()n, as a foreigner placed at
the top of a group who had functioned very well
before. The answer was 'thatSochua had adapted
very'well; she had tried to understand what the
. old organization had accomplished and to work
with the former~PRK group. Iuview of later.
developments, Sochoa might have done better to
have joined 'the CPP on return to Cambodia and
engage in women's affairs· on that terrain,
although she would not have Immediately been
named minister. With her energy and new ideas,
however, she might well have contributed more
to women's welfare via the functioning PRK
apparatus, than as a representative of the elitist
and male chauvinist FUNCINPEC.

'. War A2ainst Terror,
Cambodia Style, 2000..2003

1I

Characteristic. of journalistic reaction to
Cambodian events were the first reports· of armed
attacks on government buildings launched in the
night of 24 November' 2000 by a group calling
themselves 'Cambodian Freedom fighters' (CFF) ..
The government immediately identified the
perpetrators as a "terrorist group ... led by.... ~ .
Cambodian-American from California". But the
Phnom Penh Post'seemed more sympathetic to'an
interpretation that "many people ... are highly
skeptical of the governinent's claim that it was
the victim of an: attempted coup"; Human'Rights
Watch deplored the resulting arrest of suspects,
and.worried about "a pretext for the Government'
to move against political opponents"; Lao M()ng
Hay, who had replaced Julio Jeldres as director· of
the Khmer Institute of Democracy, feared thaf·
the government· reaction announced a' witch·' ."
hunt against other political parties;' and'Sam'
Rainsy said it was all a big setup orchestrated by'
Hun Sen to create an atmosphere of feat ·arid inti. . .
midation to justify a pre-emptive crack-down on ..
government opponents193. .
.
All of this in spite of the fact· that a.'
Cambodian-American freely admitted, according
to the American ambassador, that he had been· .
involved in planning the attacks.
.' . '. .
While some of the concerns of the skeptics were
legitimate as such, it seemed that they disapproved '..

~fP~~~i2~~l~fHrr6M) taking any actioll against:
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enemies from the right, or based in the US.
At the time I contributed the following to the
discussion194.
"In the last couple of weeks we' have seen a
conjuhction of episodes, the possible interrelation
of ~hich points; if they are indeed interrelated, in
a troubling direction.
,
'''There was th~ CFF shootout with' its overt
U.S.:linkages admitted both by participants'here
and by their leaders ,and supporters there, the
prestige.;enhancing entertainment of a U.S.~based
CFF figure by the National Press Club in Washingtonl95 ,
sympathetic coverage on Radio Free Asia; and their
announced purpose to disrupt good relations with
Vietnam, 'just when a neW newspaper named ,
, Cochinchina began spewing out the worst sort of ' "
anti~Vietnamese racism, and a leading opposition
politician tried to' provoke an incident on the
border with Vietnam.
"Saddest, but not surprising, ~as the knee~jerk
reaction of so~called Human Rights organizations,
both here and in Washington, against the CaIDbOdian
government for proceeding energetically to
neutralize the terrorists. The measures were 'directed
'against opposition figures' they say. Well, who else
\Vere likely to be among the CFF anyway~~certairi1y
not CPP loyalists?
I'lt may also not be strictly coincidental that
all of this happened just when it looked like the

as

+

US. W::lS going to h::lve President Duhya new
Dear Leader, an quttome for which right~.\\Ting
Cambodians both here and there had'alreidy:
proclaimed support. ' '
,
"Finally; and also not surprisingly, an Asian'
Wall Street Journal article of 12 December, 2000, ' "
sounded off with a wild screed by the Inte~tio~:, '
Republican InStitute which waS nothing but a rehash ' ' ,
of the propaganda of the' Sam Rainsy poHtical' ,
faction. And it' included~~of course, they are
'Republicans~~a plea for Bush regime II to make a'
sharp shift in policy toward Cambodia 196. ", "
Ultimately the real terrorist nature of the
November 2000 attacks and the legitimacy 'of the
Camlxxlian government's reactions had to be admitted."
By June 2005, U.S.' authorities agreed that the CFF',' , . ,' '
leaders in,the US. should be arrested for, violation ','
of US. laws in their plot to overthrow. Jiun Seni97 •
During the time,the r.ealities of the 'CFF were '," :,' ,',
. .. ':'
being sorted out, there was a different type~f
reaction to another 'terrorist' caper.',
"
'" '
~.,,'.
~
In May 2003, the arrest of a Jemaah Islamiya ,',',
:',:'
..
....
.,
'group, teachers at an Islamic school, consisting Qf
two Thais, one Cambodian Cham ,and,:an' "
...... :
.,.:
::::....
Egyptian, was annm.irited. They were accused .of '
:....
..
plotting, to blow up the US. aUd Britisheinl#$ies.,
The Ministry of Interior said 'the govemmenthad
.. :"
..
,
, r:.::,
acted on information supplied by' authorities,'in' , :
, I.,
, the United States, and said U.S~ agents from the,', ',:',
1
~.
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its accuracy.
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19'/ PPP 9/25, 8.21/12, 2000, pp. 1.3, 8.9; i4/10, 20 MaY·iJune.
2005; 14/11. 3·16June 2005; 14/19, September 2J ~October 6,
2005.
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Central Intelligence Agency had interrogated the
men after they were attested. The Thais and the
· Cham were sentenced to . life, and the Egyptian
acquitted 198.
.
"Le·gal experts said the· trial· had obvious
irregularities in its judicial process"(pPP 14/1).
The prosecuting evidence presented·in court was
a single statement ·allegedly madebya 29~year~old
motorcycle taxi driver saying he overheatdan English
conversation between two of the suspects about a
plot. to bomb the embassies. Cross~examination
revealed he was unable to speak English.
... iNeverthe1ess, the u.s. Embassy strongly pra~ed.
· the verdict as "an important ·step in fighting
.terrorism in Southeast Asia":·
In June 2003, during a viSit by Secretary. of
State Coltn Po~ell; Cambodia signed an "Article
98 agreement," promising not to surrender U.S.
citizens 'accused of war crimes' to the International
Crimimil Court. In return,· the U.S. ended the
moratorium of military aid to Cambodia in early .
· August; and the·signature·of ArtiCle' 98 no douht
smoothed the way to U.S. prosecution of the leader
6fthe Cambodia Freedom Fighter terrorists. Powell
. also was reported to have advised Hun Sen to delay
the Khmer.Rouge trial until after the electionl99 •

. 2003· election

An~ther election was constitutionally ~eq~i,red

.~
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PPP 12/12; 6.1916, 2003; PPP 13/27, 31/12, 2004·13/1, i005;
PPP 14/01; 14·2711,2005.
199 PPP, ISsue 14/19, September 23 • October 6, Z005. I heard of
Powell's advice to Hun Sen on theKRtrialfrOm a person irithe
. . diplomatic milieu.
.98
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in 2003, and was· held on schedule. The results,
by bloc, were similar to 1993 and 1998. The CPP
received 47 .3% of the votes,· the SRP and royalist
FUNCINPEC party,· which for th~ election 'had
formed an opposition Alliance of Democrats;
respectively c()llected 21.9% and 20. 70/0, together
· a total of 42.6%, leaving 10:1% to theiO 'sma.ller
parties which would not be represented in the
National. Assembly. Asin 1998, the opposition
claimed that the 52.7% who did not vote for the
CPp, proved that· a qllijoritY of the popul~ti01.l
wanted a leadership change, and that therefore it·
was unacceptable for Hun ·Sen to continue' as.
Prime Minister.
As in 1998, this led to a period· of no parliament, .
nearly a year,· as . FUNCINPEC and the.SRP.
boycotted the Assembly, prevent:ing a quoru~
and a vote on a newgovetnment. hi the,e~4
·FUNCINPEC·.agreed ·to ·retum to parqlership.
with CPp, and tile ·impasse ended in f;uce, ·.wllen ...
Senate President Chea Sim, because"of iri.tra~t;PP· .
disagreement, refused to act as Chief of St~t~.cl4
· interim to sign. a· needed constitutional am.endmeht, .
· was forcibly sent to Bangkok, and that duty devolved"·
on Deputy Senate President, the 1997·antH:PP
. warhorse Nhiek Bun Chhatoo.
..
. ..
When the new gOvernment formed, Mu S6chua,.·
. full of praise for theIRI, defected from FUNCiNl'EC:'
',:'

I
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to the Sam Rainsy Party whete she i.mmediately
became a member of its steering committee, no
matter how bizarre that move appeared just when.
60 SRPmembets Were leaving for FUNCINPEC,·
and the~e ·were other signs of the party weakening.
Is Sochmi. ignorant of IRI's hiStory?One .should . .
expect real democra.ts to avoid Rainsl because of·
. his· dependence on 1RI: IIi spite of that ·exhibition
·of sympathy. for anti~democratic· tendencies,
Sothtia received a local nomination for Nobel
. pnze20J .
. .For its part, the lRI did not hide its support
for Rainsy, to the tune of $450,000 in 2004 alone.
Its long~time Cambodia9-irectot, Ron Abney, said
... they had decided in 1996 that "Rainsy's party [was]
.the oruylegitimate pro~democracy, non~govertunent
party!!, and he indicated . there that they ·would
... gladly interfere further in .Cambodia's internal
politics: 'ithere is a split within the CPp, there is a
. moderate wing [by which he could only mean the
· Chea Sim faction, embarrassed in the formation
. of the new government] .... ; ·if the moderate wing
· of the CPP came to us and ·said we want to form
a moderate· CPP II, we'd probably work with·
· them!!202.

H
. h ts cnSlS
..
__uman ng

and die border, 2005 ..6
I.

t
1..

r.,.
i

In October 2005 a new campaign against
Cambodia appeared in the international press .
reflecting recent news from that country2°3. ..
.As is usual with news from Cambodia it had
to do with alleged heavy~handed repiessionand
.violation of human rights by Prime Minister Bup .
Sen, quoting, ·among other soUrces, ML Brad~,
whose earlier interventions have been nOted above,
and who is now a proinm.ent figure in the intermitional .
NOO, Human Rights Watch, which like· all
organizations self~detlned in that way; is asstmled
. by the public to be defending the true and the good.....
It seems Mr. Hun Sen ordered· theatrestof .. ,:. ,
the operator of an independent tadio station
the leader of a human rights group; demanded·
from Thailand the extradition of two other personS·
who had fled there to avoid arrest; .allegedly.
threatened a cousin of the king and suggested.
that perhaps the monarchy should be abolished.·
The opposition leader· Sam Rainsy who was :
in Paris to avoid a defamation suit for accusing· ..
Hun Sen of responsibility for the grenade attack
on a Rainsy~led demonstration in March. 1997,·· .
reacted by saying Cambodia was a fake dem6tr~> ..
.cy like Burma, and "thunder[ed·] ag~inst: [~hel ,.
'fascist' state"204.·
. . . . . ... }. .. . ..

lot ppp 14713, 1.14 JuLy 2005,p. 2.
PPP 13124, 19/11.2/12,2004, p. 3, "Political \yarhorse no stranger
. to hardball democracy" ~
.
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from reading the' international press. An avail;ibl~ Camh9dian: ...
source was PPP for the same period. .
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'By early 2006 those arrested had all been
released, the others forgiven, Rainsv apologized,
ret'urned to parliament in Phnom Penh,' and
appeared desirous bfcooperation with Hun Sen.
, What was this all about?
It was not just aboutabuse of human rights,
as ~lipshod journalists would 'have it. '
It was first about a new supplementary treaty
signed with Vietnam pursuant to the demarcation
of the Cambodia,Vietnam border. '
The' border between Cambodia and Vietnam
was 'drawn at various times before' Cambodian
independence in 1953,54 by the French, who,
holding authority over both countries, considered
the borders as only administrative divisions
within French Indochina. At independence those
borders remained unchanged, but in some areas
ill, defined and' never physically demarcated on
the ground.
The most controversial region is that south of
Saigon, now called Kampuchea Krom ('lower') by
Cambodians, including' an area with a significant
ethnic Khmer population, and which some
Cambodians consider was unjustly included
within Vietnam and should really be returned to
Cambodia. Even some who do hot take such an
extreme view claim that the post' 1979 government,
led by former Cambodian communists dose to
Vietnam, made treaties 'illegitimately giving even
more territory to Vietnam.
,
Because much of the border was unmarked,
in the wartime conditions of the 1960s and 1970s
there were violations, and Cambodian complaints,

II

,)

J
f
r

I

until in 1967 the Democratic Republk ofVi~tna:m
in the North with its' southern ally, or arm, the
National Liberation Front, accepted Cambodian
Chief of State Prince Sihanouk's' request that
foreign powers recognize Cambodia's existing
borders; and they declared their recognition of
"Cambodian territorial integrity within its, existing
borders", together with recognition of "the existing ,
frontiers between South Vietnam and Cambodia'rzos.
The US,backed ~public of Vietnam in Sa~on
did not make such, a promise.
',
,
The problem, which no one spoke of then, was '
that long stretches of the border, were' nothing
more than lines drawn on maps, and in part of the ,,'
ethnically and histOrically controversial regi~n:
south of Saigon the original French surveys had '
been inaccurate, meaning that maps made from
them would never correspond to distances on the
ground206•
As long as the war continued, that is' until
1975, nothing could be done, even with the,'be~'t'
intentions. During 1970,1975 the Khmer
Republic governme~t under General Lon 'N~( ,,'
took the extreme position that Kampuchea Krom ': '
belonged to Cambodia, putting themselves, in '
opposition to boththe DRV and theRepublicin
Saigon; and then from 1975, 1979 Democrati~ :
lOS The 1967 border a~eement was published in English :'by
Vietnam in Kampuchea DossieT I, HanOi, Vietnam Courier, 1"9,78,
pp. 123-4; and in French inJean Morice, Cambodgedusouriretl
l'horreuT, pp. 168-70."
, , ' ,; ,
2,," This was described in Victor Ddahaye, La plaine ,des janciei
mise en ValeUT, Rennes: Imprimerie de l'Ouest Eclair, 1928; arid,in
~. Malleret, L' ATCheologie du Delta du Mekong, To~e I" ~ris. '
Ecole Franc;aise d'Extreme-Orient, 1959, p. 6 7 . : ' '""
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Kampuchea ('KhmerRouge i) continued hostility
to Vietnam with respect to' the border..
Only with the' good relations established
between Cambodia' and Vietnam after the
.overthrow of the Khmer Rouge'in early 1979 was it .
. possible to seriously recomider the genuine
problems of the border;.~genuine because
. demarcation on the ground had never been
completed.
...
"
' ..'. :
•. :.
"1'0 this effect a series 'oftreatie~ was signed:
(1) in 1979 a Treaty '6fPeace; Friendship and
Cooperation providing for, negotiations to'"
"delineate" (English). I "delimiter" (French) the
border "on the basis of present border'lines"; (2)
. in 1983 a ''Treaty concerning principles for resolving .
. border problems" , with the intention to accept as
, a basis the border which had existed at the time
independence ; (3}in 1985 a full new border
treaty listing coordinates, with three decimal
places in each direction, fot 205 points. Comparison
of. the coordinates with' available maps indicates '.
that very' few, and very :mmor,changes were
effected in the oldbordero7~:'
'Of course, those numbered' points, and maps
of the scales used (1: 100,000 and 1:50,000), ;lre
only illustrative. Even the larger scale is hardly
sufficient for measurmg coordinates of three decimal '
places, and the map border lines themselves may be
several hundred meters wide; Demarcation on, the
ground would still be necessarY,and ~ould require ':
good will and a spirit of compromise on both sides.

of

iOiTherewas 'also an agreemenfon ';Historic Waters~'jn'1982, but
it does not figure in the~resent controversy. A full m~ritime
", border between Cambodia arid Vietnam has notbeen establIshed.

-1-

In 1985 demarcation was still not possible because '
of the ongoing armed hostilities between the '
Phnom Penh government and their US~China-'
Thai-Western Europe supported enemies, ,since
1982 a tripartite coalition dominated by the'
surviving 'Khmer Rouge'. Only after the Octobet
1991 Paris Agreement was signed by the four .
Cambodian parties and 18 other countrleswas 'it, .
possible to again consider border questions, ,
concerning which article 2 of the Paris Agreement
contained a provision for further discord,· i'abolition'
of aU treaties incompatible with sovereignty~,
independence, • integtity, territorial inviohibility, .
neutrality, and· national union", which,. in·the.
interpretation of the enemies of the Camb6diaIl ·
Peoples Party (CPP) government in Phnom Penh
meant all those treaties negotiated with Vietnaril'
after 1979, even though no one of that persuasion
has argued . convincingly' how those treaties·
violated Cambodia's sovereignty, etc.
The house~broken journalists of the. Western', ,.'
press have consistently' taken a position agai~st'
the CPP and its treaties with Vietnam,' starting ....
with Nayan Chanda, ~ne of the most famous arid.'
respected journalists· reporting on the Far East,
who showed his bias in accepting uncritic.ally a:: . '
u.s. State Department conclusion that, "[a]fter'
comparing the delimitation [of 1985] with 1964
maps ... with the exception of one square.kil6mete~ .
in one area that went to Cambodia, the agreement·····
awarded 'all the disputed areas, some 55 sqtian~
kilometers,· to Vietnam"'.' Given the scale oflhe
maps and the imprecision of the lines' drawn; 55
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square kilometers is insignificant, ,and perhaps
only a draftsman's error. Moreover, it is known that
maps' of the 1960shad arbitrary and provocative
borders drawn onSihanouk'sorders208.
The problem of demarcation on the ground'
remains; and there is' room for honest disagreement
about precisely where the 'existing' border should
be traced on the ground, as the post,1985 joint
demarcation commission has discovered.
Sometimes the agreed map line cuts through
a village, or an individual field, or even a temple ; or
the border is designated as following a cart track,
whith of course deviates froni one year to the next
as result of rain and the whims of local traffic.
Some villagers may even have thought they were
in a country other than' as shown on the map.
The 'recently signed supplementary treaty
shows near successful completion of the task.
There were still seven contentious points, some
of which reflect real' differences in the maps of the
1950s and 1960s, and of which six, according to a
Cambodian official involved, had been settled by
the end of 2005.
Why the violent opposition against this ,important
step 'in resolving such' a long festering wound in
Carnbodian·Vt.etnamese relations; and why the 'equally'
fierce ,reaction from Prime Minister Hun Sen against
his critics which, predictably, has set off more
attacks on him from the Human Rights crowd? '

a

Chanda, "Land Erosion,Cambc;dians question status of country's
borders", Far Eastern EcaOOmic Review, J September '1992, pp. 16.17;
and "Blood brothers", PEER 3 Dec 1992, pp. 14·15; Charles
Meyer, Derribe Ie sQUrire khmer, Paris, Plon, 1971 p. 267,on
Sihanouk's interference.

2M

Discussion of this subject must return to the,
, PPA of October 1991 and its peculiar Article 2.'lt
is probably now impossible to find the' records ot
discussions in 1991, and to determine 'what ,partY '
inserted this obvious, arid irrelevant, provision. Ii:
no doubt originated With the a~ti' Phnom Penh'
representatives, but why, then, was there no
objection from Phnom Penh? Obviously, because
the principle enunciated was beyond dispute, and
Phnom Penh did not consider that 'any of its'
treaties violated the principle.
Since then; however, and particularly in
connection with' the Supplementary ,Treaty of
2005, the anti,Phnom Penh factions prt!tendth~t'
all treaties signed, since 1979 were conrrary 'to,
article 2l and thatthePPA required the abolition
of all those treaties. It is difficult, however, tofirtd
statements or analyses by those facti~ns providing
specific details of the treaty provisions "incompatibk ','
with sovereignty, independence, integrity, territo$l
inviolability, neutrality" and national union'i~ For'
them, it seems sufficient to' say that hecau'se, the ',treaties were signed when Cambodia was, inthetr' '
words, "under Vietnamese military occupation", ""
they are illegitimate."
"
. : ..',
Even if that defmition' of the relatiohs~p:'::
.were·accepted, it would not necessarily mean-tha~::'"
the treaties fell within the provisions artiCle 2; .'..
and once it was clear that Vietnam was regularly:.
withdrawing troops,' and that the Phnom:. Penh'
government was ever more' clearlyCani.bodia~i·
that is; between 1982 and 1985, onlyextreIllists .
intent on envenoming relations could insist that·· .
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Cambodia was under 'Vietnamese military
occupation'209.
. The first hostile reactions to the "Treaty of
Peace, Friendship and Co, operation signed February
18,1979" were focused on an alleged provision
that allowed Vietnani to mairitain.200,OOO troops in
Ca~bodia for 25 years~' This had to be dropped
when careful observers realized that the treaty
stipulates nothing about Vietnamese troops in
. Cambodia, and when it had become clear by the
end of 1982 that Vietnam wished to withdraw its
troops, and in fact 'withdrew all by 1989210. . .
. In recent years detailed objections to thiS
treatY have come from two'Khmers living abroad,
Bora Touch,
laWyer, in. Australia, and Sean
Pengse, who operates an organization called
"Cambodia Border Committee" in Paris. The
fortner, arguing' from· the provision in .the treaty
fot "militant solidarity' [yuddhasammaki] ~nd
frate~al friendship between the Kampuchean,
Lao and Vietnamese peoples", insists that it means
violation of Cambodia's neutrality, but this is
little more than playing with words and hardly to be
taken as a serious argument to annul the treaty.
Sean Pengse has' gone farther, and more
dishonestly, through falsifying article 4 in the
Khmer,language text of the treaty on his website,
.saying that the borders were to be 'dissolved' (Khmer

a

On gradual Vietnamese withdrawals see a~ve, pp. 20-30. .
Even Raoul Jennar, generally sympathetic to the CPP and to l~
relations with Viet Nam, misread the 1979 treaty to say th~~ it
"made official the Vietnamese occupation and the SUpervlsl~n
of the Cambodian Communist Party by the Vietnamese commUl11st
Party" Oerlnar, us des du Cdmbodge,Paris, Maisonneuve & Larose
1995; p. 83).

jlib

210

190

romleay) givmg the impreSSIon that Camb~dia .

was to be integrated into Vietnam211 . This was not.
repeated in the English and French transhitions· on
the same website, which stated respectively that
"the two countries will enter into negotiations' to
sign a treaty on the delineation of the national .
borders between the two countries on basic [~icl
'of present border lines"; and "elles [lesqeux pays)"
procederont a desnegociations pour si~erun: ..... .
traite de delimitation d~s. frontieres nationale's' .
entre les deux: pays sur la. base des' fr()Iltieres
actuelles". There is absolutely nothing here which
violates the principles of the PPA.
Further evidence of Sean Pengse's dishonesty
on this point is seen in his book, The Land and Sea
Borders of Cambodia p. 52, where he has published :"
what seems to be the true Khmer text of the treaty, .
with article 4 saying precisely what is. seen in the ..
English and FrenchtranslatioIl$, that is; the borderS·'.
will be established on the basis of the alreadv" .
existing borders,,~a slight difference being that the .' ,.
Khmer says ·'re,establish'. However, later hi' the.":: .
same book, p,213,he'reproduces a statement by."
. Sean Masavang,saying that the "1979: treaty':'
forced Cambodia to abolish the old border~iand ::
was' forced by Vietmimto ."abolish its territorial::·:'
. .
integrity"212.
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I first noticed this in March 2004. It was eliminatecffr6m the" .
website in October~November 2005;b~t it went int~a viqlently
anti-Vietnamese' Khmer-language book, Aggressive Acts of the. Yuan. '.
against Kampuchea' [English tranSlation], by Som' Sekk~mar;" .• '
published in Paris, 1997; p. 248.
'.
. "
' . . ....
212 The English text cited here was translated from Khmer. It was
first published in French by the Cambodian Border corrtmittee,
Paris, 1999-2001.
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'Thus the border controversy, as far as tht! 1979
treaty is concerned, has been stirred up dishonestly
by those who simply wish for hostility between
Vietnam and Cambodia.
Mam Sonando, the radio operator arrested for
interviewing Sean Pengse,was responsible three
years ago for inflammatory and inaccurate
broadcasts when a crowd was burning the Thai
embassy. Mr Hun Sen is obviously concerned about
a repeat: of that violence against the Vietnamese,
which would be even more incendiary politically.
The threat against the king's cousin, and others,
was also because they charged that the new treaty
gave away territory to Vietnam, a subject of such
sensitivity that it could lead to violence. Thus, in
, this ,case, Mr Hun Sen can credibly argue that he
is protecting national securIty and' the domestic
peace required to receive the:interriational aid
and foreign investment on which Cambodia
depends.
" This particular controversy seems to have ended,
at least for the present, now that King Sihamoni
has' signed the new suppleni.ent~lfY border
agreement, Sam Rainsy has apologized, and Kem
Sokha, the arrested human rights activist, has
declared that he never accused Hun Sen of giving
away land to Vietnam. If they continue to work in
cooperation with Prime Minister, Hun Sen, perhaps
the' border demarcation work can continue quietly.
Cooperation may, however, be a forlorn hope.
Kern Sokha genuinely tried to focus on problems
where he and Hun Sen may have comm'on
interests. But Rainsy, true to form, as soon as he

returned from Prance, began attacki.J.~ Ketil Sokha, '
accusing him of trying to form a new political'
party, obviously to undermine Sokha's'imptoyirig
relations with Hun Senm.
'
So where does Cambodia go froinhere?
Politically the CPP under Hun Sen appears in
solid control of the government. The former
Khmer Rouge are, no longer a threat, the two
opposition parties are weakened 'and fragrn.ented" '
there is a new king who, perhaps because 'of his
solid European background, is sincere in acc~ptihg, "'
his constitutional role of reigning without rtiling,
as was seen clearly in his refusal to play party
politics with the Vietnam border treaty and to
sign it against the wishes of the chauvinists: ' His" ,
high~profile visit to Vietnam. in March 2006
supports this interpretation214• No doubt his long ,
sojourn and educatiOn in socialist CzechosloVakia,' '
and close acquaintance with republican western
~, has immunized him against the anti-VletnaIriese",
racism which has been stoked by the enemies of '
the CPP since the 1980s until it is mor~prev~lent
and violent than before the war and revolution.'
Together with this, another positive'tendency,' ,"
both objectively and comparatively within Southeast' '
Asia, may be a decline in the once .nearly sacred,
aura of royalty and royalism. Duririg 2006 there ,,' , /
has been much severe criticism of the royal~y as a'
group in the Khmer~language press, though not-of. '
King Sihamoni, indicating that the royal aura is':
wearing thin. King Sihamoni is still young enough
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to enjoy decades on the throne, and

lht:re
is again the necessity to think of change, the
political and socialsiruationof Cambodia may be
much different, and the potential riyals available
since 1993, whose prestige is in decline, or their
children', will no longer be considered as possible
candid ates 215 •
Cambodia had 23years (1970~ 1993) without
a king, twice as long as· the interregnum between
the execution of Charles I and restoration of Charles
II in England (1649~1660) and as long as that
(1792~1815) between revolution and Bourbon
Restoration in France. Statistically, by the time
the 'International Community' brought their
benevolence to Cambodia in the early 1990s, only
a minority of the population were old enough to
have had personal, positive, memories of the monarchy.
UNTAC put an end to the 12~year period of
PRK/SOC "modernization and democratization
of many social...relations"noted above, first of all
by ensuring Sihanouk adominant place as Chief
of State, President, or King. Just as in 19th~century
France, the monarchy was not restored through
popular choice. The Cambodian people: were not
asked to vote on this·most important mattel: It was
decided in advance. In Cambodia, as elsewhere; a
necessary step toward ·democracy is to either turn
toa republican form of government, or to exclude
the· monarchy entirely from politics, as .has been
.done in those westemdemocracies which are still
monarchies. This is prescribed in the Cambodian .
Wht::ll

,
I

'1.

constitution; and there. may now be a king who .
also believes that. .
.
In this progress from near superstitious royalism
to secular democracy, Cambodia is unlikely to
receive strong support from the modern western .
milieus who claim in principle to desire that
development. Royalist romanticism h~s raised' its '..
head among' academic experts, evincing even
among them a sort of 'stop in the mind'. . .... ,
Georgetown University's "David· Steinberg; an
expert on Burma and a critic of its military junia,
reacting to the events in Bangkok in May'1992,
bemoaned the lack· of a monarch in Rangoon to
lessen the suffering of the Burmese" ; and Grant
Evans, a recognized serious student of mOdern Labs,'
ended his Short History of Laos, ,. the most reactionary ,
work on Indochina to have appeared since the heyday,·' .
of French colonialism, with "we will kumv that
[reconciliation among Lao] has occurred when the· .
bones of King Sisavang Vattanana are exhumed... : .
and returned to' Luang Prabang. The chantS' of'
the monks echoing through the temples of the
ancient capital,sending the vinyan {'soul'} of the
King on its way, will heal the deep rift in the Lao
nation caused by the revolution"216..

,.

Red Brotherhood atWar, Vietnam; Cambodia and Laos 'sincid975,
Verso 1984, 1990). .
.
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~EER 16/7, 1992, cited

\'otential royal rivals have been Sihanouk's other children
(Ranariddh, Chakrapong), his half brother Sirivudh, arid the
Sisbwaths.

Z1Y

.~'.' :. .:'....

inPaul M;Handley, The King 'Ne~~
Smiles, New Haven, Yale University Press, 2006, p. 357, where the' .
apparent sympathy for Steinberg's position contradicts the eilti~e' ,
tenor of Handley's book, in particular his treatment of the 1992
eventSj and. Grant Evans, A ShOTt History of Laos, Chiang Mai, •. .
Silkworm Books, 2002, p. 236. In the case of Evans, this' represents' .
a real Pauline epiphany on a road to Luang Prabang.OamallCus,or .'
just a road to a tenured professorship somewhere in the'new world'
of neo~liberalism (for contrast see Grant Evans and &:vln Rowley,'
11.
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Hun Sen has'. played the U.S.' card more
skillfully than his co~p·etitors. He has acceded to
the demand not to send US.' troops to the .
International Criminal Court, he has agreed with
the US. anti, terror policy, Cambodia is the only
country in Southeast Asia where. not a peep of
objection has been heard to·the war in Iraq, US.
ambassadors have not been sympathetic to
R~insy, in spite of his seardl for support among
Anierican reactionaries withip. the Bush camp,
and apparently Hun Sen had no objections to the
dubious" trial 6f a few Moslems. All of this no
doubt helped in persuading. U.S. authorities to
finally arrest and try the leader of the CFF, iIi spite'
of his appeal that he was really an anti,Communist
'freedom fighter'. . '
..
.' . .
The regime change policy that was initiated
in the 1980s, and that misfired in the 1993 election,
has been a complete failure originally envisioned,
to replace the CPP and its leaders with tontras. It
has succeeded, however,. in turning the CPP '.
around and pushing Cambodia' iUta an .extreme
ned .. liberal structure' in which all of the worst
.featllres of the pr~w~r' society, which led the
ctmntry to disaster, have come to the fbre, and
m6reviqlently. . . . . , : . . . . . .
. .
'. This pro,Americirri policy could have a backlash,
however, if cooperation in the 'war on terror'
leads to anti, Cham tendencies, especially now
when one of the Moslem communities' in
. Thailand is involved in a violent confrontation
withThai authorities who' until November 2006.
setried uninteres'ted inworking toward peaceful .

as

a

196

1

solution of recognized problems, Communication
between Thai Malays and Cambodian Cham is '.
easy, for many of th~ latter, in pursuit of Islamic
education, have learned Malay, a dialect of which
is the home language of Thailand's southern Moslems.
Cambodia's first trial of 'Islamic terrorists' does not
bode well..

The extreme neo,liberalism will also be disastrous
if the divide between rich and poor deepens. The
. 2006 implosion of Thailand, however,. whose'
neo,liberal model Cambodia imitated from :the .
1990s', may inspire a retreat from extremes; and'
the increasing economic cooperation with
Vietnam may show the way back to some of the
PRKISOC policies of the 1980s2l7.
Now, in late 2006, the anti, Cambodian .
campaigns of pack, running journos, apparatchik'
academics with their failed state scenarios, arid
VWRs maybe. running dry. At least, CambOdia
does not look so bad in comparison with the' '.
favorite of those coteries, Thailand,. whete
parliament has not been able to sit since February, .
one of its senior statesmen has warned. of collapse
into a 'failed state', and it has returIledtcithe'"
70,year tradition of a military coup to resolve a .'
political i m p a s s e 2 1 8 . · ' > . :".~:
::. .
217 For some details ofCaiOOddia-Vietruim economic rel~ti~; s~·
":

..., " .

~'

PPP 15/6, i4/3-6i4, 2006. Besides that, dozens of¢il.mli~ilfit

stude~ts are studying techi1i.cal subjects, eCOll0mics,' and 'l~win .
the University of Hanoi, and the first Canlb6dian Ce.r,fifled:Public . ,'Accountant received his training there, in a US supportedprogn:1m..
See also the enthusiastic reporting on Vietna~.in the. Khmer'
newspaper Reaksmei Kampuchea, 2~3/HI2006; .
. . .....
2'8 The Nation (Bangkok), 31 August 2006, a 'failedstate'warning.
by former Prime Minister Anan Panyarachun;
. .... .
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Nevertheless. there is still a major issue on
which the VWR may come to life again~~the trial .
of the Khmer Rouge leaders; scheduled to begin
next year. 1 do not intend here to engage in a .
detailed discussion of its potential problems, and
·will merely off~r a prognosis: that it will not achieve
any of the positive results proip.iSed by its organizers,
may·very well turn into a complete fiasco, and has
the. potential to envenom again relations with
Vietnam.
.It must not be forgotten that when the
Cambodians really wanted their own anti~KR trial
right after 1979, the 'international community',
led by the U.S;; which had maintained the KR in
Cambodia's UN seat and was nursing them back
to health on the Thai border,· was opposed, allegedly
concerned abo~t the quality of Cambodian justice.
Then, in the 1980s, when a movement started
. in some western countries to press for a trial, it
was in danger of being subverted by the anti~CPP
crowd who hoped to turn it against Hun Sen and
other CPP leaders. Fortunately that tendency was
pushed aside, and the pro~trial movement, since
the 1990s,· has been organized by persons who
wish to judge the real KR, not the people who
turned against them. Nevertheless, it is difficult
to find much enthusiasm for it among die Cambodian
public, aud there is much in the way it has been
\ organiied to suggest 'judicial colonialism' developing
} out of 'judicial romanticism'219.
I o~e this terminology to Jeffrey Kingston, "Balancing Justice
and Reconciliation in East Timor". Critical Asian Studies 38/3
(September 2006), pp. 271-302. See P' 292.

..~.

t

The anti~GPP tendenc~ moreover, is still ~1ive)
and is able to exert influence against U.S. funding
of the trial, alleging incompetence of Cambodian
judges, and danger of a 'whitewash', code· for a .
trial that would not putHun Sen in the dock 220•
. In this connection there was another·peculiar
presentation by Stephen Heder a couple ot years
ago. Heder, as· noted above·, can be termed a
professional enemy of the· CPPand Hun Sen,
although he accepts that serious research, including
his own, shows "no evidence implicating.... Hun
Sen... in KR crimes", nor "anyone in a position of
significant power in the current government".
Who then did he mean with, "'there is ·good
reason to believe an intention· exists to ensure .
that the list of suspects to be tried will he politically·
deterinined to shield perpetrators from embarrassmg
scrutiny, if not from prosecution, as a few of them
at least are now in positions. of some political
authority"'? Who is to be protected;· who will ..
exert political influence to protect themt This·
sort of doublespeak is not unexpected from
Heder, and it always has a purpose. Readers·who
do not wade carefully through the verbiage, rhay ..
come away with ·i:he conclusion that "noted
scholar" Heder is accusing the current authorities .. ·
Heder, nevertheless, did inake a point w6rthy
of notice. The trial will not "grapple with: .. one
the main historical questions surrounding·· the.·
KR. .. the extent to which the crimes were ... a· result:
of a conspiracy hatched by certain~ .. leaders...
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Ali of this is clear in "Doubting US withholds KRT funds". ppP ..

15/16. 11-24/8. 2006, PP. 1,5.
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[or] were the abuse of deleg:;lted :;IlJthority by
their subordinates ... even contrary to orders". Of
course not. The trial was never intended by its
proponents to touch on that subject, or on any
other historical question: In fact the 'judicial
romanticists' and 'judicial colonialists' certainly
wish to avoid it, being convinced that everything
was the fault of the leaders22f. It will be interesting
to see if Heder, now working for the KR trial pro'
secution, will try to remedy this defect he noted.
. Even otherwise respectable journalists have
not hesitated to evoke alleged participation of
Hun Sen in KR atrocities; and the Cambodia
Genocide Program at Yale' University has not
been careful in straining out info,ganda. Their
website provides the following: .Hun Sen is
alleged to have participated in a Khmer Rouge
attack on Kompong Cham city; Northern Zone,
in 1973. Hospital patients were killed, and "when
overrunning two hospitals, Heng Samrin's and
Hun Sen's troops threw hand· grenades and later
slit the throats of critically ill patients'1222 (Kompong
. Cham was attacked in 1973,' but no evidence' has
been found of Hun Sen's participation in atrocities);
Althol,lgh this had been denounced by researchers,
and even by Elizabeth Becker2n , ina brief survey
of Cambodia in the :May 25,2000 Far Eastern
III

PPP 13/25, 3-16712, 2004, p.2, "Kluner rouge tribunal in danger

. of political interference, irrelevancy, says noted scholar". The first
quotation above is PPP comment; the following two are attributed
to Heder.
m The source was Saren Thach, a Cambodian exile who did not
claim first-hand knowledgC:, in Washington Post, 30/10/1989, and in
International Herald Tribune; 2/11/1989.
2.2l Becker inIntemational Herald Tribune 6/11/89.
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Economic Review, a non' specialist writer, out for a .'
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buck, and assuming. that the Cambodia'
Genocide Program was a reliable source, used·
this to evoke the possibility of Hun Sen having to'
face the coming genoCide tribunal.
... ... '
When. I complained to the Yale program
people, they said their data base just scooped up
all reports about Cambodian genocide, although I.
had assumed from the beginning that it was to
catalogue information in primary sources Within'
Cambodia, such as prison records and govemme~t' .
documents, . not scatter,gun accusations by.
right,wing Cambodians in the U.S. In fact the'. .'
data base is hardly more than techIio,kitsch for
the entertainment of amateurs. Although they
agreed that Saren Thach's article was inac;c;urate
propaganda, they still (October 2006) had .not . .
removed it from their website, where it may'
provide titillating material for more unwary ..
journalists when there is increasing focus on the' ..
trial during the coming year..
. .
And if the trial breaks doWn the.' IRI, VOA,
Voice of Free Asia and assorted regime,change"
artists will be waiting in the wings to tty to tum it
.'
against Hun Sen and the CPp.
..
". . ..' ". ."
Perhaps this may be concluded with a bit of. <:':'.
comic relief from IRI supremo Lome Cran~r, iii a·: .::.
comment on the September 2006 'co~p' .,in ...... '.
Bangkok, "You can't sanction a coup justbecause··
you don't like the guy if you're going to'standup
for democracy... its unconstitutional", apparently
in agreement with, "democracy's not about
picking winners and .losers, it's about· defending
201
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institutions"224. Ev("rything IRI has stood· for. in
Cambodia, and previously in Central America,
was picking, if necessary by violence; winners who
lacked popular support, anclsubverting constitutions,
in· Cambodia encOtlraging Rainsy's efforts to
block constitutional formation of a new
government following elections in 1998 and 2003.
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Nation (BangkOk), 22 September, 2006,·p. lOA, from Peter
Baker "Ideals and realities clash in US's 'freedom agenda"',
WashingtOn Post, n.d. The second q~otati6n was ai:tribut~d there to
Michael A. McFaul of Stanford University.
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